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Sirs,
At its meeting in Bridgetown, Barbados on 24 and 25 April 1986,
the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers examined the question of the Annual
Report which it has to publish pursuant to Article 269 paragraph 4
of the third ACP-EEC Convention and instructed the Chairmen of the
Committee of Ambassadors, in conjunction with the Secretaries of the
Council of Ministers, to finalize this report and to forward it to
the Joint Assembly.
As this report has now been finally adopted, we have the honour of
communicating the text thereof to the Joint Assembly in order that
it may be examined by that body in accordance with Article 276
paragraph 1 of the Third ACP-EEC Convention.
The necessary copies of this text will be made available to your
services as soon as possible.
Yours
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I. INTRODUCTION
The second ACP-EEC Convention having expired on
28 February 1985, 1985 was essentially a year of transition
between the Second and the Third Convention.

The latter, it

will be recalled, was signed in Lome on 8 December 1984.
Pending entry into force of the new Convention, which
requires ratification by the ten Member States of the
Community and by at least two-thirds of the ACP States, ·the
ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors, as instructed by the Council
1
of Ministers, adopted a decision ( ) on 22 February 1985
concerning the transitional measures to take effect as from
1 March 1985.

These measures are described in II below.

The adoption of transitioryal measures enabled the usual
work and normal operation of the Convention's institutions
to continue during 1985.

The period was also put to good

use to make advance preparations for certain new features
of the Third Convention.

J

( ) No 2/85.
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1985 was a year of major difficulties for a great
many ACP States.

The disastrous

dro~ght

and famine situation

prevailing in a number of African countries was a matter which
particularly occupied the attention of the institutions of
the Convention.

A remarkable effort on the part of the

international Community in collaboration with the authorities
of the countries concerned enabled millions of lives to be
saved.

The seriousness of the situation amply justified the

priority which the new Convention gives to achieving selfsufficiency and food security.

At the end of 1985 the harvest
~

prospects in the countries concerned seemed relatively good.
The task in the years ahead will therefore be to assist
the stricken economies along the road to recovery and to use
the resources and instruments of the Convention to avoid a
repetition of the tragedy which occurred in 1985.

The dialogue

between the Community and the ACP States, which goes on
continuously within the Convention's institutions, will have
its part to play in that endeavour.

•

•

I
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II. TRANSITIONAL MEASURES
1
By its decision ( ) 'of 19 December 1984, the ACP-EEC
Council of Ministers delegated powers to the ACP-EEC
Committee of Ambassadors to adopt transitional measures
upon the expiry of the 2nd ACP-EEC Convention.
At the meeting of the Committee of Ambassadors on
18 January 1985 the Community'submitted to the ACP States
a number of proposals for extension of the validity of certain
chapters of the Second Convention and the advance implementation
of some of the provisions in the new Convention.

On

22 February 1985, after the ACP States had examined these
proposals, the Committee of Ambassadors adopted provisions
which were to be implementect'from 1 'March 1985 until the
entry into force of the new Convention or until 28 February 1986
at the latest.
The chapters of the Second Convention whose validity has
been extended in full or in part include trade co-operation,
the system of stabilization of export earnings, mineral
products, investment, industrial, agricultural, financial
and technical co-operation and'the provisions relating to
the least-developed, landlocked and island ACP States.
The provisions of the future Convention implemented in
advance were those relating to the institutions, derogation
from the rules of origin (except in the case of applications
already submitted) and the method of calculating Stabex
transfers.

1

( ) No 7/84.
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The Committee of Ambassadors also adopted measures to
ensure continuity in the operation of the Centre for Industrial
Development and the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural
Co-operation.
The ACP States, the Community and the Member States of the
Community stated at that same meeting that they would take all
practical steps to enable the maximum number of the new provisions
of the new Convention to be implemented as soon as it came into
force.
As far as it was concerned, the Community undertook to take
decisions unilaterally to give effect as from 1 March 1985 to
certain measures provided for in the new Convention (market access
for products coming under the CAP, the Protocol on Rum and bananas).
Throughout 1985 the Convention bodies continued their
proceedings with the aim of enabling the decision taken by the
Committee of Ambassadors on 22 February 1985 to be implemented.
They studied in particular the setting up of the Commodities
Committee (Article 47 of Lorn§ III), the ACP-EEC ad hoc Working
Party responsible for ensuring implementation of the investments
chapter of the future Convention, the experts• Working Party on
available agricultural products (Article 34 and Annex III to
Lome III), the TCA Advisory Committee and the Governing Board
of the CDI.

The outcome of discussions on these topics is given

below in the part of the report devoted to sectoral matters .
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1
III. OVERVIEW OF THE WORK OF THE ACP-EEC INSTITUTIONS ( )
1. Council of Ministers
The ACP-EEC Council of Ministers held its tenth
ordinary meeting in Luxembourg on 21 June 1985: the
meeting was chaired by Mr Pascal NZE, Minister of Planning,
of the Republic of Gabon, President-in-Office of the Council
of ACP Ministers.

The Community spokesman was

Mr Mario FlORET, State Secretary for Foreign Affairs of the
Italian Republic and President-in-Office of the Council of
the European Communities.

The Commission of the European

Communities was represented by Mr Lorenzo NATALI,
Vice-President, with responsibility for development.

1
( ) This section makes brief, general reference to a number of
specific questions examined in 1985. A detailed analysis of
these questions will, however, be found in section IV.
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At this tenth ordinary meeting the Council, after
reviewing progress in implementing the joint statement of
22 February 1985 on transitional measures (see II above), took
~ote

of the

Co~~:3~~o~•s

intentions as regards programming.

It then examined a number of issues affecting
the contracting parties of the Convention.

tr~de

b~tween

These were the

Community's generalized preferences scheme for 1986 on which
'

.

consultations with the ACP States were due'to be held, the
problem of the use of vegetable oils and fats in cocoa products,
the authorized aflatoxin content of products imported into the
Community and finally the arrangements applicable in the
Community to fresh beans from the ACP States.

The Council

noted the importance attached to these issues by the
ACP States and agreed on the desirability of holding
consultatiqns within the appropriate convention body.
The Council also tackled a number of specific points
relating to STABEX, in particular the utilization of any
balances left over from the second Convention, the implementation
of the declaration on Article 166 of the Third Convention
(report by the joint panel of experts) and the application of
the system, in certain cases, to products exported to all
destinations (Article 150(3) of Lome III).

. .. I . ..
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As far as implementation of the Protocol on Sugar was
concerned, problems relating to the allocation of undelivered
quantities, allowing for the accession of Portugal to the
Community and guaranteed prices for 1985/1986 were raised.
As far as customs co-operation was concerned, the Council
welcomed the fact that two requests for derogations from the
rules of origin (tufted carpets from Jamaica and fishing
requisites from Malawi, Kenya and Mauritius) had been settled
by the relevant joint Committee.

It also instructed the same

Committee to examine a request from Mauritius concerning
tinned tuna.
As regards industrial and agricultural co-operation,
the Council looked in particular at implementation of the new
structures laid down in the Third Convention for the Centre
for the Development of Industry (Governing Board) and for the
Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Co-operation
(Advisory Committee).

It delegated powers to the Committee

of Ambassadors to settle these questions and to adopt texts
relating to their operation under Lome III.

The question

of the Community's offer to make available agricultural produce
available in the Community to the ACP at preferential rates was
also studied by the Council (see Article 34 of the Third
Convention).

. .. I ...
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The Council discussed drought, famine, desertification
in the ACP States and the measures which had been and could
be taken to bring them under control.
After taking note of a progress report on the work of
the Article 108 Committee and its bodies in 1985, the Council
discussed the consequences for the interests of the ACP States
of the enlargement of the Community to include Spain and
Portugal.

It agreed to begin the work of negotiating the

protocol provided for in Article 284 of the Third ACP-EEC
Convention in the autumn.
Other matters reviewed by the Council included the
situation in Southern Africa and the provisions in the new
Convention relating to students andmigrant workers in the
Community who were ACP nationals.

.. .I ...
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Committ~&

This Committee, which was set up under Article 108 of
the Second _Convention with the

t~sk

of looking into

measures for improving the implementation of financial
and technical co-operation, met at Ministerial level in
Luxembourg on 20 June 1985.
reported to the

ACP/E~C

·Its Chairman subsequently

Council of Ministers at its

meeting on 21 June on the work of the Committee and its
subsidiary bodies.

The Council took note of the Committee's

report and asked it to complete its work on assessing
Community aid, examining typical difficulties met with in
implementing financial and technical co-operation and
preparing for implementation of the various provisions on
financial and technical co-operation in the Third ACP-EEC
Convention.

. .. I
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3. ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors
The ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors met four times in
1985.

This exceptional number of meetings was a consequence

partly of the need to introduce measures for the transition
from the Second to the Third Convention and partly of the
fact that, owing to pressure of work due to the conclusion
of the negotiations on the renewal of the Convention, it had
not proved possible for the Committee to meet during the
second half of 1984.
The first two meetings, on 18 January and 22 February 1985,
were mainly devoted to preparing and adopting transitional
measures (see II above).

They were chaired by Mr CALAMIA

(Ambassador of Italy), Chairman of the Permanent Representatives
Committee.

The ACP co-Chairman was Mr DIARRA (Ambassador of

Mali), Chairman of the Committee of ACP Ambassadors.

Apart

from the transitional measures, these meetings also provided
an opportunity to examine matters of mutual interest,
including
- the famine in Africa and Community assistance measures;
- utilization of the STABEX and Sysmin balances left over
from Lome II;
- management of the STABEX system and ACP-EEC trade;
- implementation of the sugar protocol;

... I ...
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ACP-EEC co-operation in industrial and agricultural
development;
- inclusion of St Christopher and Nevis in the list of leastdeveloped ACP States and in the list of island ACP States;
- enlargement of the Community (consequences for the ACP States
of the accession of Spain and Portugal).
The 20th meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors
was held in Brussels on 7 June 1985 under the chairmanship
of Mr SAHADEO (Ambassador of Guyana), Chairman of the Committee
of ACP Ambassadors.

The Community spokesman was Mr CALAMIA

(Ambassador of Italy), Chairman of the Permanent
Representatives Committee.

At the opening of the meeting,

the Community spokesman congratulated the ACP States on the
tenth anniversary of the Georgetown Agreement, signed
on 6 June 1975, whereby the ACP States officially formed
themselves into a group of states.

This meeting was mainly

devoted to preparing the items which were to appear on the
agenda for the meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers
on 21 June 1985.
The last meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors
in 1985, the 21st, was held in Brussels on 22 November 1985
under the chairmanship of Mr WEYLAND (Ambassador of
Luxembourg), Chairman of the Permanent Representatives
Committee.

The spokesman for the ACP States was Mr MONGO SO'O

(Ambassador of Cameroon).

This meeting reviewed the progress

... I ...
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made and the developments that had taken place on both sides
I

since the June meeting of the Council, in particular as
regards preparations for implementation of the new convention,
trade issues, the situation in the African States affected
by the drought and other ma.tters relating to administration
of the Convention.
in southern Africa.

The Committee also looked at the situation
In the latter context the spokesman for

the Community spoke of the grave concern aroused in the
Member States by the very serious violations of human rights
in South Africa and by the apartheid system.

He also

described the measures which the Community and its Member
States had taken to contribute to the abolition of apartheid .

. . . I ...
E
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Joint Assembly
The Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC consultative
Assembly held its last meeting ( 1 ) in Bujumbura (Burundi)
from 28 January to 1 February 1985.
The ACP-EEC Council of Ministers was represented by
the President of the ACP Council of Ministers, Mr NAMALIU
(Papua New Guinea) and by the President of the Council of
the European Communities,

(Mr FIORET (Italy).

Both

co-Presidents and Mr NATALI, member of the Commission of
the European Communities, spoke several times in the debate.
Discussions at this meeting centred mainly on matters
relating to the Third Convention and the food situation in
Africa.

They led to the adoption of numerous resolutions.

These are listed in Annex I.

( 1 ) It will be recalled that under the Third Lome Convention
(Articles 276 and 277) provision is made for a single
consultative body- the Joint Assembly - which performs
the functions of the Consultative Assembly and the Joint
Committee under Lome II.
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The Joint Assembly provided for in the Third ACP-EEC
Convention, held its inaugural meeting in Inverness (Scotland)
from 23 to 27 September 1985.

The official opening session was

attended by Her Royal Highness Princess Anne of the United Kingdom,
who, like Mr PFLIMLIN, President o·f the European Parliament and
Mr KOLANE, Speaker of the National Assembly of Lesotho, addressed
the meeting.

The ACP-EEC Council of Ministers was represented

by its co-Presidents, Mr GOEBBELS (Luxembourg), President-in-Office
of the Council of the European Communities, and Mr FONG POEN (Suriname),
President of the Council of ACP Ministers.
Discussions at the Inverness meeting were largely devoted
'

to the results of the Lome III Convention negotiations: the
Assembly noted with satisfaction that many features of the new
Convention had originated from Assembly initiatives.

Delegates

also looked at the problem of the ACP States' debt and the
situation in South Africa.
The Resolutions in Annex II were adopted following the
discussions.

They were forwarded to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers

so that it could take note of them.

. . .I . . .
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5. Annual meeting of representatives of the ACP-EEC economic and

social interests
The annual meeting between representatives of the ACP
and EEC interests and a delegation from the ACP-EEC Joint
Committee was held in Brussels on 18, 19 and 20 September 1985.

The meeting was chaired by Mr BERSANI and Mr GANGA ZANDZOU,
co-Chairmen of the Joint Committee, and was attended by
Mr CAPODILISTA, Vice-President of the Economic and Social
Committee of the European Communities.
At the meeting participants' comments related mainly to
the social, cultural and human features of the new Lome Convention.
The priority accorded to rural development and the achievement of
food security and self-reliance was also emphasized.

The absence

of representatives of economic circles on the bodies responsible
for advising the governors of the Centre for the Development
of Industry and the Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural
Development was regretted by several speakers.
Following its discussions the meeting adopted the final
declaration, as given in Annex III, which was forwarded to the
Joint Assembly, the ACP-EEC Council and the Commission of the
European Communities.

. .. I ...
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IV. SPECIFIC AREAS OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
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(a) Imports of certain ACP agricultural products into the Community

-

~~~~~-e~~~~~!~~-e~~e~~~~-f~~-~-Q~~~~~~!l_Q~~~~!!~~-~~-!b~
~EE~~~!~~~~~~-~!_!b~-~~~~-~!-~b~-~~~~~~-§!~~~~-~~~~!~~~-!~

~~~~~-~~~-~b~~~~~!~-E~~~~~~~-!~!~~~~~-!~~-~~~~~-~~~~~~E!~~~
The ACP States reaffirmed within the joint bodies, and
in particular at the meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of
Ministers, the importance of cocoa products for their
economies and also their misgivings concerning the above
proposal for a Directive.

This Directive is designed to

permit certain vegetable fats other than cocoa butter to be
used throughout the Community for the manufacture of
chocolate, subject to a maximum limit of 5% of the total
weight of the end product and provided that their presence
is indicated on the label.
The Community confirmed that it was aware of the
importance of cocoa products to the ACP States and that no
legislation would be adopted in the matter without prior
consultations with the ACP States.
The two Parties agreed to hold consultations on the
matter within the ACP-EEC Subcommittee on Trade Co-operatiGn
once the results of a technical meeting (Commission/ACP)
were known.

A report on this technical meeting, which was

held on 10 October 1985, was submitted to both parties at
the end of October.

It was still being examined at the end

of the year.

. .. I . ..
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- 18 With regard to the negotiations for a new International
Cocoa Agreement, both Parties:

=

expressed their satisfaction at the profitable collaboration
which had already taken place in Geneva between the ACP States
and the Community, and

=

also confirmed their desire to achieve a satisfactory and
equitable agreement.

-

~!!~~~~!~~~-E~~E~~~!_!~~-~-~~~~~~!~~-~!~~£~!~~-~~~~~!~g

Q!~~£~!~~-Z~{~~L~~~-~~-~~~-f!~!~g-~f-~~~!~~~-E~~~!~~~~-!~~~!~-f~~
~~~~~!~~~!~-~~~~!~~£~~-~~~-E~~~~£!~-!~-!~~~!~g~!~!!~
The ACP States stressed at the meeting of the ACP-EEC Council
of Ministers the importance they attached to this question,
particularly as regards groundnut products, and their misgivings
about the above Commission proposal.
The Community stated that the Council had not yet begun its
technical examination of the Commission proposal.
Both parties agreed to hold consultations on the matter in
the ACP-EEC Subcommittee on Trade Co-operation before any
legislation was adopted by the EEC Council.
The technical examination was still continuing in the relevant
Council bodies at the end of 1985.

. .. / ...
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- Rum
On 26 February 1985 the EEC Council adopted a Resolution
opening, allocating and providing for the administration of a
Community tariff quota for rum, arrack and tafia originating in
the ACP States ( 1 ) for the period 1 March 1985 to 30 June 1985.
Subsequently the Council adopted a corresponding Regulation
covering the period 1 July 1985 to 30 June 1986 ( 2 ).

(~) Regulation (EEC) No

488/85, OJ No L 61,
1.3.1985.
( ) Regulation (EEC) No 1815/85, OJ No L 169, 29.6.1985.

. .. I . ..
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The ACP States reiterated the importance they attached to
finding a solution to the difficulties being encountered by
imports of this product into the Community.
The two parties agreed to continue their examination in the
Sub-Committee on Trade Co-operation.

. . .I . . .
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(b) Community's generalized preferences scheme
In the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers both parties
emphasized their interest in seeing that consultations on
the GSP were conducted as efficiently as possible.

The

ACP States urged the Community to take greater account of
their interests when deciding each year on the GSP.
The Community confirmed that the Commission proposal
for the 1986 GSP would be forwarded to the ACP States as soon
as the Commission had drafted it.

The Community would expedite

the examination of the ACP States' comments and would be ready
to hold consultations on the matter.
The ACP States subsequently forwarded a memorandum on
the Commission proposal to the Community in October 1985.
Consultations were then held on 27 November in the ACP-EEC
Working Party on the GSP.

. .. I ...
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(c) Study by the Working Party on the Evolution of ACP-EEC
Trade

In October 1985 the Community forwarded to the ACP States,
within the framework of the discussion in the Working Party
on the Evolution of ACP-EEC Trade, a study prepared by the
Institute of World Economy of the University of Kiel,
together with comments from the Commission.
At its meeting on 22 November 1985 the ACP-EEC Committee
of Ambassadors instructed the Working Party to examine the
study as quickly as possible and to report back to it by
mid-February 1986.

. .. I ...
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(d) Exchange of views on the new round of multilateral
negotiations (GATT)
At the meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors,
both parties welcomed the fact that several consultation
meetings had taken place 'in Geneva in 1985.

The Community

stated its intention of maintaining close contact with the
ACP States throughout the new round of negotiations.

. .. I ...
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2. g~~~~~~-~~:~E~£~~!~~

- Derogation from the rules of origin
The ACP-EEC Customs Co-operation Committee adopted
three decisions derogating from the definition of the
concept of "originating products" in order to take
account of the special situation of:
- Jamaica with regard to 220 000 square yards of tufted
carpets falling within heading No 58.02 of the Common
Customs Tariff for the period 1 March 1985 to
1
2 October 1986 ( );
- Malawi, Kenya and Mauritius as regards certain fishery
2
i terns ( );
- Mauritius with regard to its production of canned tuna,
for an amount of 1 000 tonnes, for the period 1 March 1985
to 29 February 1988 ( 3 ).

( 1 ) Decision No 1/85 of 7 June 1985 (OJ No L 244, p. 12/13,

12.9.1985.
( 2 ) Decision No 2/85 of 7 June 1985 (OJ No L 244, p. 14,
12.9.1985.
(3) Decision No 3/85 of 16 July 1985 (OJ No L 244/85,
12.9.1985.
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(a) STABEX
At its lOth ordinary meeting the Council examined in
particular the ~!!!!~~!!~~ of STABEX e~!~~~~~-!~!!_~~~~
from the Second Convention, noting that the total unused
balance might amount to around 100 MECU.

By Decision

No 7/85 it delegated powers to the Committee of
Ambassadors to take the appropriate decisions, subject
however to observance of the principle that this unused
balance should be allocated to those ACP States whose
requests for transfers in respect of 1980 and 1981 could
not be met in full for lack of adequate resources.

The

Council has not yet taken a decision on a proposal from
the ACP States for also using any further unused balances
to make up the shortfalls of the 1980 and 1981 years of
application.

The Council did, however, endorse a proposal

from the ACP States that the special interests of the least
developed countries should be taken into consideration
when this unused balance was distributed.

At its meeting

on 22 November 1985 the Committee of Ambassadors agreed to
begin examining the matter on the basis of the proposals
which the Community had undertaken to submit to it.
The Council approved the report drawn up by the panel
of experts mentioned in the declaration on Article 166 of
the Third Convention which had the task of making proposals
for improving the functioning of the system.

The panel's

recommendations covered, in particular, methods of
calculating transfers, statistical and customs co-operation
and the various forms to be used (requests for transfers,
use made of resources transferred, etc.), while a number of
other questions were dealt with in a supplementary report
to the Committee of Ambassadors.

. .. I ...
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With regard to the requests submitted by a number of
ACP States during the negotiations on the 3rd Convention
for their exports to be eligible for the ~~!!_~~~!~~~!~~~~~
~~~~~~!!~~

(Article 150(3) and declaration in Annex XLIII),
a Commission report on seven of the twelve requests concerned

and a Community position reaching the conclusion that none of
the seven requests should be granted were put before the
Council and the Committee of Ambassadors.

The Commission

reserved the right to submit a further report when the five
outstanding requests had been examined.
Ambassadors

ag~eed

The Committee of

to look into the whole matter when the

supplementary report was available.
The Council further noted that it had not yet been
possible for the Committee of Ambassadors to complete its
examination of the Community proposals providing, under the
First Convention, for the ~~£~~~!!!~!!~~-~!_!~~-!~§~~!~~~ made
in favour of the Congo and Gabon for year of application 1975.
Finally the Council adopted a decision (No 5/85 of
21 June 1985) amending an earlier decision (No 4/82) whereby
~~!~~~-~~~-~~£~·

among other things, had been included in the
list of STABEX products.
This amendment specifies how these

two products are to be taken into account from the point of
view of classification of the products and implementation of
the STABEX system.
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In Decision No 3/85 adopted through the delegation of
I

powers to the Committee of Ambassadors, the Council of
Ministers granted an "9~~-9~~!~~~!~Q~§~-9~£Q&~1~~~ to exports
from Kiribati for year of application 1983.
This derogation
takes account of the fact that owing to exhaustion of its
phosphate deposits copra has become its most important export
product, this, however, being a product which in the early
1980s was exported to countries other than the Community.
The Commission notified the Committee of Ambassadors
that total requests for

!~~~~f~~~

lodged by the ACP States

f~~-~~~~-~f-~EE~!~~!!~~-~~~~ which had been accepted by the

Commission had only reached a figure substantially lower
than the resources available (approximately 159 MECU).

The

Commission had made 15 transfers in respect of the losses
in export earnings of 11 ACP States totalling approximately
32 MECU, which left an outstanding balance of in the region
of 127 MECU.
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(b) Sugar
- Guaranteed prices

(co~nenced

During the negotiations

on 30 April 1985) between

the ACP States and the Community on guaranteed prices for
preferential sugar for the 1985/1986 delivery year, the Communi:y
proposed raising these prices by 1,3% in the case of white
sugar and by 1,15% in the case of raw sugar as compared with
the prices for the

1984/198~

year.

It was not possible to reach any agreement on this basis
during the period covered by the report, since the ACP States,
which mainly export raw sugar, .. are
pressing. for the same rate
.
of increase for raw sugar as for white sugar. When the
Community, despite a suggestion from the
l~nes,

in

did

no~

Dece~ber

accede to this

re~uest,

Co~mission

along these

the ACP States requested

that the matter, together with a

nu~ber

problems relating to sugar, be referred to a special

of other
mee:1~6

of

the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers.
For questions concerning imports of ACP sugar by Portugal, the
ACP States, in the context of the negotiations on the Accession
Protocol (see point 12), reiterated their request for the quantity of
ACP sugar to be increased, to take account of the increases in the
number of ACP States covered by the Protocol on sugar and in the
number of Community Member States.
The parties involved continued their discussions on a joint
declaration concerning review of the

implementi~g

conditions

fer the guarantee under the Protocol on Sugar (Article 2(2)
of the Protocol).
a new

dra~t

They instructed the

co-Preside~ts

to draw ·up

declaration on the basis of the discussions.

Following decisions taken by the Commission in January 1985
to reallocate 25 000 tonnes of sugar which had become available
owing to a failure to deliver, the ACP States requested par~icularly
Jlli~e

..

at the meeting of the Council of Ministers in

1985·- that the Council of Ministers review these

Co~ission

decisions.

After the Community had expressed the

opinion that the Commission alone was empowered to take

decisio~s

in the matter, the ACP States proposed that legal experts from
both parties should look into the interpretation of Article 7(4)
of the Protocol.

The relevant sub-committee was instructed to

study this problem.
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The Second ACP-EEC Convention having expired on
28 February 1985, the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers adopted
a decision on the transitional measures to apply as from
1 March 1985. Among other things, this decision provided
for the application during the transitional period of the
provisions on industrial co-operation contained in Title V
of the Second Convention. By the same decision, the
Committee on Industrial Co-operation was empowered to
exercise the necessary powers to ensure continuity in the
operations of the Centre for the Development of Industry
(CDI) and to conduct preparations for the entry into force
of the provisions of the new convention, and in particular
to set up the governing Board of the CDI.
Thus, throughout 1985, the activities of the joint
institutions were focussed on both the continuing
implementation of the provisions of the Second Convention
concerning industrial co-operation and preparation of the
measures to be taken under the Third Convention.
(a) Proceedings of the Council of Ministers
At its meeting in Luxembourg on 21 June 1985 the
Council expressed its satisfaction at the arrangements
made in the field of industrial co-operation as regards
both the transitional arrangements and the preparations
for implementation of the new Convention. It welcomed
in particular the appointment of Dr AKINRELE as Director
and of Mr MOSGARD as Deputy Director of the CD!.

. .. I ...
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The Council agreed on the approach to be followed
regarding ~~~-Q2Y~£~!~g-~2~£9_2f_~~~-gQ!, with rotation of
the chairmanship every two and a half years.
The Council also adopted a decision delegating powers
to the Committee of Ambassadors for the adoption of the texts
relating to the CDI referred to in Article 73(6) of the Third
ACP-EEC Convention, which deal with the Centre's statute and
its financial and staff regulations.
(b) Proceedings of the Committee on Industrial Co-operation
The Committee on Industrial Co-operation met on 18 July
and 20 November 1985.

It examined a number of questions

concerning !~~-£~~!£~-f~£_!~9~~!£!~!_Q~Y~!2E~~~~' some of
which concerned the provisions of the new Convention.

The Committee expressed satisfaction at the excellent
quality of this report, which was even larger and clearer
than the previous reports and very easy to read.

It agreed

to the report.

Q~£!~!~~-~!Y!~~-~-9!~£~~£~~-!~-£~~E~£!_~f-~~~-gQ!~~-~££~~~!~
for 1984
Pursuant to the CDI's financial regulation, the Committee,
acting on a report fr?m the auditors, adopted, at its meeting
on 20 November 1985, a Decision giving a discharge to the
Director of the Centre in respect of implementation of the
Centre's 1984 budget.
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-

!~2!~~~~~!~~-~~~!~!~~~-~~!~~!~~-~~-~~~-~~~~!~!~~~-~!-~~E!~~~~~~
of the staff of the CDI
The Committee took a number of implementing decisions
relating to the conditions of employment of the staff of the CDI
mainly relating to the pay of the Centre's employees.

The Committee asked the Commission to finance, at a cost of
75 000 ECU to be charged to EDF appropriations (regional cooperation), a study on light industries and agri-industries.

At its meeting on 18 July the Committee appointed the members
of the Governing Board of the CDI, the ACP States having
provisionally nominated the members of the Advisory Council
(under the Second Convention) to sit on the Board.
The Committee was informed at its meeting on 20 November 1985
of the inaugural meeting of the Governing Board, a new CDI body
created by the Third ACP-EEC Convention.

In particular it noted

that the Board had adopted the CDI's 1986 budget, this being a
task entrusted to it under the new Convention.

Article 73(6) of the Thjrd Convention stipulates that the
Centre 1 s statute, financial and staff regulations and rules of
procedure are to be adopted by the Council of Ministers.
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With a view to preparation of the adoption of these texts
by the Committee of Ambassadors, to which powers have been
delegated in this respect (see (a) above), the Committee on
Industrial Co-operation began examining the draft Decisions on
the CDI's statute and rules of operation and its financial and
staff regulations.

These draft texts will be finally adopted

by the Committee of Ambassadors as soon as possible by the
written procedure.

The Committee also examined a draft Decision of the
Council of Ministers relating to the composition of the CIC
and the detailed rules for its operation; this would be adopted
formally by the Council of Ministers under the written procedure.
(c) Activities of the CDI

1
( )

- Introduction

The yeur 1985 was marked by a number of events of
considnrable significance for the future of CDI.
On 28 February, the Second Lome Convention expired and the
transitional period into Lome III commenced. The
contracts of employment of current staff were extended to
the end of the year, as well as the provisions for COl
under the Lome II Convention.
The Directorate of CDI was reconstituted. On 15 May
Dr. Isaac Akinrele took over as Director and Mr. Jens
Mosgard became Deputy Director.

1
( ) This summary was drawn up by the mana~ement of the Centre .
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Joint Governing Board
Under Lome III, a Joint Governing Board was set up to
replace the Advisory Council.
Its membership consists of
24 persons with substantial experience in the private or
public industrial and banking sectors, or in industrial
development planning and promotion. They were chosen on a
personal basis on the grounds of their qualifications,
from among nationals of the signatory States of the Lome
III Convention. One representative each from the Council
of the European Communities, the Commission of the
European Communities, the European Investment Bank and the
General Secret~riat of ACP States, also participate in the
Board meetings.
The Joint Governing Board held its inaugural meeting on
the 3rd of October during which it examined the proposals
from the Director for the organisation of CDI during Lome
III.
It also examined the budget and work programme for
1986.
The Director's proposals highlighted the problems that
will confront CD! because of the inadequate budget
allocation for the Convention period: and they recommended
a number of belt-tightening measures including staff
restructuring. The Board elected Mr Michel Delefortrie of
Belgium as Chairman and Mr. K. Lazare Sore from Burkina
Faso as Vice Chairman.
The Executive Committee of the Board, meeting under
mandate on 17 October, adopted the Director's
organisational proposals as well as the budget and work
programme for 1986, with some amendments.
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New priorities and working method
The new Convention, under its Industrial Cooperation
Chapter, has introduced new priorities for CDI. These are
directed towards the rehabilitation of ACP industries, in
particular the small and medium-sized enterprises which
are to be restored to full capacity utilisation, the
processing of local raw materials and the mobilisation to
the optimum of local factor endowments as inputs for
industrial production. CDI is also to assist the
marketing of ACP manufactures in domestic, regional, and
external outlets including the EEC.
With a view to responding to these priorities, CDI has
adopted a new working method. This involves planning its
activities instead of responding to ad hoc requests from
ACP States. Under this method an industrial potential
survey of each ACP State is carried out to draw up an
inventory of potential interventions within the competence
and capacity of CD!. Thereafter an indicative budget and
work programme for the Convention period is established.
A work programme established in this way for an ACP State
can, of course, be updated from time to time.
Before the
end of 1985, work programmes had been established for 17
ACP States.
Industrial cooperation environment
The political and economic environment for ACP-EEC
industrial cooperation was given a boost by the
introduction of a chapter on investment in the Third Lome
Convention.
In this chapter, the European Community and
the ACP States have jointly undertaken to encourage and
promote private investment for the development of
industrial cooperation: and to study measures which will
facilitate an increased and more stable flow of private
capital to ACP States. The scope and appropriate
mechanisms of a joint ACP-EEC investment insurance and
guarantee system, complementary to existing national
systems, are also to be examined.
On the ACP side, there is growing trend favouring the
improvement of the investment climate, through the
revision of investment codes to attract private foreign
capital. Many ACP countries have now made it possible for
companies to repatriate their profits through retaining
some portion of their export earnings. What is further
required is the facilitation of government approvals for
projects and the centralisation of all operations
concerning foreign investors.
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However, the growing indebtedness of many ACP States
continues to cripple efforts to promote new industrial
investments. The scarcity of foreign e~change resources
and the failure to obtain debt rescheduling facilities,
have checked the flow of international investment capital
to ACP States. The Development Banks and Finance
Companies, while offering some leverage through economic
operators of the European Economic Community, have
received an insufficient response to make an impact on the
ACP economic scene.
Therefore, there is a need by all parties to the Lome
Convention, to show greater commitment to the enunciated
objectives of industrial cooperation.
CD!, during the period of the new Convention, will gear
itself to the identification and exploitation of
opportunities for industrial joint ventures and other
forms of cooperation between ACP and EEC industrialists.
A growing and indispensable niche
One of the significant developments in the industrial
cooperation chapter of the ACP-EEC Lome Convention during
the last few years, has been the increasing re_cognition of
the important role the private sector should play in
fostering the industrial development of ACP States. The
Lome III Convention gave new emphasis to this by
introducing instruments which encourage the direct
involvement of economic and social partners in industrial
cooperation programmes. CDI, in this context, has the
special and unique role of mobilising private sector
investment for the small and medium-sized industries of
ACP States.
During 1985, CD! brought into contact no less than 500
industrialists, investors, consultants and project
promoters, from the private sector. CDI's mediation
during contact meetings has acquired the role of
confidence-bridging between negotiating partners.
It
also gives a moral authority to joint venture agreements.
This role oc~upies a growing and indispensable niche in
the process of promoting ACP-EEC cooperation for the
industrial projects of ACP States.
The irony is, however, that CD! has a diminishing
financial capacity to extend the scope of this role.
CD! thus looks forward to the new horizon that should
emerge under the proposed ACP-EEC investment insurance and
guarantee scheme, to enlarge the framework for private
sector participation in ACP-EEC industrial cooperation •
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Computerisation of accounts and salaries
Accounts and the calculation of salaries have been fully
computerised since the 1st of January 1985. This allows
the Directorate to be informed immediately and continously
of the status of accounts (commitments and payments).
In
this way, the execution of the budget can be controlled
and monitored continuously and effectively.
The Admistration Division has also been collaborating with
the operational Divisions to introduce project management
by computer.
Accounts as at the end of 1985

The following percentages show the extent to which the
1985 budget was utilised :
Committed in 1985
%

Paid out in 1985
%

Title I

100

94

Title II

100

86

Title III

90

39

GRAND TOTAL

95

65

Positive

budsetar~

Eerformance

The utilisation of the budget for any year can only be
measured over a two year period. This is because funds
committed in one year may be paid out, or disbursed, any
time up to the end of the following year.
It is now possible to obtain a clear and accurate picture
of cor•s utilisation of its budgets over a number of
previous years. The following figures show a distinct
upward trend in the percentage of the yearly budget
actually disbursed by CDI.
Budgetary year
1982
1983
1984
1985

% disbursed (over 2 years)
of each year's budget
74%
84%
87%
90% (estimated)
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Analysis of CDI's assistance
Dlagra~s

nf

1 and 2 illustrate aspects of the analysis by type

R~~1~~8nCP,

A slight increase in the total number of interventions was
achieved in 1985. This increase was achieved despite the
high level of uncertainty imposed on CDI's operations due
to the formal termination of Lome II on the 28th of
February 1985, necessitating the introduction of
transitional arrangements for the rest of the year.
Bearing in mind the delay in readapting the budget and
work programme and that staff who left CD! could not be
replaced, the increased number of interventions is really
significant in terms of productivity and cost-efficiency.
The distribution of interventions between the ACP regions
followed the pattern of previous years, except that the
figure for West Africa has been inflated by the carry-over
of interventions initi~ted in 1984. It is hoped that the
imbalance between regions can be further reduced in the
future through the introduction of a new policy of
planning intervention programmes for each country.
The analysis by sector of CDI assistance in 1985 confirms
the prognosis implied by CDI's organisation chart for
Lome III, for the priority sectors for ACP States i.e.
food, agro-allied, clay based, chemicals and plastic, and
engineering and metal-working industries.
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ANALYSIS OF CDI 1 S ASSISI'ANCE BY SEG'OR FOR 1985

MEI'AIWORKlNG
ENGINEERING
AND VEHIClES
(16. 7 %)

Fo:D AND
BEVERAGES
(24.5 %)

Total Number of Interventions
in 1985 : 323
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Growth in results achieved

Table 1 shows the trend of growth in the number of CDI
interventions that have had a direct impact on
production.
The 1985 figures show·a dramatic rise in the number of
CDI-assisted projects that went into production. Although
some of them are relatively small in investment terms,
while others cannot be accurately quantified, information
at our disposal shows the additional investment to total
over Ecu 5.9 million, resulting in the creation of 450 new
employment places.
If this statistic is compared with that of 1984, it will
be seen that a considerable reduction in the cost of

investment per job created was achieved. The cost of
investment per job -dropped from Ecu 47,000 in 1984 to
Ecu 13,000 in 1985.
This is indicative of a swing towards
more labour-intensive industrial projects.

It is to be further noted that many of these proJects are of
a modular type i.e. they can be reproduced again and aga~n
in other ACP States.

TABLE

1

RESULTS ACHIEVED BY CDI TO DATE

YEAR
CDI-assisted projects which
entered production *

CDI rehabilitation interventions
which had positive effects on
production
CDI training interventions
which had positive effects on
production
TOTALS

*

81

82

83

84

85

CUMULATIVE
FIGURES
SINCE 1981

4

9

12

16

23

64

16

12

19

21

18

86

6

19

26

31

31

113

26

40

57

68

72

263

-

These figures cover projects initiated under Lome I, plus
implemented adapted technology projects and the re-starting
of units that were completely idle.
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(d) Activities of the European Investment Bank in the industrial
sphere
Overall, industry received 51% of total financing
directly-financed industrial projects accounting for nearly
33% and assistance to development banks for 18%.
Effects of projects financed (ACP)
For projects in the industrial sector alone, the average
cost of the employment created amounts to 160 000 ECU in the
case of individual projects (not including plantations) and to
five times less in the case of global loan appropriations.
However, the main aim of a number of the industrial projects
financed is not the creation of jobs but the development or
rehabilitation of undertakings which are economically and
financially viable.
Financing granted in 1985 in the ACP States and the OCT
More than half the amount involved in the operations
relates to industrial investment (124,9 million), in
particular the agri-industry (18,5%), assistance to development
banks (18,3%) and the manufacturing sector (16,3%).
The amount
allocated from current global loans fell from 38 million in
1984 to 33,8 million in 1985 for 82 small and medium-sized
investment schemes, more especially in the agri-industrial
sector (18%), the extractive industry (9%), the wood-processing
industry (7%) and tourism (4%). An important aspect of
activiti~s in the industrial sector is the relatively large
proportion of operations whose object was the rehabilitation,
renovation or starting up of the undertakings, 29% of risk
capital being intended for such operations.
Investment financed individually or by global loan
allocations should contribute towards the direct creation
of some 6 000 jobs, mainly in the industrial and agri-industrial
sectors; in industry, the average investment cost per job
created was 160 000 ECU in the case of individual projects
and five times less in that of global loan appropriations .

. . . I ...
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The transitional measures provide for application of the
Second Convention's provisions on agricultural co-operation
during the transitional period.

They further empower the

Subcommittee on Co-operation for Agricultural and Rural
Development, under the authority of the Committee of Ambassadors,
to ensure continuity in the running of the Technical Centre for
Agricultural and Rural Co-operation (TCA) and to make
preparations for implementation of the new provisions, and in
particular to set up the TCA Advisory Committee.
(a) Proceedings of the Subcommittee on Co-operation for
Agricultural and Rural Development
It was against this background that the Subcommittee
met on 20 February and 11 December 1985.

It dealt with a

number of points concerning the TCA in particular.

The Subcommittee welcomed this report

Z1 )

and the

large number of activities the TCA had succeeded in
undertaking in 1984 despite certain initial difficulties
which it had encountered.

The Subcommittee asked the

Centre's Director to send it as quickly as possible, as
part of preparations for implementing the new Convention,
a multiannual outline of the Centre's activities,
accompanied by an estimate of expenditure for the next
three years, and to include such information in future
reports.

( 1 ) For the contents of this Report, see 1984 Annual Report of the
Council of Ministers, pp. 35-37.
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The 1985 budget was finalized by the Subcommittee and finally
adopted by the Committee of Ambassadors (see 1984 Annual Report,
p. 38) .

At its meeting on 11 December 1985 the Subcommittee approved
the activity programme for 1986 and made a detailed examination
of the 1986 draft budget.

It agreed to the overall structure

of the budget and to the overall appropriations.

The 1986 budget

will be finally adopted by the Committee of Ambassadors on the
basis of the decision taken in the meantime on the EDF contribution.

The Subcommittee appointed Mr Harm ROZEMA, Principal
Administrator at the Court of Auditors of the European Communties
and Mr Vasdev HASSAMAL, Financial Controller at the ACP General
Secretariat, as auditors of the TCA accounts.

. .. I ...
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The Subcommittee began discussions on setting up the TCA
Advisory Committee.

So that the Committee could meet as soon

as possible, the Subcommittee decided to adopt the operating
rules and appoint members of the Advisory Committee by the
written procedure as soon as possible.

In accordance with Article 6 of the Decision of the Committee
of Ambassadors on the transitional measures, the Committee of
Ambassadors decided at its 19th meeting on 22 February 1985 to
extend the contracts of the Director of the TCA and of his
principal assistant until 31 December 1985.

It also authorized the

Director to extend the contracts of the Centre's employees for
the same period.

Since it was not possible for the Third Convention

to enter into force on that date, the Subcommittee decided to
extend the contracts for a further period ending on 28 February 1986,
when the current transitional measures expired.

The Subcommittee agreed to go ahead with drawing up the draft
decisions on the TCA's operating rules, financial regulation and the
conditions of employment applicable to staff of the TCA by means
of the written procedure so that they could be adopted by the
Committee of Ambassadors at its next meeting, scheduled for
February 1986.

. .. I .
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(b) Activity report of the TCA ( 1 )
Preamble
Though the Centre was operational during 1984, it was
mainly concerned with administrative matters such as finding
suitable office accommodation, drawing up rules and regulations
for operation and management. It had engaged only three
secretaries, one administrative officer and the messenger-driver,
apart from the Director and the Technical Adviser, Deputy to
Director. The four Technical Advisers were recruited during
the latter part of the year, three of whom in December 1984.
Thus it can be said that the TCA has had a first full operational
year during 1985 with a staff of eleven.
All the activities programmed for 1985 have been
realised in time as scheduled.
The Centre was officially inaugurated on 6 February 1985.
In May 1985 the TCA 1 s branch office in Brussels temporarily
located in the ACP house was transferred to 4, rue de
l Industrie.
1

- Food trends 1n ACP countries (IFPRI)
The International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI)
was entrusted by the ~CA with the preparation of a paper
presenting backgroun~ material on food and related data
for ACP States. These data cover population
and land use, particularly for food production,
trends 1n output, consumption and trade of basic food staples
dur1ng the past two decades and are based on statistics from
FAO and the UN Department of International Economic and
Social Affairs. The study was available in 1985 in English
and the French version is almost ready too.
( 1 ) This summary was drawn up by the management of the Centre .... / ...
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- Scientific and techn1cal information on rural development
In preparation of its seminar on th1s top1c, TCA had
five basic documents prepared by experts 1n related domains
within the area. These five studies were compiled 1nto a
publication now available in both English and French.
- The potential role of agroforestry in ACP countries in
combating environmental degradation and desert1ficat1on
TCA requested ICRAF (Internat1onal Council for Research
in Agroforestry) to prepare studies on the two above-named
subjects. The studies have just been received both in
English and French versions and are now being edited prior
to publication.
- Seed programmes for ACP countries: present situat1on and
future prospects (IAC)
This 1s a study commissioned by the TCA in preparation
of 1ts seminar on the topic 1n September 1985. It was
done by IAC (International Agricultural Centre) of
Wageningen.
Forecasting, surveillance and early warning systems for
pests of crops in ACP countries, GTZ
The GTZ (German Agency for Technical Co-operation)
prepared this study for TCA in view of its sponsored
seminar on this related topic in June 1985 in U.K.
- Other stud1es
The following studies have been commiss1oned during
1985 by TC~ but ~re not yet available:

= Possibilities for reducing post-harvest fish losses
1n West Africa (CEASM/TDRI) (Centre d'Etude et d'Act1on
Sociales Maritimes) {Tropical Development Research Institute)

... I ...
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= Guidelines

for the Development of Milk Production
Systems in the Tropics (ILCA, A. Preston)

=

Matching livestock systems with available feed resources
in tropical countries (ILCA, A. Preston)

- Bananas and plantains information bulletin (IRFA)
IRFA (Institut de Recherche sur les Fruits et Agrumes)
has been publishing information on fruit production for over
40 years and TCA has decided to collaborate with that
lnstitute in the editing of an information bulletin called
"Bananas and Plantains" and in its dissemination with a
view to establishing an international information network.
This monthly bulletin containing a bibliography of all
publlcatlons since 1945 was started in January 1985 and is
expected to end in 1986. Readers can use them for identifying
and requesting the documents of interest to them.
- Atlas of pasture potential in the Sahel (IEMVT)
TCA is sponsoring this compilation of all information
existing on the Sahel countries into an atlas to be prepared
by the "Institut d'Elevage et de Medecine V~terinaire des
Pays Tropicaux" (IEMVT). This atlas will provide planners
and technical officers with pertinent data for an effectiye
exploitation of the natural resources available.
This study started in 1985 with Chad and is expected
to cover all the countries of the Sahel by 1988.

. .. I ...
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culture and rapid multiplication in the Philippines.
German potato programme (GTZ)
Tiss~e

Obtaining disease-free planting material for starting
potato cultivation has always constituted a major problem.
A solution is the production of first generation potato
plants through tissue culture. The technique is described
in this study which has been published by the TCA.
- Facts and figures on ACP countries
TCA has published a brochure of statistical information
on ACP States. These include the gross national product (GNP),
growth rate, agricultural production and population numbers.
- The role of veterinary auxiliaries in livestock production
in Africa (GTZ/IEMVT)
This is a publication resulting from a seminar held on
the top1c in Burundi. It contains a description of the role
of veterinary auxiliaries and its importance for several
ACP States for a faster and more effective supply of simple
drugs currently utilised by livestock owners.
Co-publ1cation of two volumes in th~ series "LE TECHNICIEN
D'AGRICULTURE TROPICALE": CROP STORAGE AND THE PLANTAIN
(Maison Neuve et La Rose/ACCT)
Two previous volumes published by "Maison Neuve et La
Rose" entitled "LE RIZ PLUVIAL" and ''LE MAIS" were highly
acclaimed and already out of print. The ACCT (Agence de
Cooperation Culturelle et Technique) is providing financial
ass1stance together with the TCA in the print1ng of a new
ed1tion of 1,000 copies so as to meet the large demand. The
publication of two new titles in the series "LE BANANIER
PLANTAIN" and ''LE STOCKAGE DES PRODUITS VIVRIERS SOUS LES
TROPIQUES" is being supported by the TCA. The English
vers1ons of these publications will be out during 1986 .

. . . I ...
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- SPORE (Earthscan/Periscoop)
This is a bimonthly bulletln of TCA started w1th the
collaboration of Earthscan and Periscoop in October 1985
with a major objective of stimulating the demand for
sclentiflc and technical information in ACP States. It
will also feature informat1on on the activitles of the
Centre and provide an update on new scientific and technical
findings and bibliographic references, whlle discussing
subjects affecting ACP States.
- Others
TCA is contributing artlcles on major topics of
agricultural Interest to the "Courier".
Apart from the above-named publications, TCA also
publishes the full proceedings of its semlnars and its annual
report, programme of work and budget and during 1985 a
pictorial account of its official lnauguration ceremony.
Informatlon Services

--------------------

- Compilation of a dlrectory of European sources of scientific
and technlcal information on agricultural development available
to ACP States (KIT)
With the collaboration of the Royal Tropical Institute
in Amsterdam (KIT), TCA is actually preparing this inventory
of European sources of information on tropical agriculture.
As a next exercise TCA ·will prepare an inventory of all ACP
sources of information.

. .. I ...
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- Question-Answer Service
TCA is currently running this service to be utilised by
ACP research and other agricultural and rural development
workers.
Questions are received and answered either directly
or referred to the competent people who can do so. Bibliographical or copies of articles are also provided on request.
- SYSTRAN system of translation
To help break the linguistic barrier, TCA has been
experimenting with SYSTRAN system of translation as a faster
and cheaper means of translation of documents.
- Inventory of Agricultural Research Projects in the Car1bbean
(FAO/UWI)
TCA 1s helping the University of West Ind1es which is
preparing an inventory of all agricultural research work
be1ng undertaken in the Caribbean to be included 1n the
CARIS (Current Agricultural Research Information System)
project of the FAD.
Technical meetings organised by TCA
- The role of agrometeorology in forecasting pest outbreaks, U.K.
TORI was entrusted with its organisation and th1s meeting
was held in June at Fulmer Grange in England. It assembled
part1cipants from 13 ACP countries out of 18 1nvited and from
three EC countries. A representative of FAD was present as well .

. . . I ...
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- Research network for drought resistance, Burkina Faso
This regional meeting grouped together 14 participants
from African States where drought is of regular occurrence
and four from EC States with representatives of the Commission
and the ACP Secretariat. It was held in Burkina Faso in
September with the collaboration of CIAAD (Centre de
Cooperation Internationals en Recherche Agronomique pour
le Developpement). It enabled research workers in droughtprone areas to exchange views and collaborate in the
establishment of a research network.
- Primary animal health care in Africa, Malawi
This meeting meant for Anglophone African States was in
a way a follow-up of the meeting held in Burund1 in October 1984
for Francophone African States and was held in Malawi in
September. It was organised in collaboration Wlth GTZ and ODA
(Overseas Development Administration) and was attended by
Veter1narians from 15 African States and five EC Member States
as well as representatives of IBAR (Inter Afr1can Bureau for
Animal Resources) EC, WB (World Bank), IEMVT, CTVM (Centre
for Tropical Veterinary Medicine), FAD and ILCA (International
L1vestock Centre for Africa) to d1scuss primary health care
services for livestock in Africa.
- Seed production in ACP countries, Cameroon
Together with IAC (International Agricultural Centre)
of Wageningen, TCA organised this meeting in Cameroon in
October 1985. It was attended by 13 horticulturists from
ACP States (21 invited), five EC States and representatives
from the Commission of the EC, the FAD and !ITA (International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture). The meeting rev1ewed
the actual seed production systems in several ACP States,
more particularly of small scale producers and discussed
ways of improving them.

. .. I ...
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- Smallholder

livestoc~

development, Western Samoa
'

IRETA (Institute for Research, Extension and Training
in Agriculture}, organised this regional meeting in Western
Samoa in November 1985 on behalf of TCA. Only Pacific States
took part in this meeting and all ACP Member States of the
region were present as well as representatives from FAO in
Bangkok and Tonga and the IRD (Institute for Rural Development)
in Tonga. The meeting discussed constraints of smallholder
livestock development in the South Pacif1c islands and
reviewed the research results ava~lable for alleviating such
constra1nts.
- Agronomic Research in the Caribbean, Trin1dad
In collaboration with CARDI (Caribbean Agricultural
Research and Development Institute) and ISNAR (International
Service for National Agricultural Research) TCA organised
this meet~ng to review the recommendations of the 1985 ISNAR
report on ways of improv1ng CAROl's action programme of
research in the region and to d~scuss the means of
d1sseminat1ng the research results among the Member States
of the region. The meeting took place in Trin~dad in
December and was attended by all Caribbean ACP Member States,
two EC Member States and the IDRC (International Development
Research Centre).
- Realisation of Africa's potential for food production,
Netherlands
This was a Conference financed by the Government of the
Netherlands and organised jointly by TCA, KIT and the University
of Wageningen. It was held within the premises of KIT (Royal
Tropical Institute) in Amsterdam in November and was attended
by Ministers or Heads of Departments of Agriculture from
10 African States and EC Member States, representatives of
the EC Commission and the Assistant President of IFAD
(International Fund for Agricultural Development} who also
... I . ..
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chaired the Conference. The objectives of the Conference
'
was to exam1ne the ways and means through which Afr1ca
south of the Sahara could improve its agr1cultural and
food product1on.

- Rain-fed r1ce, Indones1a
A r1ce research worker from Ivory-Coast was f1nanced
by TCA to attend a meet1ng organised by IRRI (International
Rice Research Institute) and INRA (Institut Nat1onal de la
Recherche Agronomique).
- Poultry production, Germany
TCA financed the part1c1pat1on of so~e nationals from
the ACP States to a symposium on poultry production 1n
trop1cal countries held in June at Goslar, Germany by DLG
(German Agricultural Society).
- Agricultural Systems (France)
TCA was represented at a seminar organ1sed by CIRAD
(Centre de Cooperation Internat1onaJc en Recherche Agronomique
pour le Developpement) 1n Montpellier, France, in August
where agricultural systems were discussed.
- Edible legumes
TCA financed the participation costs for three ACP
delegates to a meeting on ed1ble legumes in Africa which was
held in N1ger 1n November 1985.

. .. / ...
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Genetic conservation in ACP countries
Professor Lennart Kahre (Chairman of the International
Board for Plant Genetic Resources, Director of the Swedish
Seed Testing and Certification Institute) delivered a
lecture at TCA in January 1985 on the problems and
posslbilitles of maintaining plant genetic resources in
ACP countries.
The audience included TCA staff and visiting
scientists from the Netherlands, Germany and the United Kingdom.
- Matching tropical livestock systems to resources
Dr T.R. Preston, a world renowned research worker on
troplcal livestock problems with long experience in
Latin America, Caribbean region and Africa addressed about
70 scientists and post graduate students from ACP and
EC countries assembled at the TCA on the problems of
livestock policies in Africa indicating guidelines for
the formulation of rational feeding policy for livestock
geared to the available resources.
- Presentation of films ''Peasantry ... the hush of silence"
Mr Belkin of ICAD (Institute of Cultural Action for
Development) made a presentation of 8 video cassettes
recording the rural society and the problems it faces.
These social documents made by a professional video
communications team are very informative and are aimed at
those involved in development problems as teachers.

. .. I ...
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- Sett1ng up of focal points
The preparatory work to set up focal points initiated in
1984 was cont1nued.
In EC Member States, focal points are
now established in the Netherlands, France, Germany,
Un1ted K1ngdom, Belgium and Greece.
In ACP States, apart from the participants in
techn1cal meet1ngs of the TCA who are de facto in our
mailing lists and thus constitute a very important network
of correspondents, formal working relations have now been
establ1shed with:
IITA

International Institute of Tropical Agriculture,
Niger1a

IRETA

Inst1tute for Research, Extension and Tra1n1ng in
Agr1culture, Western Samoa

ISABU

Inst1tut des Sc1ences Agronomiques du Burundi

CARDI

Car1bbean Agr1cultural Research and Development
Institute, Tr1nidad

- Asslstance to Sao Tome
Following a request by the Ministry of Agriculture of
Sao Tome, the TCA provided it with some assistance in the
purchase of a few essential items of laboratory equipment
and subscript1on to journals.
- Assistance to Caribbean Farm News
A modest sum has been contributed by TCA to th1s
bulletin of the Car1bbean region as it is considered to be
a very important source of informat1on for many farmers of
the reg1on.
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- Translation
When an interesting manual or article of great interest
is available ln only one language, TCA assists in its
translation so that both French and English-speaking
scientists in ACP States may have access to the document.

6. ~~~~~~!~-~~~~~!!!!~~!!~~~-!~~!~~-~~~-~!~~~-~!~~~!~~~-!~-!~~
ACP States

Throughout 1985, and particularly at the meetings of the
Committee of Ambassadors on 18 January and 22 November and of the
Council of Ministers on 21 June, the two parties exchanged
views and information about the disastrous drought and famine
situation in a number of African countries and the measur$which
the Community intended taking in collaboration with other donors
to help save the threatened populations to the maximum extent
possible.
Thus, on 18 January 1985 at the meeting of the Committee
of Ambassadors, the Community spokesmen described the measures
taken pursuant to the conclusions of the Dublin European
Council at the beginning of December 1984, which envisaged the
supply by the Community and its Member States of 1,2 million
tonnes of cereals or their equivalent - out of the total
estimated needs of 2 million tonnes - to bridge the gap until
the next harvest in the worst hit African countries.
In furtherance of this undertaking, the Community decided
by the accelerated procedure in December 1984 to grant additional
aid of 500 000 tonnes of cereals, financed as to 80 MECU under
Article 137 of Lome and as to 95 MECU under

Article 950 of the

1984 Community budget.

. .. I ...
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While expressing his gratitude for this assistance, the
I

spokesman for the ACP States said he thought that the battle was
only just beginning and that additional emergency measures might
prove necessary.
The ACP-EEC Council of Ministers meeting on 21 June 1985
reviewed the implementation of the Dublin Plan.

The need to step

up and extend to all ACP States drought and famine observation and
monitoring machinery (early warning systems, etc.) was stressed.
An appeal was also addressed to coastal countries to facilitate
the transport of food aid to the stricken countries and populations.
Finally, at its meeting on 22 November, the Committee of
Ambassadors, took note of a report from the Community on the
implementation of the plan, the objectives of which it was
emphasized had been reached or even exceeded.

The Commission

representative considered that, as the moment of acute crisis had
now passed in most of the regions affected, what had to be done now
was to contribute towards the rehabilitation and recovery of the
economies, particularly rural ones, of the

affected.

countr~ftS

'I'he Commission had accordingly prepared a plan'·

lt!J~:\.-::IS\1;•

approved in broad outline by the Council of the

~~~n

At the same meeting on 22 November the ACP

.,

.

had been

sp~k@sman

Communities .
stated

the views of the ACP Group on what measures should be taken to
tackle the root causes of the problem of famine.
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7. Investment
The investment chapter of the Third ACP-EEC Convention
(Articles 240 to 247) emphasizes the need to promote and protect
either party's investments on their respective territories and
in this context affirms the importance of concluding between
States, in their mutual interest, investment promotion and
protection agreements.
In order to ensure additional private capital flows to the
ACP

State~,

the new text envisages:

- undertaking a joint study of the scope and appropriate
mechanisms of a joint ACP-EEC insurance and guarantee system,
complementary to existing national systems;
- exploring the use of private sector market insurance.
Provision is also made for a number of other studies, in
particular concerning specific measures to improve the
attractiveness to investment of the least-developed, landlocked
and island ACP States and into ways of overcoming or reducing
the

hos~

country risk for individual investment projects.

Lastly, in Article 247(3), the contracting parties agree to
launch all the above studies in the shortest possible time and,
in any event, not later than one year after the entry into force
of the Convention.

. .. I ...
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In order to comply with this provision, the ACP States, the
Community and the Member States of the Community undertook at the
meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors on 22 February 1985
to take practical steps during the transitional period to permit
the immediate application of the provisions on investment as soon as
the new Convention entered into force.
At the meeting of the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors on
22 November 1985 the Community put forward a proposal on the
composition and terms of reference of the joint working party which
would be given the task of following up implementation of the
investment chapter of the Third Convention.

The ACP Spokesman

expressed a number of misgivings about some features of this proposal.
In these circumstances it was agreed, at the wish of both parties,
that the two chairmen would remain in contact in order to work out
an approved text so that the Working Party could meet as soon as
possible.
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8. Situation in Southern Africa
The very disturbing situation prevailing in Southern Africa
in 1985 was a matter given particular attention by the bodies
1
of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers ( ).
At the meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on
21 June 1985 the ACP spokesman again condemned the apartheid system
and the acts of aggression committed by the South African armed
forces against certain neighbouring states.

On their side, the

Community spokesmen expressed their understanding of the emotion
with which the ACP side had spoken of the dramatic situation in
Southern Africa.

They stated what positions and decisions had

been taken by the Community to promote the search for peaceful,
negotiated solutions to the problems of the region.

They also

observed that the accession of Angola and Mozambique to the
Lorn§ Convention would enable the dialogue on all the economic and
political problems of Southern Africa to be considerably
'")

intensified. ('-)

1
( ) It will be recalled that the Final Act of the Third ACP-EEC
Convention contains a joint declaration in which the Contracting
Parties ''proclaim their determination to work effectively for
the eradication of apartheid which constitutes a violation of
human rights and an affront to human dignity".
The declarations made by the ACP and Community spokesmen appear
ln the Annex to the draft minutes of the ACP-EEC Council of
Ministers (ACP-CEE 2196/85).
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At the last meeting of the Committee of Ambassadors on
22 November 1985, the

Commun~ty

representative announced the

latest developments in the EEC Council on the question of what
att~tude to take 1n the face of the deteriorating situat~on is
South Africa.

(1)

In part~cular he

- spoke of the recent visit (30 August - 1 September 1985) which
three European Ministers and a Comm1ssion Representat1ve had made
to

South Africa, and the conclus1ons drawn by the EEC Counc1l from their repor

- stated that the Community had begun considering what positive
steps could be· taken to provide aid to the non-white population
and political refugees;
- announced that on 19 November 1985 the Member States had decided tc
strengthen the Code of Conduct for Community undertakings with
subsidiaries, branches or agencies in South Africa.

(~~ Community declaration appears in the Summary Record
of the meeting of the Committee of Ambassadors on
22 November 1985 (ACP-CEE 2277/85).
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Referring to the provisions in Annex IX to the Final Act of
Lome III, the ACP States asked at the meeting of the Council of
Ministers on 21 June 1985 for a working party to be set up to
look into the problem of ACP students in the Community and to
examine specific proposals on the subject.

The Council agreed

at that meeting to ask the Committee of Ambassadors to look into
the matter.
Subsequently, at the meeting of the Committee of Ambassadors
on 22 November 1985, the ACP States repeated their request and
submitted proposals relating to the composition, organization
of work and terms of reference of the Working Party.

The

Community spokesman said that the Community would examine the
ACP proposals.

. .. I ...
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10. ~~~~~~~~!-~~~-!~~~~~~~!-~~=~2~£~!~~~
(a) Proceedings of the Council of Ministers
Following the meetings of the Article 108 Committee
(Ministerial level) and of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers
in Suva at the beginning of May 1984, work continued on
evaluating and studying typical difficulties encountered in
implementing co-operation.
The Council heard a progress report from the Article 108
Committee (see paragraph (b) below) and asked it to complete
its work quickly.
(b) Proceedings of the Article 108 Committee
In the period under review the Article 108 Committee held
two meetings at authorized representative level in Brussels
on 14 June and 13 December 1985 and one meeting at Ministerial
level in Luxembourg on 20 June 1985, the day before the
tenth meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers.
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The Committee examined the Commission report (Article 119 Report)
on the management of financial and technical co-operation in 1983.
The Committee agreed that the Commission would submit its next
report in the form of a report on ten years of financial and technical
co-operation under Lome I and II (1975 to 1984); this report would
be submitted to the ACP-EEC Council at its 1986 meeting.
It was agreed that this report would include a section on the
implementation of the various specific provisions concerning the
least-developed, landlocked and island states; this section would
constitute an updating of the various communications submitted by
the Community to the ACP States in 1982 and 1983.
On the basis of the preparatory work done by the Technical
Working Party, the Committee finalized draft texts on
~~~!~~!~~~

~~£!~~~~

(road infrastructure, animal production and technical

assistance) and !~E~£~~-~~~~~£~~!~~~ in implementing financial and
technical co-operation. These texts will be submitted to the ACP-EEC
Council of Ministers at its 1986 meeting for final approval.
The Committee also looked at measures relating to the
implementation of the Third ACP-EEC Convention.

In this context the

ACP States submitted a draft work programme for the Committee set
up under Article 193 of the new Convention.

. .. I ...
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The Committee finally noted with satisfaction publication
in "The Courier" No 90 (March-April 1985) of the Libreville (1982),
Brussels (1983) and Suva (1984) Resolutions of the ACP-EEC
Council of Ministers on financial and technical co-operation
and the Article 108 Committee report of 1 May 1984 on the
implementation of financial and technical co-operation.

It

considered that this publication played a part in improving the
system for the communication of information between the
institutions of the Convention and the businessmen and traders
involved in financial and technical co-operation, both within
the ACP States and in the Community and its Member States.
(c) Statistical results of the 4th and 5th EDF
The following tables illustrate the situation as regards
commitments and payments under the 4th and 5th EDF at the end of
the year covered by this report.
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7

I
I
I

8

I

9
I
10
I
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45

352

238

1.136

1.771

375

130

396

87

1.598

2.586

BENIN

30.460

4.099

2.575

350

37.484

BOTSWANA

l't- 038

55

1.430

650

18.585

BURUNDI

45.018

1.172

2.046

4.086

4.960

57.282

CAMEROUN

25.381

403

4.430

2.230

20.782

53.579

CAP-VERT

3.516

8ft

300

100

32.477

130

BAHAMAS
BARBADE

CENTRAFRIQUE
COMORES
CONGO
COTE D'IVOIRE

513

1. 900

353

4.000

2.299

1.911

89

5.422

669

120

70

227

22 032

57

1. 047

107

6.706

29.949

2.353

22.804

39.667

37.133
6.281

9.274

300

1.412

3.525

DJIBOUTI

462

315

747

928

2.452

DOMINIQUE

460

80

540

ETHIOPIE

111.825

858

931

4.025

FIDJI

1.500

996

500

230

GABON

111

548

1.180

GAMBlE
GHANA
GRENADE

9.856

44

330

932

23.121

857

851

2.588

1.639

243

38

80

GUINEE-CONAKRY

26.023

830

1.096

115

GUINEE-BISSAU

16.908

1. 016

1.398

GUINEE-EQUAT.

6. 772

86

142

GUYANE CO-OP

4.212

166

764

631

HAUTE-VOLTA

51.424

1.125

4.040

3.134

4. 581

298

7

26.880

2.420

1. 025

JAMAl QUE
KENYA
J<IRIBATI

3.227

500

118.140

124

6.674

9.900

7.412

9. 375

11.162
1. 010

19.570

47.997

25.400

63.464

2.000
10.000

19.477

155

7.000
6.819

12.716

68

7. 000

66.792

3.290

1. 790

8.627

18.593

3.300

400

37.758

71.998

126

215

'
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1
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I
2
I
3
I
4
I
5
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I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

LESOTHO

14.090

280

543

3.809

liBERIA

15.522

300

795

3.265

MADAGASCAR

49.852

2.060

2.401

MALAWI

46.926

893

MALI

I

6

I

I INDUSTR. I
I CO OPERA. I

7

I
I
I

8

9
I
10
I
I LOANS ON I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I 1 TO 9 I
I

3.000

21.722

300

4.800

24.981

6.795

1.465

6.000

68.573

1.123

3.275

618

3.282

11.606

67.723

66.992

2.226

2.392

322

1.376

73.308

2.896

330

700

623

10.608

15.157

MAURITANIE

31.334

1.159

761

NIGER

MAURICE

33.254

64.231

1.296

2. 789

111

NIGERIA

2.320

1.264

4.900

188

OUGANDA

59.575

578

3.502

681
1.809

PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUINE
RWANDA
SAINTE LUCIE

3.622

515

52.841

68.427
8.672
171

9.715

73.541

1.436

3.501

9. 755

1.382

2.564

58.596

860

860

SAINT VINCENT
SALOMON

29

50

660

404

115

489

90

30.525

340

2.953

4.304

1.982

381

SIERRA LEONE

23.463

740

SOMA LIE

44.862

SOUDAN

61.593

SAMOA OCCIDENTALES
SAO TOME ET PRINCE
SENEGAL
SEYCHELLES

SURINAM
SWAZilAND

718

2.385
1.219

32

3.737

426

6.844

5.064

382

932

452

121

941

6.205

75

37.908

380

4.454

590

19.334

58.677
2.403

8.503

67.163

890

40
2.300

TCHAD

7.589

1.798
631

771

TANZANIE

6.760

3.770

31.044
57.102

15.000

8 9. 639

500

11.500

14.446

2.000

70

3.497

11.847

1.518

575

29

32.850

102.663

521

5.075

7.550

51.434

381

529
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I
FUNDS ASSIGNED INDICATIVE PROGRAMME
I

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,------------------------I
1
I
2
I
3
I
4
I
5
I
6
I
7
8
I
9
I
10
I
I
I

I INVESTM.
TOGO

27.044

TONGA

I MICROI LINKED
I GENERAL I TRADE
I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

-

2.278

35.504

-

-

130

3.172

-

146

-

-

2.260

5.205

-

-

-

-

290

5.498

19

2.756

-

193

60

33

TRINITE ET TOBAGO

-

-

520

2.280

TUVALU

400

205

-

-

ZAMBIE
SOUS-TOTAL
PROJETS REGIONAUX
SOUS-TOTAL

-

I LOANS ON I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I 1 TO 9 I

I
I

-

375

ZAIRE

I INDUSTR. I
I COOPERA. I

605

76.690

-

2.816

8.304

122

-

-

-

8.033

95.966

18.750

300

2.669

4.970

507

-

-

-

17.595

44.791

25.781

12.754

9. 737

-

-

72.064

294.586

-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1.292.647
18.623
70.364
120.235
12.864
18.510
362.863 1.896.106
160.035

-

14.215

1.192

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------160.035
14.215
9.737
294.586
25.781
12.754
72.064

COMO RES
DJIBOUTI
GUADELOUPE

300

GUYANE FRANCAISE

448

-

-

1.192

1.400

1. 700

1. 068

1. 517

1.463

1. 729

-

-

350

1. 780

-

-

-

900

3.038

-

-

-

1. 383

-

2.100

3.026

2.250

2.650

600

600

266

-

MAYOTTE

1.430

-

-

NOUVELLE CALEDONIE

1.238

500

-

400

VANUATU <FRANCE>

895

235

253

-

POLYHESIE FRANCAISE

696

230

400

-

-

-

REUNION

-

-

-

ST PIERRE I MIQUELON

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

WALLIS ET FUTUNA

2.258

-

-

-

-

-

2.258

4.875

150

885

3.603

-

-

-

ANTILLES NEERLANDAIS

-

-

8. 042

17.554

-

-

-

-

2.860

3.526

MARTINIQUE

-

-

TER. AUSTRALES FR

BELIZE
BRUHEI

558

-

53

55
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I
FUHDS ASSIGNED INDICATIVE PROGRAMME
I
I

1

I
I

INVESTM.

I

2

I

3

I

4

I

5

I MICROI LINKED
I GENERAL I TRADE
I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

I

6

I

I INDUSTR. I
I COOP ERA. I

CAIMIIHS

7

I
I
I

8

I

9

I

491

CIIRAIBES

3.404

DOMINIQUE

1. 954

459

30

60

1.819

21
170

VANUATU (R-U)

895

MONTSERRAT

414

I

-

491
5.772
1. 954

FALKLAND
KIRIBATI

10

I LOANS OH I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I
1 TO 9 I

21
170

235

253

1.383
414

PITCAIRN
SIIIHTE HELENE
SAINT VINCENT

2. 735

SAINTE LUCIE

2.180
292

SALOMOH

322

3.057

65

97

2.341

550

157

630

1. 629

TER. AHTARTIQUE (R-U
TER.OCEAH IHDIEN (RTURKS ET CAICOS

207

207

TUVALU
ILES VIERGES
SOUS-TOTAL

26.805

1.735

2.708

4.663

60

55

461

461

23.825

59.851

TOUS A.C.P.
TOUS TER. PTOM FR
TOUS TER. (R-U)
TOUS PAYS ET TER.

100
300

100
400

100

9.865

SOUS-TOTAL

10.165

TOTAL

1.489.562

9.865
10.365

200

20.358

87.293

150.880

25.678

28.302

458.752

2.260.824
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I
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I PAYMENTS I
I

11

I
I

STABEX

I

12

I

BAHAMAS

I

14

I

15

20.367

BOTSWANA

so

258

19

1.824

350

2.670

1.061

1. 750

1.215

BURUNDI

1.486

2.055

1.857

480

CAMEROUN

4.065

2.297

3.652

4.992

CAP-VERT

1.207

1.341

33

3.580

CENTRAFRIQUE

7.830

986

2.339

COMORES

I

16

I

17

1.253

4.207

1.851

1.696

4.109

3.031

60.044

55.248

25.319

23.072

63.160

57.440

72.793

63.556

10.161

9.756

48.287

45.535

2.869

436

12

9.598

8.709

7.362

166

2.161

3.083

42.721

42.203

15.000

125

3.374

925

66.187

55.759

DJIBOUTI

1.310

49

1.000

4.811

4.437

DOMINIQUE

3.900

180

4.620

4.557

14.420

4.651

1.835

139.047

131.840

FIDJI

2.115

3.589

447

20.032

19.451

GABON

6.703

17.697

17.227

GAMBlE

7.515

749

761

2.358

22.545

22.042

GHANA

5.176

2.725

2.003

222

59.988

59.317

451

131

2.582

2.555

3.035

1.677

68.918

67.638

452

1.196

32.413

31.186

300

25

7.325

6.813

16.897

16.839

86.048

75.409

21.186

15.698

85.456

82. 971

3.227

2. 025

CONGO
COTE D'IVOIRE

ETHIOPIE

GRENADE
GUINEE-COHAKRY
GUINEE-BISSAU

11.288

GUIHEE-EQUAT.
7.262

300

981

3.200

2.751

7.608

JAMAIQUE

1.175

1.418

KENYA

1.339

2.412

KIRIBATI

7.097

3.864

1.619

GUYAHE CO-OP
HAUTE-VOLTA

119

1.241

I

I INTEREST I GEH TOT. I GEH TOT. I
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16 I
I RATES

80

BARBADE
BENIN

13

I EXCEPT!. I MAHAGEM. I RISK
I AID
I EX.
I CAPITAL

1.864

442

1.636

8.465

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
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I
I
15
I
16
I
17
I
I
I
11
I
12
I
13
I
14
I
I
I INTEREST I GEN TOT. I GEN TOT. I
I
I EXCEPT!. I MANAGEM. I RISK
I
I
I
I RATES
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16
I
I
I AID
I STABEX
I EX.
I CAPITAL

LESOTHO

1.146

1. 026

98

-

23.992

21. ooo

1.235

35.398

28.726

LIBERIA

7.587

-

1.230

365

MADAGASCAR

5.748

1.518

3.107

2.286

-

81.232

75.868

2.575

1.470

1.552

2.259

75.579

71.093

1.018

2.883

6.360

-

93.350

86.918

4.537

876

35

1. 996

22.600

17.951

3.637

77.870

75.937

950

103.684

98.564

9.023

18.745

16.397

-

99.214

79. 158

MALAWI
MALI

9. 781

MAURICE
MAURITANIE

37.000

1.427

2.552

-

NIGER

22.654

7.661

3.132

860

1. 050

-

1.400

350

603

1.600

1.124

13.082

11.683

5.926

1.860

3.000

-

69.991

68.353

1. 000

223

180

-

2.263

2.184

7.589

7.552

166

7.458

7.458

117

2.215

2.182

141.3118

137.142

3.090

3.085

36.252

31.952

NIGERIA
OUGAHDA

20.595

3.327

PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUINE
RWANDA

609

SAINTE LUCIE
SAINT VINCENT
SALOMON
SAMOA OCCIDENTALES

2.837

SAO TOME ET PRINCE
SENEGAL

300
65.106

4.598

SEYCHELLES

3.760

7.440

106

580

1. 766

SIERRA LEONE

3.977

SOMA LIE

1. 932

13.346

2.208

212

74.800

67.173

SOUDAN

41.776

4. 916

3.008

6.500

145.8139

135.562

15.624

10.391

1.231

SURINAM

1.179

SWAZILAND

13.225

29

566

1.106

2.025

28.798

27.768

TAtiZANIE

20.702

314

2.256

7.750

92

133.776

122.827

7.336

300

2.606

7.500

69.176

611.553

TCHAD
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I
FUNDS ASSIGNED HOT COVERED BY IHD. PROG
I PAYMENTS I
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------I
I
I
12
I
13
I
14
I
15
I
16
I
17
I
I
11
I
I
I INTEREST I GEN TOT. I GEN TOT. I
I
I EXCEPT!. I MAHAGEM. I RISK
I
I
I
I
I AID
I EX.
I CAPITAL I RATES
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16 I
I STABEX
I

TOGO

3.627

TONGA

1.208

2.122
165

TRIHITE ET TOBAGO

3.043

356

44.651

41.406

116

-

-

4.660

4.603

929

-

1.537

7.671

5.096

605

601

123.978

111.506

TUVALU
ZAIRE

18.987

3. 389

5.636

-

ZAMBIE

16. 384

1. 974

3.253

1. 512

67.914

63.419

PROJETS REGIOHAUX

6.133

2.572

303.291

256.495

SOUS-TOTAL

6.133

2.572

303.291

256.495

2.326

2.326

2.326

692

1.884

1.884

338

2.038

1.876

SOUS-TOTAL

COMORES
DJIBOUTI

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------125.728
81.704
90.925
377.496
57.553 2.629.512
2.424.127

GUADELOUPE
GUYAHE FRAHCAISE

82

1.599

1.599

MARTINIQUE

285

2.014

2.014

MAYOTTE

152

1. 932

1.298

NOUVELLE CALEDONIE

132

4.684

4.590

2.122

1.619

3.984

2.068
2.834

VANUATU CFRAHCE)

715

-

23

1.514

POLYNESIE FRANCAISE

108

REUNION

371

3.021

39

639

ST PIERRE & MIQUELON

850

TER. AUSTRALES FR
WALLIS ET FUTUNA
ANTILLES NEERLAHDAIS
BELIZE
BRUHEI

639
17.466

342

53

2.311

2.287

1.331

18.885

17.302

187

4.055

3.997

-...I

"'

<CUMULATIVE>

E.D.F

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS - PAYMENTS

4

AT

31.12.85

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IN 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED NOT COVERED BY IND. PROG
I PAYMENTS I
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------

I
I
I

11

STABEX

I
12
I
13
I
14
I EXCEPT!. I MANAGEM. I RISK
I AID
I EX.
I CAPITAL

CAIMANS

18

CARAIBES
DOMINIQUE

-

146

54

20

200

I
15
I
16
I
17
I
I INTEREST I GEN TOT. I GEN TOT. I
I RATES
1 10 TO 15 I REP. 16 I

-

509

351

7"

5. 971

2.526

4.847

4.847

2.893

2.283

121

-

-

715

23

-

-

MONTSERRAT

28

-

-

442

442

PITCAIRN

47

-

-

47

47

SAINTE HELENE

39

-

-

39

39

222

-

-

3.779

3.750

162

-

-

2.503

2.458

217

-

-

4.019

3.708

9

216

234

20

194

194

21

482

479

79.481

69.872

17.048

14.410

100

100

FALKLAND
KIRIBATI
VANUATU CR-U>

SAINT VINCENT

500

SAINTE LUCIE
SALOMON

2.173

241

122

2.574

2.557

2.122

1. 619

I
I
I

I
I
I

TER. ANTARTIQUE CR-U
TER.OCEAN INDIEN CRTURKS ET CAICOS
TUVALU

175

ILES VIERGES
SOUS-TOTAL

12.316

TOUS A.C.P.

500

4.195

11.258

5.790

1.104

1. 514

TOUS TER. PTOM FR
TOUS TER. CR-U)
TOUS PAYS ET TER.
SOUS-TOTAL
TOTAL

6.697

400

400

16.563

H.527

3. 046.395

2. 781.931

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------J-------------------------------11.258
12.487
34.111
31.437
389.812

137.487

98.386

98.162

61.640

I
I
I

.......

w

l~uMULAI!VtJ

t.U.~

~

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS- PAYMENTS

Jl.l~.H~

AT

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IH 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED INDICATIVE PROG.
I
I
1
I
2
I
3
I
4
I
5
I CAPITAL
I MICROI LINKED
I GENERAL I TRADE
I PROJ SMSU I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

-

-

60

BAHAMAS

1.521

-

477

30

BARBA DE

2.820

-

145

350

BELIZE

-

-

-

100

BENIH

ANTIGUA-BARBUDA

I

6

I

7

I

8

I IHDUSTR. I AGRICULT.I TA. SM.
I COOPERAT I COOPERAT I UHD.

I

9
I
10
I
I LOANS ON I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I 1 TO 9 I
787

847
2. 028

385

3.700
100

31.306

1. 300

118

3.322

235

6.400

42.682

BOTSWANA

9.440

-

719

5.900

1.100

2.325

19.484

BURUNDI

43.090

1.677

945

5.000

15

11.650

62.377

CAMEROUN

21.850

457

2.769

433

1. 004

17.928

44.441

CAP-VERT

11.944

246

154

1.185

CEHTRAFRIQUE

38.960

406

493

1. 915

7.552

260

966

1.022

10

16.000

-

213

1.588

236

COTE D'IVOIRE

9.350

5.040

569

517

2.325

DJIBOUTI

4.100

-

380

100

4.580

DOMINIQUE

2.824

189

134

222

3.369

-

484

5.152

960

1.400

496

3.604

600

12

221

2.886

53

COMO RES
CONGO

ETHIOPIE

102.160

FIDJI

4.400

2.600

GABON

3. 715

-

GAMBlE

8.352

432

GHANA

31.004

500

13.529
4.700

9.809
400

12.000

30.437

18.306

36.107

31.000

1.156

2.491

63

31

306

120

46.474

133.796
9.856

-

-

-

5.095

-

-

-

7.000

13.086
11.943
42.214

2.879

-

GUINEE-CONAKRY

45.548

2.017

3.328

1.160

1.670

GUINEE-BISSIIU

13.650

1.300

883

2.612

11

GUIHEE-EQUAT.

3.250

145

1.103

302

GUYIINE CO-OP

11.193

-

545

1. 200

HAUTE-VOLTA

56.938

3.055

5.360

2.210

7.000

74.563

7.615

-

3.850

4.912

9.100

25.477

GREHIIDE

JAMAIQUE

3.336
855

-

-

6.945

61.522
18.456
4.800
12.957

19

"-J

.t>.

<CUMULATIVe)

E.D.F

5

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS- PAYMENTS

11.12.85

AT

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-IN 000 ECUS

I

FUNDS ASSIGNED INDICATIVE PROG.

,

I

----------------------------------~-------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I
1
I
2
I
3
I
4
I
5
I MICROI LINKED
I GENERAL I TRADE
I CAPITAL
I PROJ SMSU I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

KENYA

38.077

4.738

4.296

173

234

350

8.677

4. 031

3.181

I

6

I

7

I

8

I INDUSTR. I AGRICULT.I TA. SM.
I COOPERAT I COOPERAT I UND.

I
9
I
10
I
I LOANS ON I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I 1 TO 9 I

1.132

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

826

-

-

-

8.800

28.325

4.700

20.182
6 9. 9 34

11.000

-62.424

KIRIBATI

3.234

LESOTHO

5- 99_1

LIBERIA

10.765

2.000

1.456

1.261

MADAGASCAR

49.105

4.730

899

5.115

286

-

-

-

9.800

MALAWI

44.847

2.200

793

8.955

246

-

-

-

11.800

68.842

MALI

54.655

500

1.311

4.318

436

-

77.620

2.098

311

1.100

1. 745

-

16.400

7.450

7.700

20.404

MAURITANIE

27.360

200

168

100

48

-

8.700

36.576

NIGER

61.522

905

1.523

3.308

204

75.462

12.000

-

8.000

NIGERIA
OUGANDII

46.820

-

MAURICE

PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUINE
RWANDA

1.100

1.960
43.750

ST CHRISTOFER NEVIS

l. 700

SAINTE LUCIE

2.865

SAINT VINCENT

1.800

ll

-

-

-

3.992

713

18.030

3.052

4.810

24

131

3.500

581

1.347

5.705

49

-

-

527

245

18

3.686

15

3.440

-

4.300

30.743
60.106

-

-

-

120

4.430

10 602

11.900

64.671

500

2.200

3.015

165

245

SALOMON

3.370

543

2.070

5.983

SAMOA OCCIDENTALES

6.050

SilO TOME ET PRINCE

3.853

SENEGAL

50

24.206

2.660

2.400

582

SIERRA LEONE

15.772

2.210

SOMA LIE

41.151

SOUDAN

78.010

SEYCHEllES

SURINAM

2.690

1.400

100

6.200

1_66

30

4.049

2. 089

5.948

1.083

475

141

1.206

5.050

11

2.578

5.470

680

1. 766

3.372

75

162

64

17.300

53.285
3.598

2.400

26.649
49.879
85.823

1. 200

2.700

5.616

--.._J

Ul

(CUMULATIVE)

E.D.F

5

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS- PAYMENTS

31.12.85

AT

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IN 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED INDICATIVE PROG.
•
I
I

1

I

2

I

3

I

4

I

5

I CAPITAL
I MICROI LINKED
I GENERAL I TRADE
I PROJ SMSU I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

I

6

I

7

I

8

I INDUSTR. I AGRICULT.I TA. SM.
I COOPERAT I COOPERAT I UND.

I
9
I
10
I
I LOANS ON I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I 1 TO 9 I

-

-

4.700

16.536

11.620

104.723

-

-

-

-

-

52.649

356

-

-

6.880

36.257

100

-

-

-

-

-

3.020

5.313

-

-

-

-

-

6.953

-

-

999

750

-

4.500

16.655

88.033

2.000

34.998

8.100

35.030

SWAZILAND

7.006

404

821

3.556

49

TANZANIE

88.615

1.500

607

1. 780

601

TCHAD

50.100

1. 000

715

834

TOGO

19.976

1.935

1.520

5.591

TONGA

2.920

-

-

TRINITE ET TOBAGO

366

150

1.124

TUVALU

839

148

12

-

-

-

3.060

420

90

180

-

-

ZAIRE

63.264

482

3.610

4.022

-

-

-

ZAMBIE

22.750

2.120

1.723

4.690

795

920

-

15.450

6.555

1. 579

3.010

336

-

-

-

229.662

-

12.028

39.900

37.112

29.565

3.468

-

68.788

420.523

MAYOTTE

1.250

-

2.500

1.890

530

-

3.420

850

750

-

-

-

1.250

NOUVELLE CALEDONIE

-

600

2.200

WALLIS ET FUTUNA

2.400

100

-

2.500

ANTILLES NEERLANDAIS

1.450

-

663

CAIMANS

-

-

-

CARAIBES

330

-

VANUATU

ZIMBABWE
SOUS-TOTAL
PROJETS REGIOHAUX
SOUS-TOTAL

POLYNESIE FRAHCAISE

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------75.580
162.759
17.614
3.375
4.300
870
316.320 2.000 956
61.715
1.358.422
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------229.662
39.900
29.565
3.468
68.788
420.523
12.028
37 .112
50

-

-

-

950

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

555

583

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

500

500

-

-

-

400

TER. AUST. FRANCAISE
VANUATU
2.646

5.897

BRUNEI

FALKLAND

70

-

......

en

(CUMULATIVE>

E.D.F

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS - PAYMENTS

5

AT

31.12.85

~------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IN 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED INDICATIVE PROG.
I
I
1
I
2
I
3
I
4
I
5
I CAPITAL
I MICROI LINKED
I GENERAL I TRADE
I PROJ SMSU I PROJECTS I TEC COOP I TEC COOP I PROMOT.

MONTSERRAT

I

6

I

7

I

8

I IHDUSTR. I AGRICULT.I TA. SM.
I COOPERAT.I COOPERAT I UND.

I

I

9

10

I

I LOANS ON I PART TOT I
I SP.TERMS I 1 TO 9 I

90

90

228

228

PITCAIRN
SAINTE HELENE
SAINT KITTS - NEVIS
SAINT VINCENT
TER. ANTARTIQUE <R-U
TER. OCEAN INDIEN (R
TURKS ET CAICOS
IlES VIERGES
SOUS-TOTAL

8.170

1.380

TOUS A.C.P.

1.101

3.596

555

583

500

500

2.850

18.235

-

500

TOUS TER. PTOM FRANC

100

100

TOUS TER.<R-U>

100

100

TOUS PAYS ET TERRITO

3.000

PROJETS REGIONAUX

1.984

85

368

1.857

1.000

5.294

SOUS-TOTAL

4.984

585

568

1.857

1.000

8.494

TOTAL

1.601.238

89.294

206.823

57 .139

388.958

2.448.708

3.000

63.095

33.523

7.768

870

"

"
I

(CUMULATIVE>

E.D.F

5

SITUATION Of COMMITMENTS - PAYMENTS

31/12/85

AT

1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IN 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED HOT COVERED BY IND. PROG.
I PAYMENTS I
I

I

I

I

11

STABEX

ANTIGUA-BARBUDA

12

I

13

I

14

I EXCEPT!. I MINING
I RISK
I AID
I PRODUCTS I CAPITAL

I

15

200

BELIZE
BENIN

600
4.148

BOTSWANA

215

6.500

I

17

149

2.028

293

1. 933

5.632

2.189

312

1. 012

995

52.829

17.194

25.998

1C.093

80.687

34.312

84.303

48.652

4.500

1.499

16

1. 047

BAHAMAS
BARBADE

I

I INTEREST I GEN TOT I GEH TOT
I RATES
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16

6.299

BURUNDI

11.610

200

CAMEROUN

17.337

1.600

-

CAP-VERT

527

1.200

1.745

17.C01

5.888

CENTRAFRIQUE

4.181

500

5.100

56.255

36.934

COMO RES

6.575

444

161

16.989

10.982

-

480

5.261

36.178

33.264

793

-

10.576

102.002

83.050

342

2.301

7.223

4.671

7.899

7.103

CONGO
COTE D'IVOIRE

54.525

DJIBOUTI
DOMINIQUE

3.030

500

l.DOD

ETHIOPIE

20.925

10.781

48.248

12.500

210.326

118.783

2.141

4.329

7.800

6.786

30.912

17.887

GABON

-

-

2.500

9.392

24. 977

18.382

26.280'

18.416

14.289

48

GHANA

63.937

4.390

GRENADE
GUIHEE-COHAKRY
GUINEE-BISSAU

-

3.963
1.100
3.398

GUIHEE-EQUAT.
GUYANE CO-OP

3.000

HAUTE-VOLTA

1. 047

JAMAl QUE

3.239

525

13.600

124.141

80.419

2.400

9.699

7.859

66.403

27.505

3.800

25.653

13.417

2.000

6.800

2.689

1. 092

987
6

6~5

4.000

19.957

7.000

83.134

..18.81'<

34.448

11 895

5.000

I
I
I

/I
I
I

I
I
I

"'

CX)

FIDJI
GAMBlE

I
I
I

733

(CUMULATIVE)

E.D.F

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS - PAYMENTS

5

31/12/85

AT

~-----------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------IN 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED HOT COVERED BY IND. PROG.
I PAYMENTS I
I
I

I

KENYA

11

STABEX
31.086

KIRIBATI

1. 599

LESOTHO

1.291

I

I

12

13

I

14

I EXCEPT!. I MINING
I RISK
I AID
I PRODUCTS I CAPITAL
2.400

1.550

75

6. 0 0 0

700

MADAGASCAR

6.114

1.819

21.170

MALAWI

4.669

424

13.500

MALI

9.954

14.060

3.41JO

77

500

4.360

7.000

MAURITANIE
NIGER

13.602

NIGERIA
OUGANDA
.PAPOUASIE-NLLE-GUINE
RWANDA

4.500

8.570

13.800
2.000

2.840

I

17

106.030

68.128

5.791

2.402
16.4 35
5.581

99.037

45.571

~ll.622

28.903

105.034

54.086

21.731

8.427

47.936

24.702

3.564

92.628

44.242

5.121

35.863

7.255

74.606

41.807

67.617

56.938

77.917

45.071

1.187

750

1.363

700

1.350

220

1.000

200
3.790

6.256

4.021

3.640

2.965

9. 773

5.782

SAMOA OCCIDENTALES

5.064

146

3.325

14.735

14.371

SAO TOME ET PRINCE

7.010

80

40

11.179

9.694

64.880

2.145

4.189

130.107

98.220

240

4.01JO

7.838

3. 395

4-l. 2n3

21.747

SENEGAL
SEYCIIELLES
SIERRA LEONE
SOMA LIE
SOUDAN
SURINAM

13.554

5.608

I

I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

.......
tO

2.200

SAINT VINCENT
SALOMON

16

35.691)

ST CHRISTOFER NEVIS
SAINTE LUCIE

I

21.389

507

10.000

41.852
7.706

15

I INTEREST I GEN TOT I GEN TOT
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16
I RATES

200

LIBERIA

MAURICE

I

2.788

16.250

9.560

78.4 77

51 775

32.195

17.500

10.200

145.719

100.477

4.250

9.866

2 281

(CUMULATIVE)

E.D.F

5

SITUATIOH OF COMMITMENTS - PAYMEHTS

AT

31/12/86

~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------IH 000 ECUS
I
FUNDS ASSIGNED HOT COVERED BY IHD. PROG.
I PAYMENTS I

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I
11
I
12
I
13
I
14
I
15
I
16
I
17
I
I
I
I
I

I

STABEX

I EXCEPTI. I MIHIHG
I RISK
I AID
. I PRODUCTS I CAPITAL

SWAZILAND

8.189

130

TANZAHIE

19.244

504

6.133

11.740

TCHAD
TOGO

28.834

550

4.011

1.400

TRINITE ET TOBAGO

-

TUVALU

142

-

TOHGA ·

VANUATU

200

-

37

I IHTEREST I GEH TOT I GEN TOT
I RATES
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16
2.117

11.000
2.000
1.521

-

2.325

-

-

-

125

-

5.160

27.0~'1

14-462

135.471

73.817

72.522

36.941

67.163

54.563

10.756

8.066

12.113

6.960

1.266

591

3.000

7.700

2.969

ZAIRE

2.765

40.000

18.200

148. H8

86.150

ZAMBIE

1.550

83.000

1. 500

8.540

129.588

72.572

ZIMBABWE

7.495

5. 396

6.666

54.587

24.567

244.342

113.983

3.166.870

1.802.679

SOUS-TOTAL

506.184

172:565

128.840

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

00

0

PROJETS REGIOHAUX

25.914

1.335

447.772

210.061

SOUS-TOTAL

25.914

1. 335

447.772

210.061

MAYOTTE

2.870

370

4.420

2. 032

4.604

2.550

8.932

8.932

2.500

1.197

1.228

10.364

6.199

818

l. 318

660

400

46

300

300

370

NOUVELLE CALEDONIE

1.000

POLYNESIE FRAHCAISE

164

1.500

740

TER. AUST. FRAHCAISE
YAHUATU

8.932

WALLIS ET FUTUHA
ANTILLES NEERLANDAIS

3.240

BRUNEI
CAIMANS
CARAIBES
FALKLAND

300

(CUMULATIVE>

E.D.F

SITUATION OF COMMITMENTS - PAYMENTS

5

31/12/85

AT

~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··-----IH 000 ECUS

I
I

FUNDS ASSIGNED HOT

11

BY IND. PROG.

12
I
13
I
14
I EXCEPT!. I MIHIHG
I RISK
I AID
I PRODUCTS I CAPITAL
I

I

I

COV~RED

STABEX

MONTSERRAT

I
15
I
16
I
17
I INTEREST I GEH TOT I GEN TOT
I 10 TO 15 I REP. 16
I RATES
165

80

I PAYMEHTS I
I
I
I

335

245

1.000

612

913

913

TURKS ET CAICOS

228

93

ILES VIERGES

500

500

38.684

23.333

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
T

PITCAIRN
SAINTE HELENE
SAINT KITTS - NEVIS
SAINT VIHCEHT

1.000
913

TER. ANTARTIQUE CR-U
TER. OCEAN IHDIEN CR

SOUS-TOTAL

9.845

914

-

6. 740

2.950

TOUS A.C.P.

500

TOUS TER. PTOM FRANC

100

5

TOUS TER. CR-U>

100

77

3.000

2.529

TOUS PAYS ET TERRITO

CD

PROJETS REGIOHAUX

5.294

1. 020

SOUS-TOTAL

8.994

3.631

3.662.321

2.041.020

TOTAL

516.029

173.479

128.840

276.996

118.268
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(d) Activities of the European Investment Bank in the ACP
countries and the OCT
(i) Overall picture
In 1985 finance provided by the Bank amounted to
235 million, comprising 167,8 million of subsidized
loans from own resources and 67,2 million of risk
capital assistance.
In spite of the persistance of a
very difficult economic situation, aggravated by
climatic hazards, financing increased; this meant that
the full amount of risk capital provided for under the
Lome II Convention (291 million) could be committed;
commitments on own resources amounted to 577,5 million,
i.e. 82% of the intervention ceiling laid down. Aid
was granted to 26 ACP States, 19 in Africa, 4 in the
Caribbean and 3 in the Pacific, and to 3 OCT. Since the
entry into force of the First Lome Convention, the
Bank has provided assistance to 60 of the 64 ACP States.
(ii) Breakdown by sector
Overall, industry received nearly 51% of the total
(directly financed industrial projects 32,8%, global
loans 17% and other assistance to development banks 1%),
energy 27%, telecommunications 12%, transport 3,4%,
water supplies 3% and studies for projects financed by
risk capital 4%.
The financial year was marked by a rise in new aid
to development banks; 82 credits totalling 33,8 million
were allocated under current global loans, the average
amount per allocation being approximately 410 000 ECU
as in 1984. The relatively large proportion of operations
aimed at rehabilitation, renovation and the provision of
initial aid for existing projects should also be stressed.
Thus 29% of all risk capital assistance went into
financing this type of aid.

. .. I . .
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(iii) Effects of the projects financed (ACP)
· The total cost of investment projects which the Bank
helped to finance, estimated on the basis of provisional
cost estimates, was of the order of 800 MECU.
On the basis
of the appraisal files, the direct effect on employment
in the projects financed may be estimated at about
6 000 jobs.
(iv) Breakdown of financing according to the level of development
of the ACP States concerned
More than 65% of .the risk capital assistance went to the
least-developed ACP States, according to the classification
in Article 155 of the Second Lome Convention; nearly 83% of
the loans from the Bank 1 s own resources were granted to the
other ACP States.
Nearly 80% of the loans from own resources were granted
in countries with a per capita income of more than US $410
and nearly 60% of risk capital assistance went to the poorest
ACP countries (per capita GDP of US $410 or less).
The following table shows the breakdown by sector of
t'he Bank 1 s ac ti vi ties in the ACP States and the OCT in 1985
under the Lome Conventions.
(v) Finance granted to the ACP States and OCT in 1985
The. Bank provided assistance in 26 African, Caribbean
and Pacific countries and 3 Overseas Countries and
Territories.
It granted 18 loans totalling 167,8 million
from J. ts own resources ana riSK capi 'ta·l assJ. stance amounting
to 67,2 million in 25 cases.
Thus total finance for the
year amounted to 235,0 MECU, as against 160,7 MECU in 1984
and 137,6 MECU in 1983.
The level of aid provided was still
largely influenced by the limited number of investment .
opportunities of a certain size and the economic situation
in most of these countries, which was still difficult and
aggravated by the climatic hazards.
The loans from own
resources were accompanied by interest subsidies from the
resources of the European Development Funds.
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AND THE OCT IN 1985 UNDER THE LOME CONVENTIONS

(in millions o1 ECU)
I

Risk
Loans
1rom
capital
operations
own
resources

s
Total

I

I

110.20

Botswana
Burkina
Cameroon
Chad
Congo
Equatorial Gu~nea
Guinea
Ivory Coast
Kenya
Lesotho
Madagascar
Malawi

10.00
7.00
22.00
2.00
24.10
2.00
2.71
22.00
22.00

i

Mauritania
Seychelles
Sudan
Sur~ name
Swaziland
Zambia
A1rica (regional)

PACIFIC

!

f
I

I
I

I

29.60
-

4.10
-

7.50

CARIBBEAN

I

2.60

3.00
6.00
2.00
3.40
7.00
3.00
10.00
4.25
0.04
0.50
0.50

Mali

Barbados
Guyana
St Vincent
Trinidad and
Tobago

53.40
-

5.60

I

4.00
0.10
24.00

163.60
10.00
7.00
22.00
2.00
24.10
2.00
2.71
22.00
22.00
3.00
6.00
9.50
3.40
7.00
3.00
10.00
4.25
0.04
0.50
3.10

E C T 0 R S

Industq~

Total

AFRICA

I

84.90
7.00

I

Energ,y

In1rastructure

41.00
-

37.70
-

'

I

20.96

II - -

10.00

I

22.00
2.00
18.00

I

2.00
6.10
2.00

2.71
22.00
3.00 1
6.00
9.50
3.40

3.00

3.00
4.00
4.25
0.04

3.00

I

6.00
7.00
6.00
4.25

I

I

!

16.00
-

0.50
0.50

2.60

12.00
-

5.70
--

33.70

16.00

5.60
4.00
0.10

4.00

24.00

12.00

12.00

12.00

---

5.60

4.00
0.10

8.10
--

24.10

24.00

6.00
--

FiJi
Solomon
Vanuatu

16.00

6.00
0.10
2.00

22.00
0.10
2.00

22.00

4.00

2.00

2.00

TOTAL ACP

155.80

65.60

221.40

124.90

42.96

53.00

43.50

12.00

1.60
--

13.60
-

---

---

13.60
-

---

French Polynesia
Montserrat
~ether lands
Antilles
GRAND TOTAL

4.00
0.90

4.00
0.90
8.70

1.60

8.70

167.80

67.20

235.00

0.10
0.10

4.00
0.90

7.10

;

including
aid to
DevelopI ment
Banks

16.00
-

OCT
--

i
I

124.90

42.96

66.60

43.50
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In 1985 the Bank provided assistance to 19 African countries; aid
was granted for the first time to Equatorial Guinea.
In the Congo, loans totalling more than 24 MECU will contribute, on
the one hand, to developing oil palm growing In the country's northern
region and, on the other hand, to Improving and extending the International
telephone service.
In Cameroon, the Bank granted a loan of 22 Million for the construction
of a dam on the river Mape to the north of Yaounde so that the Edea and
Song-Loulou power stations can operate normally in all seasons.
In Kenya, a loan (22 Million) was granted for the improvement and
expansion of telecommunications; th1s third phase is designed to cover
both local lines and internal trunk lines as well as international links
and telex services.
In the Ivory Coast, two grants of aid totalling 22 million Will
contribute to the development of the agri-Industrial sector. A loan of
19 million was granted to the Societe Palmindustrie via the State, for
planting palm trees and building two oil mills, and another loan of
3 Millions to the Societe SACO for modernizing cocoa processing and plant
equipment in its factory in the AbidJan industrial zone.
In Botswana, a loan of 10 million was granted for the installation of a
fourth unit (33 MW) in the Morupule power station, which uses local coal.
This extension is to meet increased demand, particularly from the mining
industry.
In the Sudan, two grants of aid totalling 10 million have been made.
One is for financing the extension to the Roseires hydro-electric power
station, which will increase the reliability of Sudan's electricity supplies
and the other is for development of the Gebeit gold mine re-opened in 1982.
In Malawi, two grants of aid totalling 6 million were made to the
Investment and Development Bank of Malawi (INDEBANK) to finance small or
medium-sized projects and the acquisition of holdings.
Add1tionally, a loan of 3,5 million will finance the building of
a tea factory to process crops from the Kavuzi plantation.
In Burkina, aid amounting to 7 million was granted to the State so that
it could cover shareholders' advance to the Societe de Recherches et
d'Exploitation Minieres du Burkina (SOCREMIB) for additional investment for
working the Poura gold mine.
In Mauritania, a loan of 7 million was for rehabilitation of the
installations of the Societe Nationale d'eau et d'electricite (SONELEC).
The aid from the bank is for improving the town of Nouadhibou's water and
electricity supplies.
In Madagascar, aid of 6 million will assist in the renovation and
modernizat1on of a textiles factory in Antsirabe which uses local cotton.
This firm's output should meet about 80% of national demand.
• • • j •••
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- 86 In Suriname, global aid of 4 million should enable a development bank
to finance small and medium-sized industrial, agri-industrial, forestry, mining
and tourist undertakings as well as the rehabilitation of units already in
existence.
In addition, aid of 250 000 ECU was granted for technical assistance
to the same bank.
In Mali, the Bank granted aid of 3,4 million for improving the operation
of the Dioro rice milk, which had rece~ved finance for the first time in 1978.
In Lesotho, the Bank made a second grant of global aid to the development
bank to finance small and medium-sized investment schemes, in particular through
the acquisition of holdings.
In the Seychelles, global aid of 3 million was granted to the development
bank for financing small or medium-sized projects in the industrial, agriindustrial and tourist sectors.
In Guinea, two grants of aid totalling 2,7 million will assist in sett~ng
up a banking institution which will operate in both the national and international fields under the name of the Banque Internationale pour le Commerce
et l'Industrie de Guinee (BICIGUI). In one case 2,1 million was made
available to the State for its share in the subscribed capital of the future
bank and in the other case the aid is intended to enable the Bank to acquire
a holding on behalf of the EEC in the capital of this new institut~on.
In Equatorial Guinea, the Bank granted aid of 2 million to the State to
help it to subscribe to the capital of the new power company (ENERGE) and to
give this company a shareholders' advance. Th~s assistance will help f~nance
the building of a hydro-electric power station on the river Riaba.
In Chad, aid of 2 million was awarded to the State, which will make the
funds available to the Banque Tchadienne de Credit et de Depots (BTCD) and
the Banque Internationale pour l'Afrique au Tchad (BIAT) for the rehabilitation
of small or medium-sized undertakings.
The Banque de Developpement des Etats de l'Afrique Centrale (BDEAC)
of which Cameroon, the Central African Republic, the Congo, Gabon, Equatorial
Guinea and Chad are members, was granted aid of 2,6 million for enlargement
of the Brazzaville river port, which is of regional importance.
Lastly, 3 amounts of aid totalling 1,04 million will finance the study
for an oil pipeline in Zambia, a method for recovering methane gas in Zaire
and aid to the NIDCS in Swaziland.
The Bank provided assistance to four countries in the Caribbean:
In Trinidad and Tobago, two loans totalling 24 million are for:
- financing small or medium-sized investment schemes in the industrial
and tourism sectors,
- extending the electricity grid.

. .. / ...
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In Barbados, the Bank awarded a 5,6 million loan for the purchase of
equipment for handling containers in the port of Bridgetown through which
transit traffic for the neighbouring ACP States also passes.
In Guyana, aid of 4 million was granted to the devleopment bank for the
financing of small and medium-sized undertakings In the industrial, agriindustrial, forestry and fisheries sectors and the replacement, maintenance or
reconstitution of the stocks of raw materials of these small and medium-sized
undertakings.
In St VIncent and the Grenadines, assistance of 0,1 million ECU Is for
financing a study on the establishment of a landing strip on the island of
Bequia for communications with St Vincent.
In the Pacific, three countries received assistance from the Bank.
In Fiji, three loans totalling 22 million were granted; the first two
(18 million) are for financing the building of a saw mill integrated with the
wood-chip manufacturing plant on Viti Levu. The third is a global loan to the
Fiji Development Bank to finance small and medium-sized industrial, agriindustrial, fisheries and tourist businesses.
In Vanuatu, global aid of 2 million is to enable the development bank to
finance small and medium-sized investment projects in industry, the agriindustrial sector, tourism, energy and transport.
In the Solomon Islands, aid of 0,1 million will finance a study on the
modernization and merging of two shipyards.
In the OCT, four loans were granted to three countries:
In the Netherlands Antilles, two loans of 8,7 million are to assist in
the extension of a water desalinization and electricity production plant in
Cura9ao, in particular by the addition of a 25 MW unit to the power station.
In French Polynesia, a 4 million loan was granted for extension of
the electricity network.
In Montserrat, the Bank granted a loan of 0,9 million for increasing
electricity production capacity and the medium-voltage grid.
The following summary gives details of these operations.

. .. / ...
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1. LOANS FROM BANK'S OWN RESOURCES
ACP STATES - AFRICA
CONGO
Extending oil palm plantations from 2 150 ha to 5 000 ha and building of
an in situ processing plant at Quesso in the north of the country
Sanghapal~

via the People's Republic of the Congo

Extending the international telecommunications' service
People's Republic of the Congo for the Office National des
Pastes et Telecommunications
2 083,4 million francs CFA

18,0

6,1

CAMEROON
Construction of a dam on the Mape to assist supplies to the Edea and
Song-Loulou power stations on the Sanaga during the dry season
Societe Nationale d'Electricite du Cameroun

22,0

IVORY COAST
Agri-industrial palm-oil production complex involving the development
of more than 5 000 ha and an oil mill at Blidouba in the South-West
Republic of the Ivory Coast for Palmindustrie
Modernization of cocoa-bean processing plant in the Abidjan suburbs
Societe Saco-Sa

19,0
3,0

KENYA
Extending and modernizing the local, internal trunk and satellite
telecommunications network
Kenya Post and Telecommunications Corporation

22,0

BOTSWANA
Moropule power station; fourth 33 MW coal-fired unit
Botswana Power Corporation

10,0

... I .. .
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MALAWI
Conditional global loan to the Investment and Development
Bank of Malawi Limited to finance small and medium-sized
industrial, agri-industrial, transport and tourist
businesses

4,0

Factory for processing tea leaves, irrigation of
plantations, plant for shelling macadamia nuts
Kavuzi Tea Co Ltd

3,5

REGIONAL
Enlarging the container terminal at the port of
Brazzaville
Agence Transcongolaise des Communications via the
Banque de Developpement des Etats d'Afrique Centrale

2,6

ACP STATES - CARIBBEAN
TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Global loan to the Trinidad and Tobago Development
Finance Corporation for financing small and mediumsized industrial, agri-industrial and tourist businesses

12,0

Electricity grid
Trinidad and Tobago Electricity Commission

12,0

BARBADOS
Installation of container handling equipment at the
port of Bridgetown
Barbados Port Authority

5,6

ACP STATES - PACIFIC
FIJI
Sawmill integrated with the woodchip manufacturing plant
at Drasa in the west of the island of Viti Levu
Joint Venture Company via the State of Fiji
Global loan to the Fiji Development Bank for financing
small and medium-sized industrial, agri-industrial,
fisheries and tourist businesses
$F 3,4 million

12,0

4,0
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OCT
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Upgrading the Mundo Nobo power station by the addition of a
25 MW unit
Kompania di Awa i Elektrisidat di Korsou N.V. via the
Government of the Federation of the Netherlands Antilles

7,1

FRENCH POLYNESIA
90 KW and 20 KW electricity lines to link up a number
of hydro-electric power stations in Tahiti
Societe de Transport d'energie Electrique en Polynesie via
the Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economique
496,8 million francs CFP

4,0

MONTSERRAT
Enlarging the electricity production capacity (1,5 MW
diesel generator) and the capacity of the medium voltage
grid
Montserrat Electricity Services Limited
EC$ 1,733 million

0,9

2. RISK CAPITAL ASSISTANCE FROM EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
RESOURCES
ACP STATES - AFRICA
SUDAN
Exploitation of a gold mine
Conditional loan to Sudan-Minex Gold Mining Venture
via the Sudan Government

4,0

Addition of a 7th unit to the Roseires hydro-electric
power station
Conditional loan to the National Electricity Cooperation via the Sudan Government

6,0

BURKINA
Exploitation of a gold mine at Poura to the West of
Ouagadougou
Conditional loan to the Republic of Burkina Faso for
financing a shareholders' advance in the Societe de
Recherches et d'Exploitation Miniere du Burkina

7,0

... I ...
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Rehabilitation of water and electricity production and distribution
installations
Conditional loan to the Islamic Republic of Mauritania for the
Societe Nationale d'Eau et d'Electricite

7,0

MADAGASCAR
Overhall and modernization of plant, mainly in the finishing shop
of a textiles factory at Antsirabe and improvements in the
la Souete cotton plantations
Conditional loan to the Antsirabe cotton works via the
Democratic Republic of Madagascar
3 million Malagasy francs

6,0

SURINAME
Conditional loans to the Nationale Ontwikkelingsbank N.V.
- Global loan for financing small and medium-sized business investment
in the industrial, agro-industrial, forestry, mining and tourism
sectors
5,2 Suriname Guilders
4,0
- Technical assistance for the duration of the global loan
0,3 million Suriname Guilders
0,2
MALI
Additional investment to ensure satisfactory operation of the Dioro
rice mill (additional storage and steam recuperation facilities)
Conditional loan for Riserie de Dioro (Operation Riz Segou)
- Republic of Mali

3,4

LESOTHO
Global loan to finance small and medium-sized business investment in
tne industrial, agri-industrial, mining and tourism sectors
Conditional loan to the Lesotho National Development Corporation

3,0

SEYCHELLES
Global loan to finance small and medium-sized business investment
in industry and tourism
Conditjonal loan to the Seychelles Development Bank

3,0
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GUINEA
Creation of a new bank to operate nationally
(Commercial and Development) and internationally
- Conditional loan to the Republic of Guinea to enable
it to take holdings in the equity capital of the
Banque internationale pour le Commerce et
l'Industrie de Guinee- BICIGUI
Acquisition of a holding in the capital of BICIGUI,
on behalf of the Community

2,1
0,6

MALAWI
Global loan for financing small and medium-sized
industrial, agri-industrial, transport and
tourist businesses
Conditional loan to the Investment and Development
Bank of Malawi Ltd

2,0

EQUATORIAL GUINEA
Hydro-electric power stations in the Riaba province
Conditional loan to the Republic of Equatorial Guinea

2,0

CHAD
Global loan for the rehabilitation of small and
medium-sized businesses
Conditional loan to the Republic of Chad for
the Banque Tchadienne de Credit et de Depot and
the Banque Internationale pour l'Afrique au Tchad

2,0

ZAIRE
Study on the use of natural methane gas from
Lake Kivu in a cement works
Conditional loan to the Banque de Developpement
des Etats des Grands Lacs

0,5

ZAMBIA
Preparatory study for the overhaul of the Tazama
oil pipeline
Conditional loan

0,5

SWAZILAND
Consultancy study on the internal running of the NIDC
Conditional loan to the National Industrial Development
Corporation of Swaziland

0,037

... I
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ACP STATES - CARIBBEAN
GUYANA
Global loan to finance investment in small and mediumsized businesses in the industrial, agri-industrial,
forestry and fisheries sectors, and the replacement
or maintenance of the equipment or the reconstitution
of the stocks of raw materials of those businesses
Conditional loan to the Guyana Co-operative Agricultural
and Industrial Development Bank
12,1 million G$

4,0

ST VINCENT
Preparatory study for the establishment of an air link
with the island of Bequia
Conditional loan to the Government of St Vincent and
the Grenadines

0,1

ACP STATES - PACIFIC
FIJI
Saw mill integrated with the wood-chip manufacturing
plant at Drasa in the west of the island of Viti Levu
Conditional loan to the Joint Venture Company via
the State of Fiji

3,6

Acquisition of a holding by the Bank in the Company's
capital

2,4

VAHUATU
Global loan to finance investment in small and mediumsized businesses in the industrial, agri~industrial,
energy, transport and tourism sectors
Conditional loan to the Banque de Developpement
de Vanuatu

2,0

SOLOMON ISLANDS
Preliminary study for the modernization and merging
of two shipyards on the island of Florida situated
near to each other
Conditional loan to the Government's Shareholding Agency

0,100

OCT
NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Installation of a precipitation device for fly ash and
of burners for reducing nitrogen oxide emissions at
the Mundo Nobo power station
Kompania di Awa i Elektrisidat di Korsou N.V.

1,6
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11. The least developed, landlocked and island ACP States
The Community and the ACP States attended the meeting
held in Geneva from 30 September to 11 October 1985 for the
global examination of the mid-term application of the
Substantial New Programme of Action for the 1980s for the
benefit of the less developed countries (LDCs).
On that occasion the Community said it was prepared to
establish a scheme to provide compensation for loss of
export earnings by the LDCs which were not party to the
third ACP-EEC Convention.

For their part the ACP States

said that they were bound up with other developing countries
in seeking new relations with developed countries; they
called upon the other developed countries to associate
themselves with and consolidate the EEC's initiative.
In addition, on 11 November 1985 the ACP States
forwarded to the Community their comments on the replies
which the Community gave in 1982 in the ACP-EEC Subcommittee
responsible for the specific problems of the least developed,
landlocked and island countries (LDLIC).

It was agreed that

these matters would be dealt with in the context of the
examination of the Commission's report to the ACP-EEC Council
of Ministers on the ten years of financial and technical
co-operation under Lome I and Lome II, part of which is
devoted to the implementation of the various provisions for
the specific benefit of the LDLIC.

. . .I . . .
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Under Article 284 of the Third Lome Convention the
accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community on
1 January 1986 makes negotiations with the ACP States
necessary so that appropriate adaptation or transitional
measures may be taken. The Commission opened the relevant
negotiations with the ACP States on behalf of the Community
on 10 December 1985.
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ANNEX I

TEXTS OF THE RESOLUTIONS
ADOPTED BY THE ACP-EEC JOINT COMMITTEE
ON 31 JANUARY 1985 AT BUJUMBURA (BURUNDI)

FINAL DECLARATION
(Adopted by the Joint Committee on 3i January 1985)

The Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly,
-meeting 1n

A.

hav,ng

Sujumbu~a

~eld

<Burundi) frcm 28 to 3i January 1985,

an extensive exchange of views, or.

Stdtement by irs General Rapporteur H.E.
cooperation oarticularly with regaro to

t~e

Ambas~ador

t~e

bas1s of the introductory
CHASLE, on ACP-EEC

prospects and constraints of the

Th,ro Lome Convent1on
8.

~av1ng

held an extensive exchange of views on the food

countr1es, on the means and mechan1sms for its

situatio~

improvmen~, wi~h

in the ACP

particular

reference to the Lome Convention and Other instruments

a>

hav1ng regard to the new Convention

1.

Welcomes tne fact, that the negotiators of the Third Lome Convention took
particular account of the pos1tions adopted by the parliamentary institutions
of

2.

Lome II;

Recog· 1ses that tne Third Lome Convention contains major structural improvements
by comparison w1th the present Convention and that these improvements include
some innovat1ve and fundamental aspects, in particular the general provisions
def,n1ng tne major aims of cooperation, the inclusion of the

~ultural dime~sion

of development, the goal of self-sufficiency and secur1ty of food supplies,

... I ...
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investments, transport and communication, fisheries, and measures to combat
desertification and deforestation;

3.

Observes that the financial resources of the Third Lome

Conve~ion

have

been sufficiently increased, as the Consultative Assembly has reQuestec
a

numbe~

of occasions, and is concerned that it may not be

poss1b~e

n

....

-.~

~n

to attaln

1n futt atl the objectives laid down in the new Convent1on;
4.

ReQuests that, snould this be so, the possibility of an

1nc~ease

resources availacle for the implementation of the Th1rd

Lom~ (~n~~~t1on

·n the

be consioered;

5.

Urges the Commun•ty and the
prov1de addit1onal

Me~ber

States to make a

oa~· ·cuta~

effort to

resources in tne framework of the sectoral programmes

provided for in the Convent1on; the 1mplementation of wn1ch extends beyona
the time limits of the Convention;
6.

Stresses

t~at

investment 1n

Lome III represents a new
th~

ACP States through

willi~g~ess

1ndust~1al

to encourage

co-lnvestment

~rivate

ope~at•o~s

EEC
known

as jo1nt ventures; notes that Jh~ small and medium-size~ 1ndustr1es of the
Community are at present exoer1encing d'TT1culties in meet1ng this need oue to
the lack of guarantees
7.

a~d

r,s~

cap1tal wh1ch can net be easily raised;

Requests that a special co-investment fund amount1ng to SOm ECU be set up
outside the framework of the EOr w1th the purpose of encouraging joint ventures
between £EC and ACP smatt and

~ed1um-s1zed

industrie~,

part1cutarly having

regard to soc,al development;

8.

Welcomes the fact that

t~e

cultural dimension has been dealt with at three

levels:
- the articles of the Cor,vention, which extend the previously exclusively
economic and social cooperation to include the cultural dimension,
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- a special title

~n

cultural and social cooperat1on wh1ch establishes tne

guiding principles and the instruments of this cooperation,
- the various titles and chapters of the Convention

~h1ch

also cover

considerations of a cultural nature;
9.

Notes the provisions of Annex IX of the

T~ird

migrant workers and ACP students in the

~ember

Lome Convention regarding ACF
States of the Community,

requests the Member States to improve study conditions and increase
possibilities for ACP students in the count'ries of the Community both by
making a greater number of scholarships available and by ensuring that

t~ey

are at an adequate level;
10.

Recommends that all the provisions of the new Convent1on, IXcluding those
whit~

involve new f1nancial obligations and

are~

therefore, subject to

rat1fication, should enter into force in advance of the Convention in the
context of the transit1onal measures;
11 •

Calts on the Member States of the Community and the ACP States to do all 1n
c
their power to ensure that the ratifica~ion procedures are completed as soon
as poss1ble so that the new Convention can enter into force at an early dat~;

12.

Emphasises that the success of the new Convention w1ll depend in particular
on the speed and eff1t1ency of its implementation;

13.

~elcomes

the fact that the new Convention provides for the merger of the

two parl1amertary bodies under the title of the Jotnt Assembly;
14.

Notes that the new Joint Assembly is to ensure that, 1n tne framework of the
•mplementat1on of the Lome III Convent1on, the econom1c and soc1al partners
are closely involved 1n the work of the various

instituti~ns

of the Convent1on;

... I ...
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15.

Stress~s

that the Lome Ill

Conv~ntion,

whilst an important landmark in North-

South relations, will have difficulties, however, in attaining its objectives
if the constraints of the international economic situation continue to weigh
down ACP/EEC relations and, in this cont~xt, reaffirms the need for the
Contracting Parties to do everything poss1ble to assist in the revitalisation
of the North-South dialogue;
16.

Welcomes the fact that the ACP States and the Community by negotiating and
signing a new Convention have confirmed their chosen model for relations
wh1ch, by the comprehensive nature of its instruments and the number of
oarticipating countries,is unique in North-South retations;

17.

Recalls with reference to the Joint Oectaration on Article 4 of the Third
Lome Convent1on
- the reaffirmation by the Contracting Parties of the1r obligation and their
comm1tment under international law to fight for the elimination of all
terms of d1scrimination based on ethnic group, origin, race, nationality,
colour, seK, language, religi~n or any other situat1on;
- the proclamatio.n of their

det~r111ination

eradication of apartheid which

to work

~onstitutes

effect~~~ly

for the

a vioLation of human rights

·and an affront to human dignity;
- reconfirms its resolution on southern Africa as adopted -by a large
majority - at the Rome meeting of the Consultative Assembly;
- calls on the Community and its Member States to ensure that European
undertakings with subsidiaries in South Africa respect the code of conduct
adopted in the context of European Political Cooperation;
calls upon all ACP-EEC countries to make 1985, in whatever way is relevant
to their countries, as the 25th anniversary of the massacre at Sharpeville;
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- invites again the EEC and its Member States to dissuade their pr1vate
and multinat1onal companies from providing military and economic support
for the
18.

so~:h

Afr1can regime;

Calls now on the Commission to inform the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,

~t

its first

meet1ng, of the prec1se state of economic and trade relations between the
Contracting Parties and South Africa to enable the new parl1amentary
institution of the Lome Convention to adopt an informed opinion on the attitude
of the Contracting Parties with regard to the UN recommendation to impose
economic sanctions on South Africa;
b) hav1ng regard to the campaign against hunger in Africa
(,)

Hav1ng regard to the worsening drought and continu1ng orocess of desert1f1cation
in Africa and

(ii}

t~e

consequent movements of people,

Deeply concerned at the serious food crisis affl;cting a growing number ot
countries in Afri' :, particularly the countries of the Sahel, Ethiop1a, East
and southern Africa, and at the extent of the human suffering and Loss of Life
which this is causing,

(iii) ~ecalling the resolutions adopted b~ the Consultative Assembly and the European

Parliament on hunger in the wortd and in Africa in particular,
(1vl

Hav1ng regard to the

internati~nal

show of

sol1darity~particuLarly

the

efforts of the European Community, on behalf of the victims of this
.scourge,
19.

WeLco~es

the dec,sion taken by tne Counc1l of the European Commun1ty

Dublin tc supplf 1,200,000
of

tn~

ton~es

1n

of cereal to help relieve the suffer1ng

v1ctims of the famine in Africa;
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20.

Calls on the

Commissio~

and the Member States to take additional action to

deal with the present d1sastrous situation in the countries of the Sahel,
~thiop1a,

East and southern Africa and to make appropriate arrangements to

ensure that the aid is distributed as effectively as possible;

21.

Calls tor the applicat1on of the agreement reached between the EEC and the
ACP w1thin the framework of Lome !II, on supplies of agricultural products
made available at preferential prices, to be orought forwaro;

22.

In v1ew of the escalating refugee problem 1n the Horn•ot Afr1ca, calls

~

the

Commission and the other internat1onal donors to aevote urgently suff1cient
resources to the problem;
23.

Calls on the Commission to implement, as a matter of urgency, a PLdn for the
equipment and construction of 1nfrastructures, enabling this aid to be
del1vered in the best possible conditions, ar.d the provision of water;

24.

Ca

~s

Commu~

=n the international commun1ty and, first and foremost, the European
ty and the Member States, to assist the countr1es of the Sahel,

Ethiopia, East and southern Africa, and all the ACP countr1es affected by
natural disasters, in their efforts towards organ1zat1on and coordinat1on
so as to ensure the continuity of emergency a1d until the next harvest;
25.

Emp~asises

the urgent need to continue with the imolementation of food

strategies in all the countries of the Sahel in order to move further towards
the goal of .elf-sufficlency and security of food supplies in these countries;
26.

Calls for a specific sect1on dealing with NGOs to be added to the Convent1on,
giving them a sim1lar statu$ to the economic and social partners in the
Convention;
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27.

Is in favour of regional

c~~peration

to bring

~bout

suppl1es and calts on the international community,

self-sufficiency in food
includi~

the EEC and the

Member States 1r. particular, to give all their support to the efforts of the
countries of the Sahel within the ICOCS;
28.

Stresses that coordination of aid should culm1nate 1n the near future in a
Commun1ty plan for a real crisis structure which, with the aid of the
countr1es affected by famine and

~nternational

crgan1zations,

- regularly assesses the food deficit,
- sets a timetable for supplies of aid,
29.

d~termines

5tresses the

tne lQg,stics for transporting and distributing the aid;
~eed

to

launch1ng emergency

establis~
ccerat~ons

a~

advance

warn1~g

system and mach1nery for

1n tne ACP countr1es,

part1cu~arly

the Sahel,

1n the event of a food crisis;
30.

Calls

~or

spec1t;c proposals to be drawn up as soon as poss1ble as part of

ACP-EEC cooperation to creaie a decentral1zed system cf
ana

~n

other ACF

guaran~~e

suppli·
31.

~ountries

st~cks

in tne Sahel

threatened by food shortages, that will both

food suppl 1es at tlMes of

u~gent

need and

guarante~

regular

between harvests;

Calls on the Commis$iOn and the ACP-EEC

ins~itutions

to consider ways in which

tne effectiveness of rural deve ·oment programmes can be improved for
oenefit of the

~ural

t~e

population, particularly by encouraging small-scale

proJects and integrated projects;
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32.

Appeals urgently to the international community, in particular the Member States
of the European

Community, to continue the fight against hunger and to step

up levels of national development aid in order to attain the objective of 0.7%
of GNP provided for in Resolution 26.26 of the UN General As~embly, while
noting that the Community average is only some 0.51%, despite the efforts of
some of its members;
33.

Instructs the Chairmen to forward this resolution to the ACP Council of M1nisters,
the EEC Council of Ministers and the Joint Institutions of the

~ome

Convention •

. . . I . ..
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RESOLUTION
on deforestation and desertification
(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The Joint Committee,

l

A.

:·,

having regard to the resolutions on the environment and development adopted
on 24 February 1983 in Kingston (Jamaica> and 19 September 1984 in Luxembourg,

B.

having regard to the provisions on the environment contained in the Lome
III Convent1on,

c.

recalling the resolutions of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on measures to
combat hunger adopted on 5

D.

Nove~ber

1982 in Rome and 23

Septemb~r

1983 in

Berlin~

recalling also the resolution on measures to combat drought and desert1fication
adooted en 23

F~bruary

1984

i~

Brazzaville,

E.

recalling the Eurcpean Parliament's resolution on the special plan to combat
the drought in the Sahel adopted on 17 November 1983,

F.

r~alling the resolution on the relationship between the environment and

development adopted by the EEC Council of Ministers on 3 October 1984, and
tne Council resolution on new forms of
adopted on 3 October 1984,
G.

coo~eration

whereas the physical, economic and political

witn regard to water also

exi~tence

of the ACP countries

ana the Sahel region in particular is threatened by drought, which is stead1ly
becoming endemic,
H.

aware of the fact that deforestation is closely Linked to the combined effects
of population growth, widespread rural poverty and the energy crisis,
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conscious of the need to achieve a balance between the industrial production

I.

of crops for export and the production of food crops for Local consumption;
whereas the destruction of vegetation by bush fires, the dangerous practice

J.

of itinerant farming on burnt land, the felling of trees and shrubs,
deforestation without reafforestation, soil erosion and overgrazing give r1se
to desertification, in particular the advance of the desert in the Sahel region;

K.

conv1nced that the disruption of tropical forest ecosystems causes:
(a)

increased soil erosion, disturbances in the water

~ycle

and soil

degeneration,
(b)

a decline in genetic resources,

rc)

the disappearance of certain

(d) a

~eduction

for~s

of fauna and flora,

in forest and agricultural cutput,

re} climat1c changes at local, regional or world level,

'fl
L.

~igration

and destabilizat1on of populations

anxious to preserve the ecological balance of trcpicat forest ecosystems
~

and mainta1n genetic diversity;
~-

~~~re

of the danger that the tropical forests may disappear in

th~

comicg

~ecaaes;

N.

aware cf the fact that deforestation and soil and water degradation are closely
L~nked

o.

to the threat Qf desertification;

dlar•~d

by the fact that the ecological effects of this situation, such as

so1l degradation and erosion, disturbances in the water cycle, climatic
trou~les

and desertification, are going to bring about a reduction 1n

agricultural production from stock-raising dnd in food supplies,
e~acerbating

the problems facing the rural and urban

comn~un1ties

th~reby

concernec;

o
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P.

con~erned
~~d a~

at the accelerating process of desertification in the Sah~l region

the fact that over half of Africa'a territory is threatened by different

rates of desert1fication and t~e Lives of tens of millions of men, women and
c~1ldrer

1.

are therefore threatened by-the

~orsening

famine;

~raws the attention of the European Community, the Member States of the Lome

Conver·tion and inter~aticnal public opinion to the dangers and the gra~~ty of
tn.: 5it:;ation creat~d by defor~station, persistent drought and th~ tact that
i~

desertification is occurring
t~em

an increasing number of places and calls upon

tc acknowledge their responsibilities and the part they should play in

counteract~ng

these phenomena, together with the financial and technical

conseQuences thereof, and also the importance of environmental matter:
develo~ment

2.

Points out

withi~

pol1cy generally;

~h~t

the Community •outd be falltng to meet its

inte~nationat

polirical. obtigat1ons 1f it did not continue to combat deserti1icat1on
and promote env7rcnmental protection as a matter of first criority;

3.

Calls on the Comm1ssion to report in due course to the Joint As;embly on
~he

implementation of the provisions of Lome III concerning deforestation

and desertif1cation and on the measures taken with 'a view to tackl~ng these
problems;
4.

Recommends
~~c~ne~,

t~e

~~

eros1on, the

ACP States, cooperating as closely as

:ake

~he

possibl~

wtth one

necessary measures to :ombat deforestation, so1l

degr~dation ~f

forest resources and desertification, especially by:

- tak,ng ?.deQuate and appropriate tegal and financ1al measures,
- atlowing the population of each country and each family to decide for
1ts~lf

whether 1t is

olann1r.g pol1cy,

justif~abLY

w~tho~t

able and wishes to impleMent a fam1ly

thereby endangering the security of their existence,

and orov1d1ng aopropr1ate methods to this end,
- encouraging the devt·lopment, marketing and use of alternattve energy sources
includ1ng new technulogies in order to reduce the risk of the d;sappearance

... I ...
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of whole areas of forest in view of the shortage of wood fuel in many ACP
countries,
- implementing programmes, Plans, prOJects and m1cro-projects,
- proh1biting 1ndustries that-have an unjustifiable impact on woods and
forests and the environment as a whole,
- coordinat1ng with relevant 1ndustries to address spec1fic environmental
and pollution problems,
engaging Local populations in measures to combat desertification,
- stimulating the awareness of Local populations and providing them with more
1nformation,
making use for this purpose of appropriate public and private organ1zat1ons,
- taking part in studies on the climatic causes of drought and desertification;

5.

Calls on t~e Commiss1on, in accordance with the provisions of Lome III, to
put into effect the following recommendations:

A.

A1ms and guidelines of the present Convention 1n the main areas of cooperat1on
With regard to Article 11 relating to efforts to protect the environmPnt
and restore natural balances, to draw up a list of orojects needed to cover
the

~pec1f1c

n~;essary

-

rc~.earch

measures prov1ded for by that articte and to make ava1lable

fin~ncial

th~

support:

into appropriate technoiog1es and alternat •ve N•Prqy o..c,ur<.f>~,

thPlr markf't1nq and U'if>, in orr:ter _to rNJ•wf' prf'•,'>urr• on torcc;t•.,
t<dUL<lf

ional prOlll otmmto'\ vna

"roqrttmm~"

t ()

rnnkP

problems of deforcst<..t1on, so1l eros1on and

-

~e~earch

Pllfllll .H '""'•

d~~E:r t

oiWrtr p

II

I

t

hr·

rfi• ,)( 10n,

and training programmes on forestry and the rational management

of natural resources,
- assistance with regard to forest 'legistation,
-

h~dra-agricultural

.... 1th

~o~vrticu

(ANNEX I)
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~o

ensu.·e that :

(a) a

s•Jffi~ient.

share ot the avai LabLP rec:our·cps 1s deoloyed to tackle

:b; the problem of deforestat1on, which

directly lInKed to the problem

IS

of 1esertif1cation, 1s included under the provisions of the chapter on
mea3ures to romuat drought and

de~pr·tirlcat:on

and thererore receives

the necessary mater,al and financ1at support;
(c.'

P1

f,,,

t'>

and tunas

-:~re

c•ntrl"trated u"

expcsea to the danger ci

c.

Agr1cultural cooperat1on

~no

()i

t~.e

10n,

gen1raoll1t:dl

JI'L'<l'·

rr·v·11tly

desertif1c~tion;

food secur1ty

To contr'bute, by means of the varlous
',;,1perat

~hose

for~s

of financial and

techn~cal

to :

implementJ'l'J'1 ot soecif,c prOH:>cts gearpo toward!> t>nvrrr,nmt•nt.JI

prater:t 10n, p<Jrc i cular l; tho~e conc.ernE'd with deforestation ,ir•d
d~sertificat10n by

sePking alternat1ve solutions

f~

the problems of:

-wood suppl1es by plant1ng fast-growing tree variet1es to prote(;t
the natural forest,
-forestry conservation by reaftorestat1on follow1nq

industr1~l

""xploitatlan,
-the management of water resources by implementing hydro-agr,cuttural

prOJerts ut1l1zing ava1lable water resources,
hydraulic techniques in villages, and
"'' ,..~~ i-;1

lfHJ

I or.Jl

krmwl,.,Jue Arid

micro-

particul~rly

~uitabl~ technologiP~

encourcJoirm pttrt

11 IJtttl in11

hy

drawinq
ln1

.11

prnul~,

- the developmPnt of appropriate technologies to permtt the use of npw
sources of energy and corresponding machinery as soon as possible;
<b> the inclusion at the planning stage of projects, particularly agricultural
projects, of 1mpact studies where these appear nec.essary.

The!:e

~tudies

could set out:
an analysis of the in1t1al state of the site and its envtronment with
particular reference to the natural resources and the natural agr1cultural
... I ...
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and torest env1ronment or recreational areas .lffflcted hy th,. Pl•lll•.,
- an analysis of the effects on the environment, in other words the
countrys1de, fauna and flora, the natural and human environments and
factor~ affPct1n~

the biological balance,

- the reasons, especially from the environmental po1nt of view, for
choosing the project presented from among those put forward,
- the measures envisaged to eliminate, reduce and, if possible, offset
the project's damaging effects on the environment,
- possibly, an

dlternativ~

project;

Rf''l i emil I cooper .. 1 I('''

n.

To cromote particular efforts to stimulate awareness and provide information
and training to ensure that better

acco~nt

is taken of the environmental

dimension of rural development policy by national and outside decision makers
and by technical serv1ces and the people of the ACP countries.
These efforts could be rendered effective by spec1fic training and information
measures and programmes, by the incorporation in al( (agricultural> projects
l 1 kel y to have an import ant impd.ct on the. environment u f ,,n ••nvi ronmf'nl ,,I
tr~ining

element ·making prov1sion for such measures in the framework of

the

project, by circulating information on the experiences of different ACP States
and by organizing colloquies, seminars and other scientific meetings on
... t

E.

iv tl if''> t.onnected with thf> pro)ec.ts under way in reqionr: nr· o;ub-reqwn•;;

£j~n~lal

and technical cooperation

<a) lo prov1de for those ACP States who request 1t, 1ts financial and
assistance on

te~hn,~al

formulating projects,
-

ft·;•~rnng,

tnformat ion

.:~nd

re!:oearch,

-programmes to ~imulate the awareness of populations dnd prov1dP thPm
w1th information;
<b> To extend financial and technical cooperation to local and other nongovernmental organizations participating in development in the countries
concerned,

... I ...
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to obtain the inclusion of training courses in the educat1on programmes
dPv,.lupt>d

dtH.J

•mol ementl"'d lly

intt"rnat ron.11

organ11~t l()Fl:;

·,uc_h "'· IJNII·,

{d) T~ implement the provis1ons of the action projects and programmes g1ving
pnority to :
- the management of natural forest resources,
- thr 1mplementation of micro-pro)ects:
"' o·o~ur•, 1n
energy

pr !lmCll" 11

measurP~

ro combat

aefnrP~tat1on,

i ll.t!Jt' hydraul1cs, t hr> o.;e.tr·dt for .11 t r•rrtlll rv•·

sources, etc.,

<e> to include finance for impact studies within the pre-established budget for
each project;
F. Planning, evaluation, implementation and assessment
In

Pn~urP

that ThP

proJect~

takP environmental

con~1derations

into atcount ar

the planning, evaluation, implementation and assessment stages;
6.

Calls on the ACP States w1th the appropriate assistance of the Commiss1on to
endeavour :
(a) tQ strengthen the institutional powers of fore~try management servicP~
encour~ge

so as to
v1e• to

maintai~ing

the rational exploitation of wood resources w1th a
the

ecologi~al

balance aod long-term v1abil1ty;

<b> to draw up and implement at national and regional level natural resource
~anagem~nt

I•'

,,.

strategies, especially in the Sahel countries;

draw up jointly"" strat£>gy for "nergy sav1nq .1nu o;uhst •lrJI•nll

:'lr1d#

in particular, to des1gn, pop~larise and make ava1lable to housenoln~,
particularly in rural areas, inexpensive domestic eQuicment which is
su1ted to local conditions and consumes little or no
7.

~ood;

Recommends that a means be instituted by the Bureau of the Joint Assembly to
mun1tor .m/1 rPport upon thP
r~r.ulut

impl~mentaticn

of this ,1nd the fol

1uns of thP Working Group on Environment and

tnw~r•q

Oevelopm~nt;

... I . ..
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8.

Requests that this resolution, together with the report on deforestation and
desertification, be forwarded to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the President~
of the Parliaments of the Member States of the Lome Convention, the President
of the European Parliament, the Secretary-General of the ACP secretariat, the
Commic:c;inn of thP ft,rc,pPitn r.ommunHies i\nd thP 1\Pr n•f.lry-c .... ,. ..

,.,r "'

IINII' •

. . . I ...
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RESOLUTION
on the role of women in the development
process in view of the 1985 World Conference
on the Decade for Women
(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)
I

.

Th e ACP-EEC Jo1nt Comm1ttee,

- meet,ng in Bujumbura (Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
~-

Recall1ng the first regular meeting of the Work1ng Party on the Role
1~

S.

~f

Women

tne Development Process held at Brussels on 21/22 November 1984,

Having regard to the resolution of

~he

ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly of

1

23 Seotemoer 1983 ,
C.

Aware of the status, situation and 7undamental economic role of women in the
development.process and of the spec1fic problems of women,

U.

Whereas there·can be no development without
1ncluding

t~e

mobilisation of human resources

~omen,

Kav1ng regard to the vital·role olayed by women in the ACP countries in certain
economic and soc1al sectors, 1n

~articular

agriculture, the diet, health and

education of their families,
Recognising that t'le numerous domestic tasks which fall to the daily Lot of
women
G.

pr~vide

essential support for economic development in general,

whereas little proqress has been macoe in the ACP countries towards making
tra~itional

responsibilities of women in rural areas less arduous and more

productive,
H.

Convinced that the measures to be taken in this area must be those which will
1mprove

t

1

th~

living conditions of the people of the rural world in general,

) OJ No C 300, 7.11.1983.
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I. Conscious of the need to enhance the impact of ACP-EEC cooperation on the
integration of women in development and the participation of women at all levels,
J. Recalling the three reports on Cultural Cooperation between the ACP States and
the European Economic Community drawn up by the rapporteur, H.E. Ambassador
CHASLE <Mauritius) on behalf of the Joint Committee of the ACP-EEC Consultative
Assembly,
K. RecalLing further the Lagos Plan of Action for the Econom1c Development of
Africa (Chapter XII>, the Declaration of the Inter-American Comm1ssion of
Women Toward the Year 2000, the recommendations of the Regional Preparatory
Conferences for the UN World Conference on the Decade for Women,
L. Convinced that effective integration of women

i~

attention through policy formulation, development

development requires vigorous
p~anning,

project proposaLs,

agreements and other instruments of cooperation, and the continuous mon1tor1ng
and evaluation of these plans and strategies to assess their impact on the
development of women and the ways in which these can be enhanced,
M. Noting, however, that

th~

majority of ACP Member States face serious bottlenecks

in the development of their people and the growth of their national inromes,
which hamper their economic take-off,

(ANNEX I)
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N. Convinced that development incorporates improvement of

~uality

of Life through

economic measures that tackle the basic needs of the ent1re population,
0. Convinced that the principal aim of social, economic and human development,
of which population goals and pol1cies are integral parts, is to improve
the standard of Living and Quality of life of the people,
0

Aware of the diverse needs dnd priorities of Member States, the different
approaches and stages of development, the influence of modernisation in
different cultures and the fact that development projects and progra~mes must
comely w1th the object;ves and priorit1es of the countries concerned,

Q.

concerned that the flow of aid during the life of the previous ACP•EEC
Ccnventions <Lome I and II) largely by-passed integrated development, and
overlooked scc1al and cultural development for the majority of the poputat,on,
particularly women,

R.

Convinced of the potential of women and their demonstrated ability to mobilize
and work as partners in dev~Lopment, ~nd that their full cooperation in the
devetopment process can greatly increase the benefits and success of
development,

s.

~hereas

1n

•

in certain cases women are still discriminated against in public life,

law, the family, employment and trai"ing,

qecaLling in th1s context the United Nations Convention on the elimination of
all forms of discriminat1on against womer.,

.... .I , ••
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u.

Having regard to the preparation for the 1985 World Conference on the Decade
for Women to review and appraise the achievements made and

obstacl~s

encountered during the decade, and to prepare strateg1es for the future up to
year 2000,
1.

Apprec1ates the efforts of the international Commun1tv w1th regard to the
integration of women in the development process during the United Nations
Decade for Women;

2.

Reaffirms full support for the 1975 Plan of Act1on of Mex1c0 w1th the themes
of

equality, development and peace; the subsequent sub-themes of education,

health and employment adopted at the World Conferenre in Cooenhagen in 1980;
the

~agos

Plan of Action for

t~e

Economic Cevelopment of Africa adopted 1n

April 1980; the Caribbean Plan of Action; the Pacif1c Plan of Action and the
reports of ACP-EEC Cultural Cooperation;
CaLLs on the States wh1ch have not yet done so to ratify the Cnnvention on
the elim1nat1on of all forms of discrimination against women adopted by the
34th Sess1on of the

U~ited

Recommends the use of
~etter

educatio~al p~ogram~e~

understand1ng of

eqt;ality between all

NatlonS General Assembly;

t~e

~embers

to 1nsti: ,rto

role of women by introducing the

of soc1ety into the1r

ClVlC

yo~ng ~eopt~

r.oncec~ o~

studie!

c~ur~E~;

·~

ralls on all States to adopt pclicies utilis•ng all the means eva1lablc,
particular the mass mad4a and other cultural and

1~formati~n

networks, tr

·~~c

effect1ve act1on to change attitudes o~ th~ rote of women in uur sc:iP•;;

(ANNEX I)
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6.

AC~-EEC

Welcomes the fact that the new
Title

~Ill

~n ' t '

Convention <Lome 1!1) conta1r.s

concerning cultural and social cooperation, a

sp~c~al

art1ct~ 0"

the roLP of women (Art. 123>, but unoerlines that practical operatio" 15
required to establish the role that has been
7.

Agrees that ACP-EEC cooperation

sho~ld

be

recogni~eu

:n

Articl~

;23;

inc~~ased thro~gh sys·~~ati~

dei. iberate effort to ensure that aid in the future give!; oriori l.'J tr.
geared to opening up opportunities for
to

~nhancing

tn

~ontribute

~otdOly

by

to impro·Jing

th~i!"

:C'Im;;,·r:er-~s

pet, tor':l<~~r.P,

their economic and social status and to fostering women's dC1L1t/
to and sustain the development of their ccmmunities at
the informal

restr~cturing

trades and crafts and the
8.

won.~·•,

an.

s~ctcr

rationali~ution

through the

of market

a'~

~eu~ls,

r~organisation nf

syste~s;

Requests that the benefits of Lomi .II-EDF finan~ed projects b~ s~ure~ ~or~
~qually bet~een ~en

and

~omen

and t1at

specific to

~o~en ~ho~ld b~

, .. ~,

up prioricies tor requests

f~r ~oooer~r:~n

o•c,

tho~e

t

wi;;n or1 an eaual footing witn ot.,Pr projects;
9.

Recommends that, when

d~aw1ng

the ACP t:ountries !houl"d pay partic•Jlar attention tr.: projects whie!1
t~e

•.,~kc

da1Ly work of women in rural ar~~s in part,cular less arduous an~·~o;e

10. rurther requests that women should participate fully in
jec~sion-making

,,_

"'iL~

t~~

plann1ng

l~d

procesJ;

Strongly recommends that national governments should dedicate a certain
percentage of their projects to the develocment of women and that local and
regional NGOs be actively involved in the programming, implementat;on and
evaluation of projects;

• .. , I .•.
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12.

Appeals to national governments to accord more priority to education and
training facilities for women, at all Levels, in their national ind1cat1ve
aid programmes, and to such areas which are of particular interest to rural
women as health, family planning, drinking water and sanitation, access to
credit and marketing, handicrafts, access to appropriate technology wh1ch

witt take account of local needs and the provision of free legal aid centres;
13.

Recommends that countries should carry out a clear policy which wilt
encourage women in rural areas to form cooperatives for the production or
marketing cf foodstuffs and craft products;

14.

In accordance with the Declaration made by the Mexico World Population
Conferences in August 1984, recommends that particular emphasis is given to
the education, welfare and general equality of women for the success of
population'poticies, and stresses the neec therefore for all couptes to
exercise their bas1c human right to decide freely and without coercion, the
number and spacing of their children, and to have the information, education

and means to do so;

(ANNEX I)
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15.

urges ACP States and regional organ1sations to encourage where they do not
exist, the sett1ng up or designation of Women's Departments and Women's
Orga~isations

to deal spec1fically with women's issues and to
those departments which already exist;

16.

str~ngtren

Recommends that ACP States, in collaboration with women's 'Groups, organise
regional seminars and meetings in ACP States on specific women's 1ssues;

17.

Encnurages exchange through visits to projects that have contributed to
successful integration of women, observation of projects between, within
and outs1de t~eir countries, and the disseminat~on of regular bulletins or
newsletters on the work of women in the production and development process;

1~.

Calls for projects or other aid programmes to be formul6ted tak1ng into account
situations to

19.

en~~re

futt

acce~tance

and supcort of the community

Recommends also that the Member States of the

~EC im~rove

in~olved;

their concept of

development aid to take account of women's problems and potentialities;

.... I . ..
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24 -

Recommends that offices of the ACP-EEC cooperation and the Member States
should be reinforced by female employees who are experts in the field of
women and development;

21.

Invites international
make greater

eff~rts

b~dies

and regioanl and sub-regional organisations to

to employ women with a view to involving them in

decision-making on the integration of women at these Levels;

22.

Acknowledges the vital work carriea out by women in rural development in the
production and distribution of agricultural products, in the preparation of
foodstuffs and in the campaign against hunger;

23.

Emphasises that facilities for technological innovation, agr1cultural
instruction and management in subsistence farming rer.eive high oriority, and
calls for these facilities to be aimed at women 1n particular;

24.

Calls for the establishment of mutually agreed criteria for the evaluation
of projects receiving assistance from· the EDF, EIB or
~whet

cro, which determine

her the projects in question are likely to improve the si.tuation of women

and to take full advantage of the potentialities of women to help in
development;

25.

Considers it of vital importance that the EDF makes additional funds
available for programmes and projects enhancing the role and status of
women and development, whereby the autonomy and self-reliance of women
are stressed;

... I ...
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26.

Requests that, in the case of projects financed by the EOF, prior1ty be given
small and medium-sized undertakings, which represent a v1tal sector that

to

can both create

employment and further the financial independence of women

and the improvement of their Living standards;
27.

Cal~s

on the Commission to evaluate the effectiveness of measures in

favour of women carried out under Lome II in order to prevent duplication;
28.

Calls for efforts to ensure that in all development projects where there are
consequences for the female population these should be taken into account
at every stage and the women themselves or their organisations consulted, and
t~at

where there are opportunities for women to enhance a project, these

should be examined thoroughly and taken advantage of;
29.

Calls for efforts to ensure that in all projects an evaluation of the
effectiveness of efforts that have already been initiated in the same field
lS

30.

undertaken;

Further decides that tne Working Party on

~omen

utilize the occasion of the World Conference on

and Development should
Wome~

to organ1se an

ancillary meeting in Na1robi in July 1985;
31.

Directs the Working Party to submit a detailed report to the Consultative
Assembly on the effective integration of women in development under the
new Convention in accordance with the above principles.

•
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RESOLUTION
on human rights
(adopted by the ·ACP-EEC Joint Committee in Bujumbura (Burundi)
on 31 January 1985)

The ACP-EEC Joint Committee,
- meeting
A.

i~

Bujumbura from 28

Ja~uary

to 1 February 1985,

havir.g regard to the reoort of the ACP-€EC ad hoc
Qights presented by Madame Colette

~LESCH,

the memt:ers of the ad hoc Workir1g Group
narity

bet~een

Group on Human

rapporteur <CA/CP/528), in

w~re

able tc

d1SCIJSS

~hich

on the basis of

representatives from tne African, Caribbean and Pacii1c

and members of the European ?arl1ament

~ountries

~ork1ng

sur~ ~delicate

yet fundamental

pol1tical issue;

B.

considers tnat fundamental human rights, whether they be political, soc1al,
economic or other, constitute a

legiti~ate

subject of concern for atl.ACP-EEC

::cuntries;

-.
~

considers that mankind, male and female, must be the essential beneficiary cf
development policy, and must be able to find sat1sfaction and well-being in his
every-day life without fear of aggression, unwarranted arrest or dete"t1on or
~ny

other political menace or coerc1on and maintains that man cannot l1ve witn

d1gnity under the
D.

curre~t

world economic system;

notes the contents of the Universal Declaration of Human R1gnts, the
:~ternational

Covenant

o~

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Afr;can Charter of

Human and Peoples' Rights, the European

Conv~ntion

for the Protection of

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;

... I ...
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E.

contider& that all signatories of the Third LoMe Convention have confirmed
t~ir inttrnational ob~igation to ensure th• preservation and improvement of
hualn rit~ta, and have therefore underlined the positive link between the
proaotion o1 ~ rights and efforts towards develep-ent;

F. consi6trs that each individual citizen should be·granted the right and
oepo~tunit1
~

by his country to take action against any infringement of nis

rifhts, in accordance with the Joint D•claration ad Article 4 ot the

Convtfttion;

G.

ea~..~1~ tfte hopq th&t the signatories of the Third L~ Convention will

play en activo P''t in •tiainati~ the obstacles preventing ind;viduals and
oeootes froe actually tnjoying to the fult th•ir econo•ic, sociat and cultural
rf ..to. at &tat~ tn ptreeraph 2 of the Joint Declaration ad Article 4
,
Oft ~ lights annexed to the Third La.f Convention;
M.

canaidlrs t~lt th• vors~ing econoeic plight of •any developing countires may
well co~• -are ptODle to starvation, •alnutrition and ·underdevelopment;

t.

t~t conti"Vfd di•loau. is ess•ntial between European and ACP States
te assure const~ctiv• 1nd huaane developaent within all of our
seciettet 10 that our gove~ts aay work in the interests of all our peoples
iv~ctive of t~tr political opinion, ethnic group, cultural or religious
~ttef or t~ir class;

COftlidlra
tft

o~r

• •• I ..•
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J.

COfttidlrt t~at ~herever people are uled by unrepresentative and elitist
ainoritiet usini coercion and repression hu•an rights art grossly violated;

1.

c~iO.rs

that the .,.rtheid regi .. in South Africa, which constitutes a
violation of h~ rigfttl, it an affront to h~an dignity as the overwhel•ing
aajortty of t~ ~lation is governed by a repressive, unrepresentative and
racist ainortty end it denied itt basic freedo• and fundaMental rights;

L.

cOftc•rfted by t~e driDitic plight of aany refugtes who often face the

.,.-l... of
M.

inaecurity, hunger and

sic~ness;

notes with approval that the Third Lome Convention provides for a1d tc

p~o]ects

and programmes a1med at self-sufficiency and the integration or reintegration
of refugees;
N.

cons1dering the serious difficulties facing migrant workers ana students '"
their countries of residence;

0.

stresses that every person when arrested i~ entitled to a democratic and publ1c
triaL, Legal assistance and humane treatment duri~g detention;
(

P.

draws attention to the fact that all peoples 1n a country are entitled to tne1r
own cultural and social devetopment;

(ANNEX I)
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1.

Welcomes the fact that the contracting parties to the Third Lome Convention
agreed upon the need to include references to human r1ghts 1n the preamble
to the Convention and in a Joint Oeclaratior annexed to. Article 4 of the
Convention;

2.

Hopes that the ACP Member States of the OAU ratify the African Charter on
Human and Peoples' Rights in order that it may be put into effect at the
earliest opportunity and that all the Member States of the European Community
ratify the European Convention on Human Rights;

3.

Proposes, therefore,
Cil

(ii)

that the Member States undertake, 1n accordance with the resolut1on
adopted by the Consultative Assembl.y in Rome, to break off all economic,
financial and military relations w1th South Africa and to do atl 1r.
their power to bring to an end a situation which brings disgrace on
mankind;
that more adequate

econo~ic resourc~z

be

~evoted

to

resol~in£

the

problems which ... nt!er!llii.E' the po~sii:.·~i~y ~~r th" pnoples ')t .H:-ica,
the Caribbean and the Pac1fic t~ tn)OY ·l~~,- funda~P"tal human rights
as defined by Article 25 ~f the UniversaL ~eclaration of Human Rights,
and that more pos1tive political eff~rt oe made in tnis same
direction;
that more be cone financtally, logJ5t,caLly and polit1calty to support
all organisations wor~ing in favour of refugees, 1ncluding
particularly the United Nations High Commisii'n for Retugees, and,
where possible in

cooper~tion

w1th NOGs. to ensure th~t tne status

of refugees is assured and that their reeds are catered for, including
their fundamental numan riJhts;

••
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Civ>

that immigrant workers, stuaents and their families shoulc receive
adequate and proper treatment in their host country and that more
should be done through closer cultural cooperation to ensure their
proper assimilation into the societ'es within which they choose to live,
having full regard to their r1ghts and

(v)

wel~-being;

that, having regard to the findings of the report of the ad hoc
Working Party, tne Bureau of the Joint Assembly shouto mon1tor human
rights developments both in Europe and the ~C~ Stat~s, ~ake aopropr1ate
~ecommendations and, when n~r.essary, call for the co~vening of a
working party;

:v1l

that this motion for a re&olution and the acLomoany,ng report be
forwarded to the Council of

~inist~rs

and to the

Commi~s,cn

of

th~

European Community, to the Committee of Ambassadors and the ACP
Council, and to the National Assemblies and Par: 1aments ot all the
Member States signatory to the Third Lom~ Convent1on and to the
SP.cretary-General of th~ Un1ted Nations Organisation.

. .. /
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RESOLUTION
on the crisis in the North-South

Dialo~ue

-------------------------------------- --

(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The Joint Comm1ttee,
Meet1ng in Bujumoura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
4.

recalt1ng and aff1rming the previous resolutions of the Consultative
'Assembly, in particular

8.

t~e

resolution adopted in November 1982 in Rome,

deploring that, instead of increasing, Nortn-South cooperation at
1nternat1onal level is ~ta~nating:
no overall negotiations planned within the UNO;
failure of the Last UNCTAO and UNlDO meetings;
no regenerat1on of lFAO and IDA funds;
the United States' decision to withdraw from UNESCO,

C.

reouest1ng that

t~e

interests of

t~e

developing countr1es will be taken

1nto account ·n the negot1at1ons on the Liberalization of trade in serv1ces
1n

D.

the framework of GATT,

deplor1ng the continued
growth of expenditure on arms, wh1ch 1s to the
I
detr1ment of aid to oeveloping countries and ot action against world
hunger~

... / ...
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E.

whereas in virtually all Community countries development aid has not
reached the object1ve of

0.7% of GNP and whereas it is in fact showing

a tendancy to tall,
F.

whereas certain economically powerful countries should increase significantly
the1r development aid, in particutar the USA, which devotes only some 0.27%
of GNP to aid to the developing countries, Japan, with some 0.3%, and the
Soviet Union, with only some 0.19%,

i.

Calls on those Member States of the Community which have not yet ratified
the Common Fund on Commodities to do so as soon as possible;

2.

Calls on the Community to take positive steps to revitaliz' the NorthSouth 01alogue in all the relevant fora and to work towards a conference
on the reform of the international monetary system;

3.

Calls on the Commission to study the possibilities for using the ECU to
assist the developing countries to deal with the effects of the increasing
value ot the dollar and rising interest rates;

4.

Cal~s

on the Comm1ssion to submit to

establishment of a Lome Bank to
and
the

5.

~ot

t~e

ope~ate

Counc1l a proposal for the
in the interests of development

financial profitability and to be managed jointly by the ACP and

~EC;

Calls on the Community, more generally, to advocate clearly greater
partic1pat1on by the developing countr1es in the management of the
international organisations to which tney belong;

6.

Calls on the Comm1551on to report to the new joint body on the action
taken on the requests made in this resolution and the results obtained;

7.

Instructs 1ts chairmen to forward this resolution to the Commission,
the Council, the Member States and all the ACP States.
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R E S 0 L U T I 0 N
on Southern Africa
adopted by the Joint Committee on 31 January 1985

The Jo1nt Committee
meet1ng in Bujumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
A.

1n01gnant at the

incr~asing

repression in South Africa where, as the

authorities themselves admit, confrontat1ons between the public and the
police have led to the death of more than 150 civilians since the Last
Consultative Assembly meeting in Luxembourg,

e.

aware that black South Africans have renewed their fight against all forms
of apartheid and e~pressir.g its support for the uOF for its courageous
opposition to the apartheid system in South Africa,

1.

Aga,n condemns the South African apartheid regime for its crimes and for
the repeated violations of human rights of which it is guilty;

2.

Notes that South Africa has not ceased its attempts to destabilize its
neighbours and refuses to comply with the non-agression pacts concluded
with them;

... I ...
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Calls on the Community to insist more firmly on the application of
United Nations Resolution 435 calling for the independence of Namibia;

4.

Demands from the Member States of the European Community and from the
Institut1ons of the EEC:
(,)
<ii>

an end to all new foreign investment in South Africa;
bringing an end to state-guaranteed bank Loans for exports to
South Africa;

Ci1i)

step by step reduction of commercial contacts;

<iv)

adherence to the UN arms embargo and an end to all forms of
military and nuclear cooperation with South Africa, and also

(v)
<vi)

an end to the supply of oil products; ·
suspension of sports and cultural Links wit~ South Africa;
the strengthening of the C_ode of Cond1.1ct adopted in September
1977 for European companies with subsidiaries, branches or

representatives in South Africa, while the application of the
Code should be the object of a thorough report both to the
European Parliament and to the Joint Committee;
<vi1>

5.

the granting of means to the Southern African Development
Coordination Conference <SADCC) which would enable it to futfil
its mission in the areas of regional cooperation, transport and
communications infrastructures, energy, etc., in such a way as to
reduce rapidly the inv~luntary dependence of the states of the
region on South Africa;

Calls now on the Commission to inform the future ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
at its f1rst meeting, of the precise state of economic and trade relations
between the Community and South Africa to enable the new Joint Institution

... I . ..
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infor~ed

opinion on the attitude of the

Ten with regard to the UN recommendation to impose economic sanctions on
South Africa;
6.

CaLLs on the Member States in particular to make stronger representations
tor the immediate release of Nelson Mandela, as requested expressly and
unanimously by the last Consultative Assembly, and of all political
pr1soners;

7.

Welcomes the fact that the Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded to the
South African Bishop Desmond Tutu for his fight against apartheid and
decides to invite the former President of the South African Council of
Churches to address the future joint body of the Lome Convention at its
next meeting;

8.

Instructs its chairmen to forward this resolution to the Commission, the
Council, the Member States of the Community and all the ACP States.

. .. I . ..
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RESOLUTION
on security and co-operation in Africa and Europe
(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint

Commit~ee

on 31 January 1985)

The Joint Committee
meet1ng in BuJumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
A.

deeply concerned at the growth of 1nternational tension and the continued
ex1stence of trouble spots in severaL regions of Africa,

a.

alarmed at the serious predicament of the refugees, whose numbers and needs
are ceaselessly increasing,

C.

aware that any threat to peace

ha~pers

the free development of these countries,

compelling them to spend enormous amounts for military purposes to the
detriment of economic and social progress and the well-being of their
peoples,
D.

attach1ng great

importan~e

to endeavours to achieve unification and

1ntegrat1on and to reg1onal and inter-regional initiatives to promote
cooperation, which are typical ot the African and European continents
and draw them closer together,
1.

Reaffirms its determinat1on to ensure that international relations are
insp1red primarily by the concept upon which African unity, European
tntegration and all genuine regional cooperat1on are founded, that is to
say the common search for un1versatty equitable solutions as opposed to
the traditional pattern of relations between nations based on strength;

2.

Condemns all policies designed to expand areas of influence and any attempts
to take advantage of East-West tens1on to the detriment of the priority aim
of renewed North-South dialogue and the development of international
cooperation;

... I ...
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Stresses the fact that ACP-EEC cooperation, insofa~ as it is characterized
by an open approach, ensuring that the political choices of the signatory

states of the Lome Conventions are respected, and is directed towards
common development objectives and hence towards active promotion ot human
rights, enables a constructive dialogue to be held;
4.

Emphasizes the fact that, in both Africa and Europe, charters on the
respect of human rights continue to provide pointers for future endeavours
and enhance the dialogue between equal partners, particularly in the matter
of the priority to be given to the right to Life, to development and to
the protection of migrant workers, the respect of the culture of those
nations belonging to the Convention ana the right to equal treatment in
a world in which the scandal of poverty, hunger and racial discrimination

still persists;

5.

Acknowledges that the non-alignment of Africa, the Caribbean and the
Pacif1c States is beneficial to world peace and should therefore be
preserved;

6.

Supports the OAU in its attempts to settle peacefully the various
conflicts tak1ng place thereby forestalling any future foreign m1litary
intervention;

7.

Stresses that the ever-increasing production of and trade in weapons, in
particular in and from EEC Member States, threatens the stability and
security of African countries and adversely affects their economic
s1tuat1on;

8.

For th1s purpose, calls on the EEC Member States to support the OAU
1nit1atives and programmes of action;

9.

Instructs its chairmen to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council
of M1n1sters, the signatory states of the Lome Convention, the SecretaryGeneral of the OAU, the Commission of the European Communities and the
Secretary-General of the UN.
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RESOLUTION
on aid to refugees in the ACP States
(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The Joint Comm1ttee
meet1ng 1n Bujumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 11 Januarv 1985,
A.

~onc~r~ed

at the

gro~1ng

number of

refug~~s

and displaced persons in the

Atr1can continent,
B.

conscious that, 1f no Lasting solutions are found, the problem of

refygee~

,s Likely to cestab1l1ze entire regions dnd create tension between states,
3eop~rdiz1ng

C.

the development efforts of all concerned,

anx.ous that the ma]or objectives of ACP-EEC
"~tLbeinq

co~peration,

of populations, satisfac:ion of fundamental
needs, devP.looment ct
.
~

humdn Cdpac1t1es and respect for human dignity, should be
r~cse

1.

in particular the
guarante~d

for

sectors of peculation most threatened,

Welco~es

the fact that the Third Lome Convention responds to one of ·ts

arinciple demancs, namely tkat aid should be provided for refugees ana
repatr1at~d

persons which

go~s

beyond emergency aid and permits the

i~plementation

of programmes and projects aimed at self-sufficie"cy and

integration or

re-integrati~n

of the

ref~gees;

... I ...
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2.

Notes w1th regret, ho~ever, th~ modest rature of the sum allocatee for

a1a

to tr.e refugees, namely SO million ECU for the ent1re duration of the new

3.

C~~ls on the Comm1ss1on of the Eurooean Commu~1t1es to assess without Jelay,

w1th the assistance of the states concerned, the needs of the
POPuLat1ons so that programmes and projects

perm1tt1ri~

re~~~ee

genuine 1ntegrat1on

or reintegration of the refugees can be set 1n mot1on as soon as t~e new
Convent1on enters into f~r~e;
·•.

'-,-.:,ders
uf

'~'hat

~mergency

these UfO'::lramrr.es ana

aid, desp1te the fact that the

;,-t bt rarn1ne, but must offer

must not be simply a

proj~(.ts

t~sting

refug~e

r.ontir•uat~on

popuLations are sevt•rely

solutions which are

ac:~ptable

to

tl .. · ;·efugees;

).

tnat,

ron~1ders

!...t.'

l"''J~-scal~,

~ec3u~e

J~r.·JP1>')

'<~, h'US

.-,

A(.~

~rejects

must, of

necessit~,

must be made for tr-3nsfers of appropnat :ons

&:-rovl~ion

t:nn• other 1tems. and
''·

these programmes and

t~HJt

certain re1nstatlation programmes must .. uLmi,•ate

regioral c:cof)erat ion :neasures with Long-term advantages tor

he

State'> concerned;

,-,,,,.,.l, 17es the.· impcrtanr.P and

.Jro•:r ;:nm.,s and P'"'>ject:;,

'J-3 i

prov~Clcd

,di cy of Jppropri ate vocat 1ona L t ·a in 1119
the$!:' are directed towards the goal of

7. UrJ~~ the Commission of the Euronean :ommunit1es to ensure that 1t~ a1a
to rE:';.,..:,N's

'S

coorchnated with tt->e aid

of •1-J,, \Jn1teu Nations and by
·.; 1 •• u1.\

8.

'··-~.;•.2St~

grant~d

i..:ln-governrr.~r.tal

by the spec1atized agen 1es

organizatiol"o;, in particu'Jr

the pursuit of co-flnanced and c.omolementary proJects;
the partners to tl".e nc•4 Convention to regard certa1n important

;" •· 'l!>'O!oS

relating to agr1cultural ·:ooperat1on and security ot tooc

as applying ~articularly to the regions and areas with a high
.-,,, .. entrat 101~ of ref,lgees;
s~~Pl•es
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9.

10.

urgently t~ ~he states affectea by the problem of rPfuge~s to
.: re~yth~n the•r c~o~eration and th~r~by ensure tne effectivenes~ of !he
, b·;Jementloned integration and r~-integration orogrammes and pro]ect~;
~~c~~Ls

Ins~~~cts
~~··

its

~ouncil,

to forward this resolution to :he Commission,
the Member States of the Community and all the ACP 5tate~ .
cha,~m~n

• • • ,I • • •
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RESOLUTION
on tne landlocked ACP countries
(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The ACP-EEC Joint Committee
meeting in Bujumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
A.

conscious that the state of be1ng landlockea
in the economic

B.

developme~t

~epresents

a serious nano1cap

of the ACP countries,

noting that three-quarters of the least-developed

Af~,ca~

countries are

Landlocked,

c.

recalling the obJectives adopted by the United Nations in the
the decade of transport 1n Africa

(1978-1Q88~

cc~te~t

with a v1ew to opening

of
~P

the continent, namely:
promotion of the integration of transoort end communication

infrastruct~~es

1n order to increase intra-African trdde,
coordination of tne different systems of transport 1n order to

1~crease

t~eir ~1fect1veness,

harmonization of national regulations and

red~ction

to a minimum ot

physical ana non-phys,cal barriers to facilitate the movement or
persons and goods,
promotion of the use of local human and material resources, standardizat,on of networks and equ1pment, research and popularization of
appropr1ate techniques,
provision dur1ng

t~e

decade of the necessary techn1cal and finarcial

means to promote the development and modernization of transport and
communication infrastructures,
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o.

I

observing that these goals have not been attained because of inadequate
techn1cal and financial resources,

E.

po1nt1ng out that considerable financial assistance must be provided to
enable some of these goals to be realised and thereby assist the recovery
of the African economies,

F.

recogn1sing the efforts made by the ACP countries within reg1onal
organizations to overcome the problems of Landlocked countries,

1.

Proposes to study closely the econom1c and financ1al situation of
Lar.dlocked countries and to make recommendations for measures to be
taken by the international community, in particular financing institut1ons,
to resolve the problems of landlocked

2.

countr~es;

Calls for the immediate implementation, as soon as the Third Lome
Cunvent1on

ente~s

into force, of special measures in favour of landlocked

countries, includ1ng:
the organization of a. storage and food supply
danger of

interr~ptions

system"t~

avoid the

in supply,

a 101nt ACP-EEC study to identify the specific measures to be taken
on behalf of the landlocked countries to irnprove their capacity to
attract investment;
3.

Recommends that the donor countries and financing institutiQns should
cons1der whether a country is landlocked when assessing projects and take
account of this when granting financial aid;

4.

Instruct~

its chairmen to forward this resolut1on to the ACP-EEC Council

at Ministers, the Commission and the governments of the Member States.

. .. I ...
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R E S 0 L U T I 0 N
on the incorporation of environmental issues
in the Third Lome Convention and on informat1on
concerning the Convention's provisions as regards the environment
(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The Joint

Comm1tt~e

meet1ng in BuJumbura
A.

CB~rund1>

from 28 to 31 January 1985,

-

having regard to the resolutions on the environment and development adopted
1n Kingstcn (Jamaica) on 24 February 1983 and in Luxembourg on

19 September

1984,

- e.

not1ng the

resolut~ons

ot the ACP-EEr

C~nsultative Ass~mbly:

en the fight against hunger adopted in Rome en 5 Movember 1982 and 1n
Berlin on 23

S~ptember

1983, and

on the tight aga1nst drought and desertificat1on 1n the Sahel adopted
in Srazzav1lle on 23 February 1984,
::.

hav1ng regard to the European Parliament's resolution· on the special plan
to combat drought in the Sahel adopted on 1i November 1983,
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D.

having regard to the resolution of the Countll of the European Communit1es
and of the Governments of the Member States on development and the
environment,

E.

having regard to the concern expressed by African He3ds of State as regards
the protect1on and rat1onal management of the environment in connection w1tn
the econom1c and soc1al development of Africa through the Lagos Action
Programme,

F.

having regard to the provis1ons of the world soil policy and of the programme
to combat cesert1fication,

G.

wh~r~as,

tnr~e

1n 1930,

tor the Conservation or Nature and Natural
Fund and the

un,t~C Nation~

aopeat

the

o~

H.

u~uep

t1tl~

Envi~onment

·~orld

Reto~rc~s,

Conservation Strategy'

2.

preserv1ng

3.

e!"1surt:1g the susta1nable utilization of speci<!5

noting the

Stoc~holm

C~SC!,

foll~-;ng

Ln1Jn

~orld Wilclit~

tne

Programme, launched a

all countries to base their policies on the

g~net1c

ln:~~~At·o~ai

1nterndt1onal bodies, namely :he

~orld~idP

~~ic~

:alts

oojectives:

diversity,

Declaratl?n on the

envircnm~~t,

iirtd

t>cosyst"'111!.o,

wh•ch stresses the

fot:.ow1,1iJ PO'nts:
(a) Mar. has

fun::laM:?ntal

~he

conditio~s

o~

!

ri;h~

ife, 1n an

to

f:-~edor.t,

en~irt~ment

of a

eoun~~ty
~ualit;

a,1,:1

llf': 0f cignny and well··being, and he bears a :;cl!!mn
to protect and imprcve tht

envircn~ent

for

td~Qt..at'l'

th~t p~rm1rs £
,·es':le:r:'i~b1tlty

and

f~tur~

th~ A1r,

~ater,

~res~nt

gcn~rations,

<b) The natural r'l'sources of the

e~~th,

1ncluding

flora and fauna and especially representative samples of
ecosystems, must be safeguarded for the benefit af

L~n~.

na~ural

p~esent

and

future gener3tions tnrough careful planning or manageruentr as spprcpr1ate,

... I •..
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<c) ihe ron-renewable resources of the earth must be

~mployed

way as tJ guard against the danger of their tJ:ure
e~sure

reLease Of heat, in such

quant~ties

cr

to ensure that serious or

r.onc:r.t~ation~ ~S

~pon e~osystems.

The just struggle of the

damage 1s

~eoples

and the
to exceed the

must be halted in

~ar~less,

1rreversibl~

and to

all mankina,

0y

oth~r subst~~ces

capacity of the environment to render them
ord~r

e~~austion

that benefits from such employment are snared

(d) The discharge of toxic substances or of

in swch a

no~

inflicted

of all countries

against pollution should be supported,
Ce) States shall take all possible steps to prevent pollution of the

seas

o~

substances that are liabte to create hazards to human

to harm living resources and mar1ne l1te, to

aamag~

h~alth,

amenit1es or to

1nterfere with other Leg1timate uses or the sea,
(f) The environmental policies of all St3tes should enhanr.e and not
adversely affect the present or future development potential of
developing countries, nor should they hamper the attainment of

bette~

Living conditions for all,
(g) Resources shculd be made available to preserve ar.d improve the
env1ro~m~nt,

taki~g

into account the

c1rc~mstances

and

~artic1:Lar

of developing countries and-any costs ~hich ~ay emanate
from the1r 1ncorporating environmental safeguards 1nto treir

reQuire~ent~

development planning and the need for making available to them, upcn
their request, additional 1nt~rnation~l technical and f'n~ncial
ass1stance

~or

this purpose,

(h) In order to achieve a more rational management Qf resourr.es and thus
to improve the

environ~ent,

States should

a~opt

an integrated and

coordinated apcroach to their development plannino so
rhat

develcpm~~t

the environment

a~

to ensure

is compatible with the need to protect and improve
fo~

the benefit of their

<1> Scientific resP.arch and

devel~pment

1~

~opulatio~,

the context of environmental

problems, both national and multinational, must be prvmoted in all
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•;ountr1es, especially the Q-evelc.,ing tO•Jntries.

ln this cor.necticn,

the free flow of up-to-date sc1entific 1nformation and transfer of
experiP.ncP ~ust be suoported and assi~tej to facilitate the solution
ot environmental problems; enviror.mental technolog1es should oe
made available to developing countries on terms wnich would encourage
their w1de dissemination without const1tut1ng an econom1c burden on
the developing countries,

I.

having regard to thP. Nairobi Oeclar3tion aaopted on

~8

May 1982 by iuS

governments during the special session to mark the tenth anniversary uf
the United Nations Conference on the Environment, in ~hich the wc~Lu
com~unity solemn~y reaff1rmed its support for the Stockholm OecLJr~tlon
and Act1on Plan, together ~ith the need to step u~ national meas~res and
to exte0d internat;onal cooperation as regards
em. i

J.

corvi~ced t~at

rational

tr~

there is interaction between the environment and

and that any d'velopment aid to the ACP States must take the

~anagement

Dra~s the.atte~tion

of their

env1ronm~nt

into account,

of the signatory Stdtes to the Third Lom6 Convention

to the serious situation as regards the
even if the picture is

2.

ot

rc.nm~nt,

developmen~

1.

t~e ~rot~ction

in~omplet~

~nvironment

in most ACP States;

owing to a lack of reliable information;

Cdlls on thP co-PresiJents o~ the ACP-EEC Joint As~embly to infor•n the ACP
States of the provisions of the Third Lome Convention relating to the
environment, 50 that the governments concerned preoare environmental
proJects before the programming missions are drawn up;

3.

Calls on the Commission to exa~ine the implementation of environmental
policy in the context of ACP-EF.C cooperation, on the basis of the
following principles:
Cal Environmental aspects must be an integral part of development
operations.

The authorities of the ACP States, together with the

... / ...
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- 47 Comm·ission, must therefore be able to analyse, as early as possibLe,
the effect on the environment of soecific develop~ent programmes f~r
'
which
Community support is sought.
This analysis must be carried out in relation to strategy as well
~s programmes and projects.
Accord1nqly, the Community and every
AC? State which wishes it will examine the best general Jpproach
with a view to the long-term Qreservation and improvement of the
environment.
fb) It will be necessary to check subsequently that the measures
envisaged using Community 3id are compatible with the requirements
of conservation or restoration of the environment in the ACF States.
lc) Funding proposals and agreements must include effective references
to the environmental aspects of projects, and allo~ for r~alistic
and effect1vP. solutions.
(d) lt wilt be necessary to carry out an assessment OT the environmental
impact whil~ o'rojects are being implemented and later on, ~hen
tommunity funding is no Longer involved;
4.

CaLL~
~1th

on the Commission to ta~e special measures in close collaboration
the ACP States, to increase awareness of and 1mprove knowledge about

tne environmental aspects of d~velopment operations aimed at national and
PX~ernal decision-makers (those providing fund~), the technical servicPs
and inhabit~nts of the ACP States.
5. Recommends, in view of the importance of env1ronmental questions and thP
need to ensure compatibility between economic development and the
protection of the e~vironment, the introduct1on of a system whereby t~e
Joint Assembly is regularly informed about the serious environmental
oroblems of the ACP States and the extent to which environmental concerns
are incoroorated in development aid to these States;
6.

Instructs its co-chairmen to forward this resoLution to the ACP
Council of Ministers and the Commission of the

Europea~

Communities.

. .. I ...
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R E S 0 L U T I 0 N
on ACP-EEC co-operation for the development of fisheries
in the inland

la~es

and rivers of the ACP States

(adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The Joint Committee
meet1ng in Bujumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
regard to the recort CA/CP/412 on ACP/EEC cooperation tor the
development of fisheries in the ACP States,
ha~ing

A. having regard to the resolution of the Consultative Assembly on ACP/EEC
cooperation for the development of fisheries i? the ACP States,
B. having regard to the serioua lack of food, the malnutrition and famine
affecting the ACP States,

c.

having regard to the urgent need to ensure self-sufficiency and security
of food suppltes in the ACP States, in particular through optimal
exploitation of the fishery resources of the inland lakes ana rivers
of the ACP States,

D. aware of the situation in certain parts of Africa where the fishery
products from lakes and rivers provide the main source ?f animal prot~in
in the food supply,

I

• • • I • • •
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E. deeply concerned by the lack of importance given to inland fisheries and
aquaculture in the ACP States and by the stagnation and, in some cases,
drop in fish production in these States,
1. Welcomes the fact that the Third Lome Convention recognizes the urgent need

to promote the development of the ACP States' fishery resources;
2. Encourages greater and more effective cooperation between ACP and EEC
States with regard to fisheries and in particular the training and
equipping of fishermen, limnological research, careful evaluation and
continual supervision of fish stocks and the transfer of fishing
technology, processing, conservat1on and marketing of fish;
3. Encourages and supports regional cooperation between ACP States in
the field of fisheries and aquaculture and in the protection of the
aquatic flora and fauna of the lakes and waterways of the ACP States;
4. Calls on all the ACP States to set up permanent monitoring committees
to ensure that the waters of African rivers and Lakes are always
protected against industrial or other forms of pollution;
5. Hopes that joint ventures between undertakings of the EEC and ACP
countries will be set up in the ACP States with a view to facil1tat1ng
the acquisition by ACP fishermen of appropriate equipment and technology
for Lake and river fishing;
6. Calls on the ACP States and the Community to give to Lake and river
fisheries in the ACP States and to aquaculture a priority commensurate
with the great potential which the peoples of the ACP see in these
act1vities with regard to their self sufficiency in and security of
food supplies;

•
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7. Decides to study further the problem of the lake and river fisher1es
and aquaculture in the ACP countries and to make, on the basis of th1s
study, proposals for ways and means to achieve greater cooperation
between the EEC and the ACP States in these areas;
8. Instructs its co-chairmen to forward this resolut;on to the ACP-EEC
Council of Ministers, the Commission of the European Communit1es and
the Governments of the States party to the Third Lome Convention .

. . . I ...
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RESOLUTION

on the negotiations with regard to the Fourth International Cocoa Agreement
<adopted by the Joint Committee on 31 January 1985>
The ACP/EEC Joint Committee
meeting in Bujumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January· 1985,
A. having regard to the Finat DecLaration adopted

by

the AC?/EEC Jo1nt

Comm1ttee in February 1984 in Brazzaville,
9. hav1ng

regard

to the need to improve the

arr~ngements

tor international

cooperat1on in respect of commod1t1es 1n orcer to encourage the econom1c
and social development of the develop1ng countries,
C.

~hereas

the rever.ue from cocoa exports 1s vital to the economies of the

ACP producer countries,
D. noting w1tn concern that fluctuations ip export revenues for commodities
from AC? countr1es ]eopardises tne balance of their public finances and'
development,
E. welcoming the opening in May 1984 of the International Conference on Cocoa
held in Geneva under the auspices of the United Nat1ons,
F. noting with regret that the second round of negotiations held 1n Geneva
from 8 October to 2 November 1984

end~d

without agreement on price Levels

and associated measures,

• • • I
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1. Calls on the Community and its Member States to do all in their power,
together w~th the ACP cocoa-producing countries, to adopt a common strategy
including an intervention and sate-guard mechanism and price support
mechanism based on buffer stocks and quotas;

2.

Calls urgently on the Ccmmunity to approach the next round of
negotiations with greater flexibility and political goodwill
so that an international agreement may be concludeo.
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R E 5 0 L U T I 0 N
on the use of vegetable fat in the,manufacture of chocolate
(adopted by the Joint Committee on 31 January 1985)

The Joint Committee,
meeting in Bujumbura <Burundi) from 28 to 31 January 1985,
A. whereas the economies of a large number of ACP countries are heavily
dependent on basic products such as cocoa and whereas the revenue from
exports of these products plays a determ1ning role for these
S. welcoming

t~e

econom~es,

new provisions ot the Third ACP-EEC Convention, Lcme l:l,

concerning a system for monitoring and management of basic products,
C. hav1ng learnt with concern of the changes which could be made to EEC
Directive No. 73/241 of 24 July 1973 specifying that only products derived
from COCOA may be used 1n tne manufacture of products described as CHOCOLATE,
D. conscious of the effects which a measure authorizing the use of vegetabte
tat, up to a maximum of SX of the total weight of the finished chocolate
product, would have on the general economies of the ACP producer countr1es,
who exoort 535,000 tonnes to the Community, out of a total expert volume
of 640,000 tonnes,
1. Regrets that the Community has not respected the provisions of

Art;cl~

7

of the Second Lome Convention establishing an ACP-EEC consultation procedure;
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2. Takes noteoof the decision adopted by the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors
at its meeting of 18 January to the effect that there should be further
detailed discussion, within an ACP-EEC ad hoc committee, of the effects of
such a change on the economies of the ACP producer countries;
3. Requests, in a cont,nuing spirit of dialogue and cooperation, that the
Community and its Member States maintain the original form and content of
Directive 73/241 of 24 July 1973.

• • • I
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PROJET DE RESOLUTION
~resentee

par le groupe ACP, M. A. TURNER et Mme RABBETHGE
sur le sucre ACP

Le Comite paritaire,
A. rappelant le rapport Trivelli 'de septembre, qui soulignait
l'importance economique et sociale que le sucre presente
pour lea economies des Etats ACP concernes,
B. constatant que les Etats ACP, bien qu'on ne puisee leur
i~uter l'existence, dans la Communaute, d'excedents de sucre
disponibles pour 1 t e:cportation, connai.ssent des d:if.f1cultes econonomiques dues au syateme oommunautaire de regulation par lee prix

c.

e'inquietant de ce que, actuel:ement, le prix garanti du
sucre AC? n'est pas negocie conforrnement aux dispositior.s
du protocole sur le S,lcre,

D. denon9ant le fait que la CEE aligne automatiquement le prix
garanti du sucre ACP sur le prix comrnunautaire du sucre de
betterave brut,
E. alarme par le fait que la politique de prix restrictive menee
pe.r la Co!mllmaute a pour effet de reduire lee recettes
que certains Etats ACP retirent du sucre,
F. rappelant
ACP-CEE a
ver a une
naire des

(ANNEX I)
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F. convaincu que l'augmentation de ces quantites aurait pour effet
de renforcer le potential economique des Etats ACP tributaires
du sucre, tout en assurant le progres economique des Etats ACP
dent les quotas actuels sent inferieurs ale~ capacites d'exportation de sucre,
G. se voyant rappeler que l'Assemblee consultative ACP-CEE, reuni~
a Berlin en septembre 1983, a fait valoir a la CEE la necessite
dans la perspective de son elargissement, de prendre lee mesures
requises pour que, lorsque le Portugal adherera enfin a la Communaute et a la Convention ACP-CEE, lea actuelles importations
portugaises de sucre soient integrees dans le cadre du protocole
s~-- 1~ sucre, en complement aux quantites convenues dans ce
'
protocole,

H. considerant qu'en septembre 1984, l'Assemblee

<b:lstil:tat:NaACP~

a a.pp:le
la Commun~ute a. tenir compte, dans le cadre de sea negociations avec
le Portugal, du fait que lea ACP doivent pouvoir fournir toutes
quantites supplementaires de sucre dont ce pays aurait besoin,

I. inquiet de ce que, jusqu'ici, la Communaute n'a pas pris en
consideration la demands soumise a -la CEE par le groupe ACP pour
qu'ii y ai+
- nonce~ation a.tous lee niveaux des
. insti~tions
communes ACP-CEE~~ CO~· das·actuelles negociations sur l'alargissement,
.

..,

~

~

Jo aaucieux du fait que, par see consequences, cette non-associatior.
des Etats ACP est contraire a l'esprit de consultation et de co~pe
ration qui ressort de l'article 181 de LOME II et qui constitue
un des elenents centraux des relations entre les Etats membres
de la Convention de Lome,

K. preoccupe par lea menaces qui paraissent peser sur l'avenir du
~ sucre A~ dans la Communaute,
L. considerant qu'il convient de rechercher de nouveaux moyens de
promouvoir l'utilisation du sucre ACP dans la Communaute,
•
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~a.

Cor.:::nma;.;.\:e
sol~

ce que le e;roupe

soit

et ce:s.
l1~r~:son

f~x~

dQment c~~sulte,
le prix pour la per~ode !e

1985/86

::.:) :..:. :en:r coi:l.ptc: conc:-~te:.:er..-: des fa:.ts exposes dans le r::e;:;)r.::.r.c'E.
d'occ:obre 1984 :ies ACP relatif s.u.x f:.cteurs 3. prendre en consld~ra~:on dans la for~ulation des propositions de prix appl1cables
PO'J.r l '':lchat de sucre Ac:P s.u cours .:.e la procha1ne per:.ode de
li. ""J~S.J..C~
~i:)

j

~especter

:v)

a

7)

a

eta

:rad~re

immediace~ent d~~s

la pratique
l'espri.t '!e l 'a:-t1::::.e 181 -ie Lome r:;: en se cvnce:::--tan "': avec :e
groupe AC?, de Qan:ere a sauvegarder eta pre~C.re en CO~Sldera~ion
les 1nter~:s 1es E~ats ACP ;
i

:-evoir les propcsit~ons faite3 au Portuga:J.. an ce q_u.1 conce:-ne
le sucre d~~s le caC.re des negociations en cours sur l'ad~esio~
de ce pays a la·co~T.~~aute, et a autorlser le P.crtugal, co~~e
i~ le demande, 3. i~por~er des E"tats AC~, en ap;lication 1es
~~spos~t~ons du p~otocole sur le sucre, les
300.000 tor~es de
suc~e de c~~e br~t ~ecessaires a ce pays pcur satia:aire ses
~esQins i~terie~s en ~at~ere de ra::inage e~ de consor.~a:~0n

sur la oase des consultations prevues a l'art~cle 7
paragraphe 4 du protocole, ~ ~~e nouvelle allocation des
25.500 tor~es de suers ac~uel:e~ent cisponibles pour une
r4allocation pe~manente, et a tenir compte du fait que, quand
~~ Etat ACP :ournisseur a rempli les obligations
qu~
lui
u~anbent en vertu des dispositions du prctocole, la Co~ission
ne saurait, pour ~~e quelconque raison etrangere a~x d~spositio~s
essentielles du protocole, exc:ure ce"':: ~ta~ du benefice ie la
reallocation ;
p~oceder,

..... I ...
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vi) a satisfaire les dernandes presentees il y a-~ongtemps deja

en vue de retabllr in ~~~~~rU.l!~n!r~nt les quotas SUt::primes pour
certains Etats AC? ;
vii)

a

augmenter le quota des ~tats fournisseurs dent le quota est
anti-econom~que et des autres Etats ACP particulierement trlbubut·.iires du sucre ;

•iii) a examiner conjointement avec les Etats ACP - en respectant
integralerr.ent le protocole sur le sucre - les ~ossibilltes
d'accroitre l'utllisation d~ sucre dans les nouvelles tec~~o
logies, et notamr:ent dans la biotec~~ologie~ de fa9on que la
matiere de base qu'est le sucre puisse jouer un r8le signlficat:
d~~s le developpemer.t de la biotechnologie
ix)

a associer pleinement les Etats ACP a taus les stades d'exarnen
de la politique dans le domaine des 9rtieres de base Je la
biotechnologie, dans la mesure ou il s'agit du sucre, de ses
constitua."l.ts et ·1e ses.derlves

x)

a

tenir compte des interets des Etats ACP et a reccurir a
~ous les organes competents de la Convention lorsqu'il s'ag:~
de problemas ACP

:. decide de transmettre, pour examen, la
Conseil des ministres ACP-CE~.

prese~te

resolution au

F

(ANNEX I)

TEXTS OF THE RESOLUTIONS
ADOPTED BY THE ACP-EEC JOINT ASSEMBLY
IN INVERNESS (U~!TED KINGDOM) ON 27 SEPTEMBER 1985

RESOLUTION 1
on the crisis in the North-South Dialogue

The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985,

A.

rPcalling and affirming the previous resolutions of the Consultative
Assembly, in particular the resolution adopted in November 1982 in Rome,

B.

deplor1ng that, instead of jncreasing, North-South cooperation at
international level is stagnating:
no overall negotiations planned within the UNO;
failure of the last UNCTAD and UNIDO meetings;
-

no regeneration of IFAD and IDA funds;
the withdrawal of the United States from UNESCO and the threat made by some
other countries to w1thdraw;

1

Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 September 1985
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c.

requesting that the interests of the developing countries will be taken
nto account in the negotiations on the liberalizatio~ of trade in services
1
in the framework of GATT,

o. deploring the continued growth of expenditure on arms, which is to the
detriment of aid to developing countries and of action against world
hunger,

e.

whereas in virtually all Community countries development aid has not
reached the objective of 0.7% of GNP and whereas it is tn fact showing
a tendency to fall,

F.

whereas certain economically powerful countries should increase significantly
their development aid, in particular the USA, which devotes only some 0.27X
of GNP to aid to the developing countries, Japan, with some 0.3X, and the
Soviet Union, with only some 0.19%,
1.

Calls on those Member States of the Community which have not yet ratified
the Common Fund on Commodities to do so as soon as possible;

2.

Calls on the Community to take positive steps to revitalize the NorthSouth Dialogue in all the relevant fora and to work towards a conference
on the reform of the international monetary system;

3.

Calls on the Commission to study the possibilities for using the ECU to
assist the ~eveloping countries to deal with the effects of the increasing
value of the dollar and rising tnterest rates;

4.

Calls on the Commission to submit to the Council a proposal for the
establishment of a Lome Bank to operate in the interests of development
and not financial profitability and to be managed jointly by the ACP and
the EEC;

5.

Calls on the Community, more generally, to advocate clearly greater
participation by the developing countries in the management of the
international organisations to which they belong;

6.

Calls on the Commission to report to the new joint body on the action
taken on the requests made in this resolution and the results obtained;

7.

Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the

Commissi~n,

the Council, the Member States and all the ACP States.

... / ...
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RESOLUTION { 1)
on security and cooperation in Africa and Europe

The ACP-EEC Jo1nt Assembly,
meet1ng 1n Inverness Cun1ted

A.

~1ngdom>

from 23 to 27 September 1985,

deeply concerned at the growth of 1nternational tension and the continued
existence of trouble spots 1n several reg1ons of Af;1ca,

8.

alarmed at the ser1ous pred1cament ot

t~e

refugees, whose numbers and needs

are ceaselessly increasing,

C.

aware that any t1reat to peace hampers the free development of these countries,
compell1ng them to spend enormous amounts for m1litary ourposes to the
detr1ment of econom1c and soc1al progress and the welt-being of their
~eoples,

a~;:ac~.;.,;

~rea~

;;:::cr:a ... ce to endea•JOL·rs to aci ieve uni flcation and

1ntegrat1or. and :o reg;onal and inter-regional 1nitiatives to promote
:oooerat1on, wh1c, are

ty~1cal

of the Afr1can and European continents

and draw them cLoser together,

1
' > Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 September 1985
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Reaff1r~s its determination to ensur~ that irternational relations
ins~,rec ~r1marily

are

by the concept upon which African unity, European

I

;nte;;3tlOn ana all genuine reg1on~l cooperat~on are founded, that is to
s~3rc~

say tne-ccmmon
t~e

2.

un1versal~y

tor

eouitable solutions as opposed to

tradit;onaL ~attern of relations betweer. nations based on strength;

Cdr..demr:s all .:Jol·cies des1gried to··ex'par"d areas of influence and any attempts
to take advant3ge or

East-~est

tension to the detriment of the prior1ty aim
a~d the

of renewec North-South d1alogue

development of international

cooperat1on;
3.

AC?-~.:: ccop~ratior,

Stresses the fact thc:'C

1r.s~/:;. ·

as 1t 1s cr.arsc:erized

by a~ open ap~roach, t~~~rin~ th~t t~e political choices of the s•gnatory

states of the Lome
common

deveto~~er.t

rights,
4.

3rc

Conv~nt1ons

iv~s

ot.ect

res~ected,

and hence

lS

directed

to~ards

towar~s acti~e pro~o~,o~

a :onstr . J.:twe dialogue to be

enc1bl~s

and

of

~uman

~.eld;

~mphas1z~s the tact t~~c, ;n b~th Afric3 and Europe, charters on the

respect
and

;;;'f h~o.,~an r·.;:1;.s .::r.nr: •. e <;o o:-ovide

the cialosue betweer

e~h~nce

of the

p~1ori::·

oc

t:

the protection o

4

1n wh~ch

partners,

;i\J~ ~o ·~~ r'~~:

m•gR~n:

nations beLong1ng to the
a worlc

e~~3l

Co~vention
o~

partt:~larty

in tne matter

to life, to developMent and to

the respect of the culture of those

~;)r~~rs,

the scandal

pc1nters tor future enceavours

and the right to equal

treat~ent

in

poverty, hunger and racial discr1mination

still per-sists;

5.

At~no~Lec~es :~at

~~e ~on-3~•;n~e~t

Pacit:c States iS

~e~e7;c:a•

of

Afri~a,

tv wor,a peace

the Caribbean and the

ar.~

should

thereto~e

be

preserJec;
6.

Suppcr!s the

Srresse~

t~;-

ca~:·c~.Jr
se:~r·ty

8.

~f

1~

product1on of

a-·

~r:~

St!~es 1

~·R·cs~

!:;structs 1ts
~·n·s:ers,

~~n~r~< o~

thereby forestalting ar.y future

e·;e~-inc-~as~n~

~or t~·s ~ur~~se,

of

~o se~:te peacefu~ly

t~~

1n1t:a:1ves anc
9.

~ttemp~s

in ,ts

tak:n~ 'la~e

conflicts

7.

JA~

E~C

~resioe~o::3

to

of

o~

:or~o~ard

:~e c~~m,ssion

:ne

thr~~te~s

acv~rsely

affects

Member States

fore~gn ~ilitary

trade in

wea~ons,

in

the stability and
the~

econc~~c

c~ supp~rt

the

C~J

a~t~on;

s,~~a7o:-y s:3te~

~h~ G~lj,

s~cret~ry-G~r~ral

3nd

~n t~e E~C

caLls

~ro~~lm~es

the

Me~ter

c~unt~~~s

a~c

the var1ous

this rescl,.;t~on to the ACP-~EC Cour.cil

cf

t~e

Lomi Convention, the Se:retary-

of the European Communit;es ar.c :he

~N.

. .. I . ..
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RESOLUTION 1
on
aid to refugees in the ACP States
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
meeting in Inverness <United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985

A.

concerned at the growing number of refugees and displaced persons in the
African continent,

B.

conscious that, if no lasting solutions are found, the problem of refugees
•
is likel> to destabilize entire regions and create tension between states,
jeopardizing the development efforts of all concerned,

C.

anKious that the major objectives of ACP-EEC cooperation, in particular the
wellbeing of populations, satisfaction of fundamental needs, development of
human capacities and respect for human dignity, should be guaranteed for
those sectors of population most threatened,

1
Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 September 1985
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Welcomes the fact that the Third Lome Convention responds to one of its
principle demands, namely that aid should be provided for refugees and
repatriated persons which goes beyond emergency aid and permits the
implementation of programmes and projects aimed at self-sufficiency and
1ntegration or re-integration of the refugees;

2.

Notes with regret, however, the modest nature of the sum allocated for aid
to the refugees, namely 80 million ECU for the entire duration of the new
Convention;

3.

Calls on the Commission of the European Communities to assess without delay,
w1th the assistance of the states concerned, the needs of the refugee
populations so that programmes and projects permitting genuine integration
or reintegration of the refugees can be set in motion as soon as the new
Convention enters into force;

4.

Considers that these programmes and projects must not be simply a continuation
of emergency aid, despite the fact that the refugee populations are severely
hit by famine, but must offer lasting solutions which are acceptable to
th-e refugees;

5.

Considers that, because these programmes and projects must, of necessity,
be large-scale, provision must be made for transfers of appropriations
from other items, and that certain reinstallation programmes must culminate
in genuine regional cooperation measures with long-term advantages for the
various ACP States concerned;

6.

Emphasizes the importance and validity of appropriate vocational training
programmes and projects, provided these are directed towards the goal of
1ntegration or re-integration;

7.

..

urges the Commission of the European Communities to ensure that ·ts aid
to refugees is coordinated with the aid granted by the specialized agencies
of the United Nations and by non-governmental organizations, in particular
through the pursuit of co-financed and complementary projects;

8.

ReQuests the p rtners to the new Convention to regard certain important
provisions relating to agricultural cooperation and security of food
as apply1ng particularly to the regions and areas with a high
concentration of refugees;
~u~pl1es

~.

Appeals urgently to the states affected by the problem of refugees to
strengthen their cooperation and thereby ensure the effectiveness of the
abovementioned integration and re-integration programmes and projects;

10.

Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the Commission,
the Council, the Member States of the Community and all the ACP States •

(ANNEX II)
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RESOLUTION 1
on
the Landlocked ACP countries
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
- meeting on Inverness (United Kingdom> from 23 to 27 September 1985,

A.

conscious that the state of being landlocked represents a serious handicap
in the economic development of the ACP countries,

8.

noting that three-quarters of the least-developed African countries are
landlocked,

,c.

recalling the objectives adopted by the United Nations in the context of
the decade of transport in Africa <1978-1988> with a view to opening up
the continent, namely:
promotion of the integration of transport and coamunication infrastructures
in order to increase intra-African trade,
coordination of the different systems of transport in order to increase
their effectiveness,

1

I

Adopted by the Joint Assembly on
26 September 1985
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harmonization of national regulations and reduction to a minimum of
physical and non-physical barriers to facilitate the movement of
and goods,
promotion of the use of local human and material resources, standardization of networks and equipment, research and popularization of
appropriate techniques,
p~rsons

provision during the decade pf the nece~ary technical and financial
means to promote the developGent and modernization of transport and
coemu~ication

infrastructures,

D.

observing that these goals have not been attained because of inadequate
technical and financial resources,

E.

pointing out that considerabLJ financial assistance must be provided to
enable some of these goals to be realised and thereby assist the recovery
of the African economies,

F•. recognising the efforts made by the ACP countries within regional
organization~ to overcome the problems of landlocked countries,

1.

Proposes to study closely the economic and financial situation of
landlocked countries and to make recommendations for measures to be
taken by the international community, in particular financing institutions,
to resolve the problems of landlocked countries;

2.

Calls for the immediate implementation, as soon as the Third Lome
Convention enters into force, of special measures in favour of landlocked
countries, including:
the organization of a storage and food supply

syste~

to avoid the

danger of interruptions in supply,
a joint ACP-EEC study to identify the specific measures to be taken
on behalf of the landlocked countries to improve their capacity to
attract 1vestment;
~-

4.

Recommends that the donor countries and financing insti~utions should
consider whether a country is landlocked when assessing projects and take
account of this when granting financial aid;
Instructs its Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC Council
of Ministers, the Commission and the governments of the Member States •

. . . I . ..
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(1)

RESOLUTION
o~ :n~

and on

incorporation of environmental issues in the 7hir~ ~o~~ Conventicn
concerning ~he CQnvention's provi~ions as regards tne env;r~~~~n:

infor~ati0n

The AC?-EEC Jo1r: Assemblt
meeting

A.

1n

Inverness (UK) from 23 to 27 September 1985,

nav1ng regard to

~h~

r~solutior.s

in K1ngston (Jamalta) on 24

on tne environn:e.,t and devetopment

Februar~

1983 and in Luxembourg on

19

adoo~e·:l

Septe~~er

1984,

a.

not1ng the resolut1ons of the ACP-EEC Consultat1ve

As~embly:

on the fight against h1mger adopted in kome on 5 i\iovember 1932 and ir.
Berlin on 23 September 1983, and
on the f1ght aga1nst drought and desertification in the Sanel adopted
1n BrazzavillP on 23 February 1984,
C.

hav~ng

regard

t~

the Europea.1 Parliament's resolution on the special plan

to combat drought in the Sanel adopted on 17

No~~mber

1983,

<1> Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 september 1985
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o.

~av 1 ns ~egarj to the resol~t1on of the Council of the European Commu~iti~~

ar 1d of the Governments of the Member States on d~velopment and the
erw1 rC'nment,
t.

:"il'nn:; r

"!~ar

d to the concern exoressed by Afr1can Heads of State as regards

the ~~otect1on ana ~at1onal managemen t Of t h"'• env1 ronment 1n connect l•)r •
the econc~ic and soc1al development of ~frica through tne Lagos Action

....,,

tl",

"rc.gramme,
...._

F.

~o

G.

I

I t '~

whereds, in 198•J, ::-.ree international bodies, namely the International :,:.,·.JI
for

the

Con~e~vati~n

cf Nature and Natural Resources, the World Wilal•fe

'\;nc and the United Nat ions
~~p~al

on

H.

1•

9 regard to the provisions of the world soil policy and of the prr.gii'mr.>-::
::otr,bat desertificat1on,

h1•,,,

~Ll

under the t1tle
~oLntr,es

·~orld

Environment Programme, launched a worldwide
Conservation Strategy' CWSC>, which calls

to base their policies on the following objectives:

1.

safeguarding essential ecological processes and life-support systems,

2.

preserving genetic divers1ty,

3.

ensur1ng the sustainable utilization of species and ecosystems,

not1ng the Stockholm Declaration
fot~ow1ng points:
Cal Man has

th~

v ..

,ne environment, whicn stresses the

fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate

conc1tions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a
l1fe of dignity and well-being, and he bears a solemn responsibility
to protect and improve the environment for present and 1uture
generations,
Cb/ The natural resources of the earth, including the air, water, land,
tlora and fauna and especially representative samples of natural

ecosystems, must be safeguarded for the benefit of present 1nd
future generations through careful planning or management, as appropriate,

... I .
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way as to guard against the danger of their future exhaustion and to
e~sure
(d)

ThP

that benefits from such employment are shared by all mankind,

discharg~

of toxic substances or of other substances and the

release of heat, in such quantities or concentrations as to exceed the
capac1ty of the env1ronment to render them harmless, must be halted 1n
order to ensurP chat serious or irreversible damage is not inflicted
u~on

ecosystems.

The just struggle of the peoples of all countries

aga1nst pollution should be supported,
Ce> States shall take all possible steps to prevent pollution of the
seas by substances that are liable to create hazards to human health,
to harm living resources and marine life, to damage amenities or to
interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea,
(f) The environmental policies of all States should enhance and not
adversely affect the present or future development potential of
developing countries, nor should they hamper the attainment of better
living conditions for all,
(g) Resources should be made available to preserve and improve the
environment, taking into account the circumstances and particular
of developing countries and any costs which may emanate
from their incorporating environmental safeguards into their
requi~ements

development planning and the need for making available to them, upon
their request, additional international technical and financial
assistance for this purpose,
<h) In order to achieve a more rational management of resources and thus
to improve the environment, States should adopt an integrated and
coordinated approach to their development planning so as to ensure
that development is compatib~e with the need to protect and improve
the environment for the benefit of their population,
(i) Scientific research and development in the context of environmental
problems, both national and multinational, must be promoted in all

... I .
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ln th1s connection,

the free flow of up-to-date scientific information and transfer ot
experi~nce

must be supported and assisted to facilitate the solution
of environmental problems; env1ronmental technologies should be
made available to developing countries on terms which woutd encourage
their wide dissemination without constituting an economic burden on
the developing countries,
I.

having regard to the Nairobi Declaration adopted on 18 May 1982 by 105
governments during the special session to mark the tenth anniversary of
the United Nations Conference on the Environment, in which the world
com~unity

ar.~

solemnly reaffirmed its support for the Stockholm Declaration

Action Plan, together with the need to step up national measures and

to extend international cooperation as regards the protection of the
environment,
J.

convi~ced

that there is interaction between the environment and

and that any development aid to the ACP States must take the
ra:ional management of their environment into account,

develop~ent

1.

Draws the attention of the signatory States to the Third

Lom~

Convention

to the serious situation as regards the environment in most ACP States,
even if the picture is incomplete owing to a lack of reliable information;
2.

Calls on the

Presidents of the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly to inform the ACP
States of the provisions of the Third Lom~ Convention relating to the
environment, so that the governments concerned prepare environmental
projects before the programming missions are drawn up;

3.

Calls on the Commission to examine the implementation of environmental
policy in the context of ACP-EEC cooperation, on the basis of the
_ follow)ng principles:
(a) Environmental aspects must be an integral part of development
operatir 1s.

The authorities of the ACP States, together with the

Comm1ssion, must therefore be able to analyse, as early as possible,
the effect on the environment of specific development programmes for
which Community support 1s sought.

. I ...
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This analysis must be carried out in relation to strategy as welt
as programmes and projects.

Accordingly, the Community and every

ACP State which wishes it will examine the best general approach
with a view to the long-term preservation and improvement ot the
environment.
Cb) It will be necessary to check subsequently that the meas, es
envisaged using Community aid are compatible with the requirements
of conservation or restoration of the environment in the ACP States.
Cc> Funding proposals and agreements must include effective references
to the ·nvironmental aspects of projects, and alto~. for realistic
and effective solutions.
Cdl it will be necessary to carry out an
impact while

pr~~~cts

ass~~s~~nt

of the environmental

are being implemented and later on, when

Community runding is no Longer involved;
4. Calls on the Commission to take special measures in close collaboration
with the ACP States, to increase awareness of and improve ~no~ledge about
the environmental aspects of development operations aimed at national and
external decision-makers (those providing funds>, the technical services
and inhabitants of the ACP States.
5. Recommends, in view of the importance of environmental questions and the
need to ensure compatibility between economic development and the
protection' of the environment, the introduction of a system whereby the
Jo1nt Assembly is regularly informed about the serious

e~vironmental

problems of the ACP States and the extent to which environmental concerns
are incorporated in development aid to these States;
6.· Instructs its Presidents to forward

thi~

resoluti·on t"o ·the ACP Council

of Ministers and the Commissio~ of the European Communities.

. .. I ...
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RESOLUTION 1
on
ACP-EEC cooperation for the development of fisheries
in the inland lakes and rivers of the ACP States

hav1ng regard to

~h~

report CA/CP/412 on ACP/EEC cooperation for the

development of fisher1es in the ACP States,
A. hav;ng regard to the resolution of the Consultative Assembly on ACP/EEC
cooperat1on for the development of fisheries in the ACP States,
8. having regard to the serious lack of food, the malnutrition and famine
affecting the ACP States,
C. hav1ng regard to the urgent need to ensure self-sufficiency anc security
of food suppl1es in the ACP States, in particular through optimal
exploitation of the fishery resources of the inland lakes and rivers
of the ACP States,
D. aware of the situation in certain parts of Africa where the fishery
products from lakes and rivers provide the main source Jf animal protein
in the food supply,
E. deeply concerned oy the lack of importance given to inland fisheries and
aquaculture in the ACP States and by the stagnation and, in some cases,
drop 1n f1sh production in these States,

1

Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 September 1985
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1. Welcomes the fact that the Third Lome Convention recognizes the urgent
to promote the development of the ACP States• fishery

ne~d

r~sources;

2. Encourages greater and more effective cooperation between ACP and EEC
States with regard to fisheries and in particular the training and
equipping of fishermen, limnological research, careful evaluation and
continual supervision of fish stocks

a~d

the transfer of fishing in

technology, processing, conservation and marketing of fish;
3. Encourages and supports regional cooperation between ACP States
the field of fisheries and aquaculture and in the protection of the
aquatic flora and fauna of the lakes and waterways of the ACP Stairs;
4. Calls on all the ACP States to se~ up permanent monitoring comm1ttees
to ensure that the waters of African rivers and lakes are always
protected against industrial or other forms of pollution;
5. Hopes that joint ventures between undertakings of the EEC and ACP
countries will be set up in the ACP States with a view to facilita~~ng
the acquisition by ACP fishermen of appropriate equipment and technology
for lake and river fishing;
6. Calls on the ACP States and the Community to give to lake and river
fisheries in the ACP States and to aquaculture a priority commensurate
with the great potential which the peoples of the ACP see in these
activities with regard to their self sufficiency in and security of
food supplies;
7. Dec1des to study further the problem of the lake and river fisheries
and aquaculture in the ACP countries and to make, on the basis of this
study, proposals for ways and means to achieve greater cooperation
between the EEC and the ACP States in these areas;
8. Instructs its Presidents

to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC

Council of Ministers, the Commission of the European Communities and
the Governments of the States party to the Third Lome Convention.

. .. / ...
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RE SOL UTI ON ( 1 )

on the negotiations with regard to the Fourth International Cocoa Agreement

The ACP/EEC Joint Assembly
meeting in Inverness (UK) fro~ 23 t= 27 September 1985,
A. having regard to the Final Declaration adopted by the ACP/EEC Joint

Committee in February 1984 in Brazzaville,
B. having regard to the need to improve the arrangements for international
cooperation in respect of commodities in order to encourage the economic
and social development of the developing countries,
C. whereas the revenue from cocoa exports is vital to the economies of the
ACP producer countries,
o. noting with concern that fluctuations in export revenues for commodities
from ACP countries jeopardises the balance of their public finances and
development,
t. welcoming tht opening in May 1984 of the International Conference on Cocoa

held in Geneva under the auspices of the United Nations

C1> Adopted by the Joint Asse.Oly on 26.9.1985
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F. noting with regret that the second round of negotiations held in Geneva
from 8 October to ? ;~ovember 1984 ended without agreement on price Levels
and assoc1ated measures,
1. Catls on the Community and its Member States to do all in their power,

together with the ACP cocoa-producing countries, to adopt a common strategy
including an intervention and safe-guard mechanism and price support
~echanism based on buffer stocks and quotas;

2.

Calls urgently on the Community to approach the next round of
negotiations with greater flexibility and political goodwill
so that an international agreement may be concluded.

(ANNEX II)
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RESOLUTION (1)
on the use of vegetable fat in the manufacture of

chocolate

The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
meeting in Inverness <United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985,

A. whereas the economies of a large number of ACP countries are heavily

dependent on basic products such as cocoa and whereas the revenue from
exports of these products plays a determining role for these economies,
B. welcoming the new provisions of the Third ACP-EEC Convention, Lome 111,
concerning a system for moni .oring and management of basic products,
C. having learnt with concern of the changes which could be made to EEC
Directive No. 73/241 of 24 July 1973 specifying that only products derived
from cocoa may be used in the manufacture of products described as 'chocolate',

(1) Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26.9.1985

... I . ..
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D. conscious of the effects whith a, measure authorizing the use of vegetable

fat, up to a maximum of 5X of·.the total weight of the finished chocolate
product, would have on the,generat economies of the ACP producer countries,
~ho export 535,000 tonnes to the Community, out of a total ~xport volume
of 640,000 tonnes,
1.

Regr~ts

that the Community has not

of the Second

Lo~e

re~pected

the provisions of Article 7

Convention establishing an ACP-EEC consultation procedure;

2. Takes note of the decision adopted by the ACP-EEC Committee of Ambassadors

at its meeting of 18 January to the effect that there should be further
detailed discussion, within an ACP-EEC ad hoc committee, of the effects ot
such a change on the economies of the ACP producer countries;
3. Requests, in a continuing spirit·of dialogue and cooperation, that the

Community and its Member States maintain the original form and content of
Directive 73/241 of 24 July 1973.
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RESOLUTION ( 1 )
on the LDCs
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom> from 23 to 27 September 1985,
A. having regard to the recommendations adopted at the Conference on the
leas~developedcountries

held in Paris in September 1981,

B. whereas of the 31 countries designated as 'least-developed', 22 belong
to the ACP group,

c.

whereas 280 million people have an annual income less than $ 200
and a life expectancy of 45 years,

D. noting that their economic growth rate is inadeQuate to cope with
the increase in the birth rate, ·
E. whereas agriculture, the basic element for any permanent improvement,
is sta~ ;ating and lagging seriously behind requirements, thereby
creating an intolerable food situation,
F. whereas the prices they receive for their agricultural products
sold at worl~ market prices have been decreasing in value for several
years now,

(1} Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 Septeaber 1985
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G. whereas this situation increases the LDCs' dependence on other
countries, the need to import food and increasing recourse to
public aid, the only form of e•ternal financing
countries,

~vailabte

to those

H. whereas according to the latest UNCTAD report, the objective of aid
to the LDCs equivalent to 0.1SX of the GNP of the donor countries
remains the absolute minimum which would enable them to double their
revenue during the next decade,
tne conclusions of the UNCTAD report, according to which the
percentage of aid granted to the LDCs has constantly decreased since

1. ~otes

1980;
2•

.,.a'<~"'

·_·,e

•,·.~;.,

~hat

unoer the circumstances , the Community must make

a particuiar effort to help the LDCs so that they do not suffer from
·aLl the effects of the crisis and invites those Member States which
have not yet attained the objective of 0.15% of their GNP to take
the ~equisite measures as a matter of urgency;
3. Noting that the debt of the LOCs represents only 2X of the total debt
of the developing countries and therefore calls on the EEC to come out
in favour of cancellation of LOC debts by international bodies as
recommended in the UNCTAD report;
4. Calls on

t~e

budgetary authority of the EEC to enter a separate budget

line for the LOCs in the forthcoming draft budget for 1986;
5. Appeats to the Commission and the Council to seize the unique
opportunity afforded by the Joint Assembly to extend measures to
benefit the LOCs, in particular by supporting the establishment of
the Common ~Jnd and measures to stabilize commodity prices;
6. Calls on the Commission to draw up a report for the next meeting of
the Joint Assembly on the action taken by the Community and the Member
States on oehalf of the LDCs, in particular when it reviews at the
half-way stage
the application of the action programme to benefit
the LDCs and of the measures it intends to take between now and the
date when that programme expires;
7. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council
and Commission of the European Communities.
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RESOLUTION
on deforestation and desertification
The Joint Assembly,
meeting in Inverness (UK) from 23 to 27 September 1985,

A.

having re~~rd to the resolutinn~ on the environment and development adopted
on 24 February 1983 in Kingston (Jamaica) and 19 September 1984 in Luxembourg,

e.

having regard to the provisions on the environment contained in the Lome ,
III Convention,

C.

recalling the resolutions of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly on measures to
combat hunger adopted on 5 November 1982 in Rome and 23 September 1983 in Berlin,

0.

recalling also the resolution on measures to combat drought and desertification
adopted on 23 February 1984 in Brazzaville,

E.

recalling the European Parliament's resolution on the special plan to combat
the drought in the Sahel adopted on 17 November 1983,

F.

recalling the resolution on the relationship between the environment and
developmer• adopted by the EEC Council of Ministers on 3 October 1984, and
the Council resolution on new forms of cooperation with regard to water also
adopted on 3 October 1984,

1 Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 September 1985
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G.

whereas the physical, economic and political existence of the ACP countries
and the Sahel region in particular is threatened by drought, which is steadily
becoming endemic,

H.

aware of the fact that deforestation is closely linked to the combined effects
of population growth, widespread rural poverty and the energy crisis,

I.

conscious of the need to achieve a balance between the industrial production
of crops for export and the production of food crops for local consumption;

J.

whereas the destruction of vegetation by bush fires, the dangerous practice
of itinerant farming on burnt land, the felling of trees and shrubs,
deforestation without reafforestation, soil erosion and overgrazing give rise
to desertification, in particular the

K.

adv~nce

of the desert in the Sahel region;

convinced that the disruption of tropical forest ecosystems causes:
<a> incredsed soil erosion, disturbances in the water cycle and soil
degeneration,
~b)

a d@cline in genetic resources,

(c) the disappearance of certain forms of fauna and flora,
Cd) a reduction in forest and agricultural output,
(e) climatic changes at local, reg1onal or world level,
(f)

L.

migration and destabilization of populations

anxious to preserve the ecological balance of tropical forest ecosystems
and maintain genetic diversity;

M.

aware of the danger that the tropical forests may disappear in the coming
decades;

N.

aware of the fact that deforestation and soil and water degradation are closely
L1nked to the threat of desertification;

0.

alarmed by the fact that the ecological effects of this situation, such as
soil degradation and erosion, disturbances in the water cycle, climatic
troubles and desertification, are going to bring about a reduction in
agr1cultural production from stock-raising and in food supplies, thereby
exacerbating the problems facing the rural and urban communities concerned;
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P.

2~

concerned at the accelerating process of desertification in the Sahel region
I

and at the fact that over half of Africa'a territory is threatened by different
rates of desertification and the lives of tens of millions of men, women and
ch1ldren are therefore threatened by the worsening famine;
1.

Draws the attention of the European Community, the Member States of the Lome
Convention and international public opinion to the dangers and the gravity of
the s1tuation created by deforestation, persistent drought and the fact that
desertification is occurring in an increasing number of places and calls upon
them to acknowledge their responsibilities and the part they should play in
counteracting these phenomena, together with the financial and technical
consequences thereof, and also the importance of environmental matters within
development policy generally;

2.

Po1nts out that thP Community would be fa1L1ng lo
political obligations it it did not
and

3.

~ro~ote

co~t,~ue

Calls on the Commission to repo• t 1n due

tu combat

~atter

environmental prctection as o

m~~t

1t~

•~ter~at1o~dl

J~s~rt•fi:at~on

of t1rst pr•critt;
the Joirt Assembly on

co~r~e t~

-the 1m~lementat1on of the prov1sions of Lorn' III ccr, •nin~ deforestation
and desertifiration ~nd on the measure~ taken with a v-,~ to tackling these
protle~s;

4.

Recomme~d~
anot~er,

rre

to

-

the

take

eros1on, tne

-allowing the

and
~t

pol1~y,

is

me~~~.

of forest

~p~·Qor~ate

pop~Lat10n

~~etner

olann•ng

nP:t~sdr)

c~yr~dai10n

ta~~ng ~d~quo!e

1tse.f

States, coopPrat1ng as

~CP

of

ea:~

J~St1fi~bl~

witnou~

es to

Legal and

- enc:uragi,q the devtlopment, marketirg and
of

~hole

~ew

areas

fi~anc1a1

~1s~e~

thereby endangering
t1,~

forest in view of the

t~e

~easures,

~amity

to decide for

to 1mplement a

fam~ly

security of their existence,

e,~,

~se

tecnnc!ogies in order tc reduce
o~

one

and desertificat1on, espec1ally by:

c0untry and each
3ble a"d

-.l~

de:orestat1o.1, soiL

tC~bat

re~ources

and prcvio1ng appropriate metnods to

1nctu~i,3

as nossible

~losely

of
t~e

shor~~ge

alterr~tive

energy

sc~rces

risk of the oisappearance
of

~ood

fuel

i~

many ACP

countries~

... / .
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- implementing prcgrammes, plans, projects and
- prohibiting industr1es that have an
forests

u~r-

and pollution

on woods and

un;~stifiable ~m~~ct

as a whoLe,

a~d th~ e~vircn~ent

- coordinatin?

micro-proje~:s~

industries to address specif•c

releva~t

e~vironrnental

prob.~e·r.:;,

engaging Local

oc~ulat1ons

- stimulating the

aftaren~ss

in measures
of tocal

~o

combat

desertit~cation,

~opul~t;ons a~d providin~

them with

~ore

·

information,
- making use for th1s

purpos~

of appropriate

pub~ic a~d

private organizations,

-taking part in studies on the climatic causes of drought and
5.

Calls on the Commiss1on, 1n accordance with the
put into effect the foLlowing recommendations:

A.

Aims and guidelines ot the

pr~sent

provis~ons

de~ertification;

of Lom!

III~

to

Convention in the main areas of cooperation

With regard to Article 11 relating to efforts to protect the environment
and restore natural balance:, to draw up a List of projects needed to cover
the specific measures provided '·'r by that article and to make available the
necessary financial support:
- research into appropriate technologies and alternat1v~ energy sources,
their marketing and use, in order to reduce pressure on forests,
- educat1onal programmes and programmes to make populations 3ware of the
problems of deforestat1on, so1L eros1on and desertification,
- research and

train1~9 ~~ogrammes

on forestry and the rational management

of natural resources,
- assistance with regard to forest Legislation,
- hydro-agr1cultural olann1ng prOJects utilising available water resources
with particular reference to micro-hydraulic techniques,

... I ...
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researc~

into •he causes of drought and desertification;

Measures to

~o~bat

d~ought

and desertification

to ensure that :
(a) a suff1c1ent share of the available resources is deployed to tackle
the problems enco~r.tered in combating drought and desertification,
(b)

the proolem of deforestation, wh1ch is directly linked to the problem
of deserc;7ication, ;s 1ncluded under the provisions of the chapter on
measures :o combat drought and desertification and therefore receives
the necessary material and financial support;

(c) efforts and funds are concentrated also on tnose geographical areas recently
exposed to the danger of desertification;
C.

Agricultural cooperation and food security
To contribute, by means of the various forms of financial and technical
cooperation, to :
<a> the implementation of specific projects geared towards environmental
protection, particularly those concerned with deforestation and
desertificat1on by seeking alternative solutions to the problems of:
-wood supplies by planting fast-growing tree varietie5 to protect
the natural forest,
- forestry

cons~rvarion

by reafforestation following industrial

explo1tat1on,
- the management of water resources b'
projects utilizing available water
hy~~aulic

te~hniQues

in~' •m~nting

hydro-agricultural

resourc~:, partic~larly

in villages, and

micro-

s~itablP techn~logies

drawing

on exist1ng tocal knowledge and encouraging pdr"1c:pation by local
~Pople,

~l·e

development

sources of

~~

en~rgy

appropri~te tec~notogies

to permit

~he

use of new

and corresponding machinery as soon as possible;

<b) the inclusion at the plann1ng stage of projects, particularly agricultural
prOJEcts, of
could

~et

i~oact

studies where these appear necessary.

These studies

out:

- an analysis of the initial statP of the site and its environment with
part1cular reference to the naturaL resources and tr

natural agricultural

... I.
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- an analysis of the eifects on the environment, in other words the
countryside, fauna and ftora, the natural and

h~man

environments and

factors affect1ng the biological balance,
- the reasons, especially from the env1ronmental poirt cf v1ew, for
chcos•ng the proJect presented from among
- the

~easures

tht~e pYt

forward,

env1saged to elim1nate, reduce and, 1f poss1ble, offset

the pro•Lct's

da~aging

effects on tMe environment,

- poss1bly, an alternative project;
D.

Regional cooperation
To promotP particular efforts to stimulate awareness and provide information
and training to ensure that better account is taken

~f

tne environmental

dimension of rural development pol)cy by national and outside decision makers
and by technical services and

t~P. p~ople

of the ACP countries.

These efforts could be rendered effective by specific training and

inform~~fcq

measures and programmes, by the incorporation in all <agr1cultural> project5
l1kely to have an important 1mpact on the env1ronment of an env1ron~ental
training element makinq

c~ovlsion

for

s~ch

me~~~res

1n

thP framewor~

of the

project, by circulating irformation on the experiences of different ACP States
and oy organizing colloquies,

sE~.n~r~

and other scientific meet1ngs on

activ1t1es connected with the pro}ects under wa1 in

re~ions

or sub-regions;

E. F1nanc1al and techn1cal cooperat1on
Ca) To prov1de for those ACP States who request it, its fina.

~ .~.

and techn1cal

ass1stanre on
-

tormulat1n~

Drojects~

- training, 1nformat1on and research,
-programmes to

Sl~u~ate

tne awareness of populations and provide them

with 1nformation;
(b) To eAtena f10anc1a. and recnn1ca.

coopc~ation

to local and other non-

governmental organ1zat1ons part1cipating in development in the countries
concer~~d~

... I .
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deveLoped and 'mpleMented by 1nternational organizations such as UNEP,
(d) To lmplPment the

0~0~1~ions

a~tion

of the

proJects and orogrammes giving

pr1ority to :
- tne maragemer.t of natural fores: resources,
- the

of m1cro-pro)ects: measures to combat defores!ation,

.rnotement~r;on

to promote Vlllage hydraulics, the search for alrernat1ve

eros1o~,

energy sources, etc.,
Ce) to include finance for 1mpact studies w1thin the pre-establ1shed budget for
ear:h proJect;
F. Planning, evaluat;on, imp,ementation and assessment

To ensure that the prOJects take environmental considerations into account at
the planning, evaluat1on,
6.

im~Lementation

Calls on the ACP States with the appropriate

and assessment stages;
a~~istance

of the Commission to

endeavour :

(a) to strengthen the institutional
so as to encourage tne

ratio~~t

po~crs

fore~try

cf

exploitati~n

view to maintain'r.g the ecological b2lance
Cb> to draw up and implemer.r

a~

1n

JO~ntly

7.

Reco~~ends

t~at

i~

3

monitor and report

~esources

an~ lon~-term

th~ ~~h~L

with a

viabil1ty;

countries;

a str'ITP.oy 'for energy saving .1r.·.: c;ub!'t:ituticn :Jnd,

to design, popularise and make

P!rtic~lar,

~articularly

of wocd

nat10nal and regior.al level natural resource

·management strategies, especially in
(c) to cr<Jw •JP

management services

r~ral

areas.

inexpen~;ve

av;·.~.·~.

domestic

to households,

~~~~~~e"t

which is

teans be 1nstituted by the Bureau of the Jo1nt Assembly to
~~on

the implementation of this and the

follow1~9

resolutions of the Wor~ing Group on Envi~onme~t and Development;

... I.
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Requests that this resolution, togetner with the
dese~t1f1Cation,

be forwarded to tne ACP-EEC

of the P3rl1aments of the
of the

E~~opean

Co~m15510n o~

Me~ber Stat~~ c~

repor~

c~~ncil

o7

on deforestation and
Min:~te~s,

the

0

res;dents

the Lorui Conventton, the Presid2nt

Parl1ament, the Secretary-General of

t~e

ACP secretariat, the

the European Commun1ties and the Secretary-General of UNEP •

. ../ ...
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RESOLUTION1

on the creation of biogr· .. ~·: f .• r.!s.o:rve~ and the rational
management of stocks ~{ ~ni~~~ ~nd v~getabl~ living
matter, both terrestrial and matit·"!

The Joint Assemoly,
meeting 1n
A.

Inver~ess

CUr) from 23 tc 27 September

1~85,

having regard :0.
rne resoL~tlOG~ ~n t~e e~~l;~~~e~t 1~~ d~v~tQp~ent, adopted on
24 February 1983 ;n ~~n~itOn ~~d 19 Septemoer 198' in Luxembourg,
CA/CP/370/Anr..

Q

ar•c •)J No. C 282,

22.~0.19$34),

the resolution on defcres~~ti0~ and d•~e~tific3tion, aoopted on
31 January 19.~5 il" 8:Jjvr.•b•~•·d, 'tl:.'1/.o./fin,),
t~e resolut1cn or. tnt: incorporo\.lcr. cf
~omi Convent'on, ~dopteo on 3~ J~~u~r~

8. naving regard

t~ t~~

resolution~

:~

tt~

c.•nvironmental ic;sues in the Third
,985 1~ Byjurnbura, CAP/7/Res.),

kCP -

~iC ~onsultative

Assembty:

on ~unger 1n t~e wor~d, adopte1 on 5 No~~mber 19S2 in Rome and
23 September 1983 in Berlin, (OJ No. C 39. 10.12.1983 and OJ No. C 300,
7.11 • 19-33),

TAdopted

by the Jvir.t ,sse:nbly on 26 Sep:-er.ber NSS

... I ...
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23 rebru.;iy 198L 1n Sr~zzaville, (CA/CP/ .. 30),

·.-.-~t•<>.l,
..

a'">"'~~j
- .-

on

.;t 1:":t.:r'12t':'·3L -~·Jel .o en?L.:-e t~u;
~reserva:1c~ ~nc rJt10~3~ ~lnagemcnt J: ~a·-~s~ rp~oJrc2s~ ~~t~-a~1mals and
plants, t~rougr. c.. e aciopt•on of var1vU!. or0vb10'1S, 1n P='• t ovu.ar.

c. consc10-JS <)f tr.e c-ffor:s rr.ade

the conventi 0 n on the Conservatio~ of Fauna ana F~~ra 1n their Natural
State,
the Conventlon forth~ orote:.;on
Heritage,

0t

:h~ ~~~l~ C~l:ural J~d Natural

the Convelt 'vn on Flsnir-g ana ConservJt1on o·~ ~h~ '- ;,...-,ng Resources of
the High Seas,
the convention on PLanr

riealt~

tor

~~~-Saharan ~~~ica,

the African Convention on the Cons.:r·•.3':~vn of Noture and Natural
Resources,
the convent:Jn for the protection of the flora, fduna and natural
panoramic oeaut1es of t~e countr1es of America,
tne world Conserva~,0~ StrJtegy Ct~ns~rvacicn of Living resources in the
interests of lasti"g d~velopme~t;,
o. having regard to the concern already expressed by the European Community
through its different institutions and in particular to:
the resolut1on of the European Parliament on the special plan to
the drought in the Sahel (November 1983>,

c~bat

the resolution of the Council of the European CoQmunities and the
governments of the Member States on the environment and development
<October 1984),
the adoption by the European Parliament and the European Economic
Community of the World Conservation Strategy,
E.

convinc~o

that disruption of ecosystems leads to, among other things:

the depletion of genetic resources,
the disappearance of certain forms of animal and plant life,
a decline in forestry a~ a reduction in agricultural productivity,
stock-farming and food supplies, which imposes greater hardship on the
rural and urban communities concerned;
the depletion of fishery resources, which reduces the quality and
quantity of animal proteins available to consumers,
F. wishing to ensure the preservation of the ecological balance of ecosystems,
the maintenance of genetic diversity and the achievement of the required
balance between the production of industrial export crops ,·~ local food
production;
G. aware that the destruction of ecosystems and the resulting disappearance of
animal and plant species seriously reduce the genetic diversity on which
the functioning of natural systems and crops depends;
H. having r 3ard to the provisions of the Third
environment;

Lom~

Co11vention concerning the

... I.
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I. drawing attention to the objectives of the World Conservation Strategy,
which may be summarized as follows:
the

mainte~~nce

of essential ecological processes

the preservation of genetic diversity
the rational use of species and ecosystems,
J.

convinced that the preservation and rational management of terrestrial and
marine animal and plant stocks are inseparably linked to the maintenance
and re-establishment of local, national and international food supplies,

K. convinced also that Local, in many cases small, farming communities as a
group can safeguard plant and animal stocks only if they have access to the
technical and economic production and sale of food,
L. urging all those responsible to maintain the inseparable Link between
preserving and renewing plant and animal stocks and producing sufficient
food, taking into account all economic, social, cultural and ecological
needs and interests.

1.

ReQuests :hat a particularly critical and cautious approach should be
adopted w1th regard to the new opportunities offered by biotechnology and
that these should be used only when they will clearly serve and strengthen
the maintenance of animal and plant stocks;
Hopes that the ACP-EEC Joint Assembly will pay particular attention to
preserving essential plant and animal stocks and the environment as a whole·,

2. Emphasizes the importance of developing local seed banks and improvement
centres in the ACP States and calls on the Community to provide technical
and financial support for such developments;
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3. Urges the Community and the ACP States to encourage information programmes
concerning the problems of the decline in genetic diversity, the growing
dependence on agricultural chemicals and the financial implications
thereof. In such information programmes, an important rote should be
played by NGOs and farmers' organizations as regards village and rural
development;
4. Calls on the ACP States and the Member States of the Community to adopt the

International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources drawn up by the FAO,
to negotiate on that basis and ultimately to work towards a binding
International Convention on Plant Genetic Resources laying down, inter
alia, that:
existing collect1ons of plant genetic material are brought together in a
network supervised by the FAO, to which all Member States have free
access,
the free exchange of plant genetic material is guaranteed;
5. Recommends to the ACP States that the authorities responsible for protected
areas should:
<a> implement a policy for the conservation of wild varieties of cultivated
plants and, in particular,
- dec1de if and where additional reserves should be set up to protect
the maximum number of genotypes of as many wild varieties of
cultivated species as possible;
- ensure that the regulations governing protected areas state explicitly
that the collection of germ plasm may be permitted <under conditions
which do not render it· difficult) for the purposes of selection and
improvement of cultivated species;
- arrange to cooperate with a national research centre or gene bank to
facilitate the study and storage of genetic material collected from
the protected areas;
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(b) take the following measures:
- carry out a census of all the plant species in the protected areas;
- identify the wild varieties of cultivated species in the protected
areas and map the distribution of varieties and ecotypes;
- 1dentify the conditions required by each species, variety and ecotype
and make any improvements necessary to ensure the preservation of
species, varieties and ecotypes;
6.

that tne ACP States should draw up anu implement pol1cies which
cover the following areas:

Recomm~nds

- legal protection of wild animals
- creat1on of national parks and other protected

are~s

- estabtlshmcnt of appropriate administrative structures
-

~se

of wild an1mal habitats

- nat1onal and regional

me~sur:~

~o pr~vent

peaching

- programmes and funds for research
ratirication or memoership cf

int~rna~ional

and regional conventions;

7. Recommends that tne EEC should provide technical and material assistanc~
for ACP States ~1sning to impleme~t a ndtionat policy for the conservation
of genetic resources ar.d the pro:ection of endangered species of wild
aniJats and plants;
8. Recommends the E~ropean Community, with regard to the implementation of the
Th<ro Lome Cor.ve~tion, to:
(a)

en.:oura~e ,.egi·:J-:al ·:o.::>peration on research into the cons..: ·ation of
naturaL resources ~Y promotin~ anJ consolidating relation~ and
technical cooperation Jgreements oetween ACP countries; in particular
as regaras resedrcr.J ~raining, tha e~change of information and research
f1ndin3s and consultative services;

(b)

ensure that a subst~nt1al component dealing with conservation and the
management of protected dreas is included in all training programmes
arra~gey w~:h;n ~ne framework ot forestry ~rejects;

Ccl reinforce or

~et up procedures i~r assess1ng the E Jironmental impact
aLL cevelopmer.t projects, partic~Larly in the area of agricultural
coo;~erat ior.;

.::>7
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a~~Ly, 1 n r~_ 1 ~~Lemen:3t~cn Qf f~nanc1a~ and te~hn~cal eooperation,
t~e prov 1 s 1ons o~ the Tnira Lo~t ~o~vent1on spec1fy1ng th~t use sho~La
be mace f1rst ar.a torem~st ~f app~opriate technolog~, oet1ned as be1ng
technolosy wnicn is co~pa:iole •ith the natural env1ronment and adapted
to the Local s~c1o-econcc~c ':ond1tions;
(e)

9.

encc~;age implementation of projects calling for the use of new and

renewable sources of energy that are ~ithin the means of local
a•;thorlties ~nd technologies which ensure the protection of the
environment;

caLLs on the comm1ssion of tre Euro~~an Communities and the European
Parl, 3 m~nt ~ 0 1 ncreasc substantially t~e apprcpriations entered against
Art1~le ?~6 ~t ~ne Co~munity budget;

10. Recommends that the AC? States shculd study w1th UNESCO/MAS and the other

international organ1zat1ons concerned (iUCN, ~NEP) the poss1b1L1ties of
establishing biosphere reserves, imptementing the World Conservation
Strategy at nation~l Level and increasing substantially the funds made
available for conserv~tion by review1ng the1r prior1t1es and stepp1ng up
thelr efforts to obta1n additional funding (both within the United Nations
and elsewhere).
11. Calls on the ACP States to take measures to permit the collection of

information which is essential for the conservat1on of w1Ld var1et1es of
cultivated plants, 1n part1cular by:
(a) recognis1ng the ~eed to 1ntroduce or continue the preparation of
1nventor1es of the wild var1eties of cultivated plants;
(b) tstabllshing a data bank for inforrnat1on on the genetic resources of
cult1v~ted plants in protected areas to prov1de users of such genetic
marer1at w1th the name and Location of each protected area, aeta1Ls of
the species (and, where appropriate, the var1et1es and ecotypes) to be
found in the protected area, the address to which they should apply rur
authorization to coLLect material, the address of the nearest research
centre and the address ana details of ~he nearest centre for the
storage of genetic reserves;

... I .
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12. Lastly, expresses 1ts conviction that preserving the plant and animal
stocks of all cont1nents and oceans ana of all Local districts, rivers,
Lakes, etc. is a common ne~o for tn~ medium ana long-term future of the
popuLation of the whole world;
13. Instructs its co-Pres,oents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC
Council of,Ministers, the Commissio~ and the Parliaments and Governments
of tne Member Stat~s of tne Third Lom~ Convention.
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RESOLUTION
on the role of women in the development process

The EEC-ACP Joint Assembly
- meeting from 23 to 27 September 1985 in Inverness (Scotland>,
A.

having regard to the report of the role of women in the development
process (Doc. ACP-EEC/
/85), drawn up by Mrs Rose WARUHIU on behalf of
the Joint Committee and the resolution contained in this report,

a.

having regard to the preparatory work carried out by the working party on
the role of women in the development process,

C.

having regard to the resolution adopted by the Consultative Assembly on
23 September 1983 in BerLin on the institution~l system of a new ACP-EEC
convention and i~ particular the third indent of paragraph 62~

D.

by the Joint Committee on
on the role of women in the
development process in view of the 1985 World Conference on the Decade for

on the basis of

31 January 1985

t~e resol~tion ~dopted
i~ 9ujumbura (Burundi)

~~~

1

? Adopted by the Joint Assembly on 26 September 1985
30J No. C 300, 7 Nove~ber ~983, ~. 32
CA/CP/5o2, 7 February 1935, po. 12-1?
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E.

..
~.

hav1ng re·1rd to tne three reports drawn up by H.E. Mr CHASLE (Mauritius)
on behaLf of the Joint Committee on the EEC-ACP Consultative Assembly on
cuLtyral coope~ation between the EEC and the ACP1 an~ the resolutions
~dopted thereon by the Consulta:ive Assembly in Luxembourg, Rome and
9erlin':.
r.aving regard to ~:-.e re$olutions o'i the European Parliament of
11 February 19o1 1, 17 Ja~uary ,9844 and in particular that of
10 May 1985 5 on the conf~rence to be held in July 1985 in Nairobi to
mark the end of the Oecade for Women, with special reference to
paragraph 22,
havi "9 :-eg.3rd to the :-ecommenc!.3tion of the Counc ~l of the Eur·Jpean
Community on ~romocing positive ac~ion for wome~ ,

H.

having regard to t~e 1982 Co~mission memorandum on the development policy
of the European Community?,

I.

having regard to the report from the Commission to the Council on women
and developmentS,

J.

having re~ar~ and with special reference to the 1975 action plan by Mexico
·on the-themes of equality, development and peace; the sub-areas of this
pro~ramme, educat1on, health and employment which were adopted in 1980 in
Copenhagen at the Conference to mark half-time in the Decade for Women,

K.

having reg=rd to the action planned by Lagos (Chapter XII> for the
economic development of ~frica, the Caribbean and Pacific Development ?lan
and the Oeclaration 07 the Inter-American Women's Commission for the year
2000,

.

L.

having regard to the preparations for the 1985 World Conference on the
Decaje for Women, i~ particular the recommendations of the various
reg1onal preparatory conferences,

M.

having regard and with Gpecial reference to the recommendations and
strateglF.s adooted at ~he conclusion of the World Conference on the UN
Decade for ~o~en,

iooc. AC~-EEC/2?/81, 1oc. ACP-EEC/37/B2 a~j Doc. ACP-EEC/49/83
20J ~•o.
15, 20 Jan.;a:-y 'i982 .• ::J• 22
,.. c;.-CJ ~;o. _ :.;,, 10 Fcobr..:ary : ~:>, ;> . . .l
OJ No. C 30C, 7 Nov~~ber 19d3, p. 25
3 C J No. C SO, Q March 1981, p. 35
40J ~o. C 46, 20 February 1984, p. 34
,
P·
SoJ ~Jo.

:

I~)

60..: ~lo. L 33i, 19 Dec~m::>er i9cl.
7CC~A(82)

.:~0

fi;dl

8Cv":~85) 1 )9 ·-na., 2G ~arc:, ~9d5
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h3ving regard to tn~ UN Conve~tion on the elimination of all forms of
jiscrimination agairst women,
wne~eas

the fo;mulation a~~ imolernentation of strategies, programmes and

d~velo~ment. pro;ects s~ould include support for cultural activities and

account of special socio-cultural circumstances, components and
consequences,
?.

Q.

recognizing tnat the expansion and improvem~nt of both the cultural and
economic role of women i~ the production process and as part of community
development must be given considerable attention,
:Jn~~ncej t~at a ge~uine start on development can only be made if it
~oc~s~s c1 peo~le and that tne ~im is tne development of ind1viduals and

tne advancement of communities,

R.

recognizing that ,~ :~e past scc1al and econcm1c transformations have often
1ad 1armfuL ,;de-~r~c:~s ~~ ~o~en and that failure to t~ke account of such
sac1al and cwt~urc., 11s:~r1caL an~ Local bac~JrOJnd cond1t1cns w~en
•moLeme~t1n3 o~~eLop~ent ~rejects has often been to women's d1sadvantage,
~5 weLl j~ tG tne jeV~lC~ment proceSS,

S. aware that it is difficult to achieve development of agriculture, and
self-sufficiency against famine, without the vital contribution of women,
T. conv1nced that the problem of equal treatment is a question of achieving
equal rights, i.e. that it belongs to the field of human rights in
general,

u.

convinced that development is only possible by mobilizing all human
resources, with special reference to women, and recognizing the important
role played by ·~omen in the various socio-economic sectors in the ACP
countries, ir, ~articular in farmina. food, health and family education,

v. regretting that t~e aid provided during the periods of earlier ACP-EEC
conventions <Lome 1 and II) did not normally provide for integrated
development and generally took no account of the social and cultural
development of the majority of the population, in particular women,

... I.
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1.

Welcomes the actions by the international community for the integration
of women 1nto the devetopment process as part of the UN Decade for Women
and calls on all those responsible for ACP-EEC cooperation to take
account in future economic and social planning at all levels the main
findings and conclusions reached at the final conference in Nairobi;

2.

Welcomes the fact that the third ACP-EEC Convention contains in Title
VIII on cultural and social cooperation Article 123 on the role of women;
emphasizes however that practical action is necessary if the rt ·uirements
set out here are to be realized in practice;

3.

Notes expressly that an 1ntegrated approach to development is needed and
that it is not a question of isolated programmes for women but of
considering all projects and programmes in technical and financial
cooperation from the point of view of their influence on the situation of
women, first 1 to prevent such measures working to the disadvantage of
women and secondly to improve directly living conditions for women,
particularly in the fields of education, health and foey' employment, in
the framework of rural development programmes, in industrlalization and
technology;

4.

Urges therefore as rar as possible that no development project
should in future be formulated, implemented or concluded under Lome III
without the effects on the female population being taken into account at
each phase and considers the participation of experts on women's affairs
or possibly women 1n the planning, formulation and implementation of
development projects absolutely essential; urges moreover that women
should be r.epres.en.ted in .all the institutions concerned with ACP-EEC
cooperation and that awareness of the needs and concerns of women should
be he1ghtened among those responsible for planning and implementing
development projects;

5.

Urges all governments to adopt special policies with regard to women;

... / ...
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6.

Calls in particular on the Governments of the Member States of the
Community to reconsider their development policy planning to take greater
account of women's problems;

7.

Takes the view that the integration of women into the development process
and the economic and social improvement of their situation under Lome III
can only succeed if the following specific objectives of development
policy are adhered to and calls on the Commission to formulate an
appropriate action plan:
<~>

~Q~~o_fQ~o~~11Qr~

In the planning of projects special arrangements must be made for
the areas of activity which affect women for example collate
information, observe activities, consult women and train and make
available female staff,
- Women must be appointed to leading positions at national,
regional and Local level,
(b) Educat1on
- The education and training of women must be intensified at all
levels. As regards equality of opportunity in the education
sector spec1al attention must be given to ensuring that the number
of qualified women who can help develop the educational sector
grows. Access to information, documentation and research
institutions must be made easier,
-Women must be trained as Local specialist staff (project Leaders,
agricultural experts, health counsellors) and it must be ensured
that they can work effectively even in remote villages,
given the lim1ted extent of the formal school system in various
rural areas, when the formal school system does not reach such
areas, an informal education service must be provided for the

. ·.. I ...
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populations concerned and attention must be given to ensuring that
the method of education does not force women into predetermined
social roles,
- it is important that train1ng schemes do not assume women will
pursue peripheral forms of employment,
- training schemes should not divide sociaL roles according to sex,
- literacy campaigns must be reformed in the light of the concept of
'functional Literacy', i.e. be practically applicable and relate
to the essential areas of village life,
Cc) Agricultural projects and food strategy projects
- Women who are responsible for cultivation, harvesting, storing,
preserving and processing agricultural produce should participate
at local village and project l~v~l on the appropriateness and
implementat1on of projects and should play a full part in project
training, education and demonstration,
- When proJects for mechanizat1on of agricultural operations are
instituted which may replace women's labour by men's, the women
concerned should participate at local level to ensure that
alternative acceptable activities are provided for them,
Particular account should be taken in this sector ~f social and
cultural rules,
(d) Siting of rural industries and micro-projects
- The .siting of ind~strial projects and micro-projects should be
des1gned to take 1nto account the need to provide employment for
people closer to their families and homes 10 order to reduce the
Dumber of men who are induced to migrate to cities to find work
leaving their wives to run the family household and agriculture'
alone,
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<e>

Housing and rural 1nfrastructure
Projects concerning improvements in housing must be considered by
women familiar with local conditions and needs,
-Wcmen resident ,n villages and areas where rural infrastructure of
development programmes are being planned or implemented must be
closely involved at all stages,

(f)

Credit
- Women who are the effective operators of production from property
or tand should have the capacity to obtain credit for their
operations regardless of land and property tenure laws,
- Women who are act1ve in trade or handicrafts should have the same
as men to bus1ness and bank loans and technical assistance,

(g) Projects affecting markets, wholesale, retail distribution and
handicrafts
-Women

~1t~

2xperience 1n local marketing, distribution anti handicrafts
snould participate in all stages of marketing and
distribution of proJe~ts affecting local trade pa~terns which are
important to women's trading activities; and t~e local women
involved must be familiarized with projects and arrangements made
to ensure that tney can take full advantages of such projects,
op~ratlons

(h) Health and nutrition
- Only a multidimensional approach can lead to a long-term
improvement in the pattern of health among women, men and
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children, because a large n~mber of causal factors affect the
state of psychological and physical disorders; the following are
important:
- greater efforts to create a basic health service including the
provis~on of maternity, family planning, health clinics and
pri~3ry health care within the range of remote villages,
- women must be given greater help to learn about hygiene,
nutrition, preventive medicine and in particular how to combat
transmissible diseases with such serious consequences as
infertility, infant mortality and congenital illnesses,
- appropriate steps should be taken by the EEC and its Member
States to ensure that companies operating in the ACP countries
respect the WHO code on the marketing of substitute products
for breast milk,
(i)

Adequate provision of water
- Improvements to the water supply must be encouraged both by
· independent projects and as part of rural regional development
programmes, the success of which will mainly depend on respect
for soc1o-cultural background circumstances,
- Women who bear the ch1ef burden for obtaining water for household
use must participate 1n projects for local water supply and must
be tra1ned in the care and repair of pumps and apparatus. Women
shou~d also be trained 1n relevant aspects of water purity,and
Learn how to pur1fy water,

... I ..
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(j)

Environment and meeting basic domestic energy demands
- Women can only contribute to protection of the natural environment
if they dre made aware of the issues at the proper time; the
following aspects are crucial:
- increas1ng the supply of firewood by appropriate management and
protection of existing forests and the development of a social
forestry system adapted to the needs of the people,
- the gathering of fuel is a great burden for women and therefore
women as the main users and suppliers of domestic energy in
ruraL areas must be fully involved in the planning, development
and implementation of new coo~ing facilities, energy
technologies and strategies,

<k> Appropriate technology
By increasing training facilities and technological research:
- women must have greater access to appropriate technology,
-measures are needed to help women take a full part in and
benefit from the process of technological change,
- technology should be geared to ensure that women play a full part
in the economy,
technologies which offer a simplification, and a reduction in
daily, unpaid work should be encouraged,

••
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Cl> Oata on women needed in development decision-making

- Practical steps ~ould be taken to ensure that economic, social
and cultural aata used for decision-making in development is
broken down into male/female, family unit and age categories so
that planning can be based on reliable estimates of the position
o1 women involved in or affected by development projects,
(m) Monitorin
to which

ment on women and of the de ree

- Within the ACP/EEC cooperative efforts steps should be taken to
encourage national arrangements, such 11 government departments
for women's affairs, women's bureaux and commissions with direct
access to government to ensure continual monitoring of the effects
of development projects on women, the adeQuate orientation of
projects to the well-being of women and the ex'tent to which women
are encouraged to enhance development themselves and take part in
er~je.cts.
Alongside this, in the Member States of the Community
we should set up commissions within the Ministry or Government
departments dealing with development and cooperation in order to
ensure that women's problems are taken account of in the financing
of development projects,
(n) Participation of women and women's interests in decision-making
- Women affected by development projects and their organizations
must participate continually at all levels of decision-making and
implementation to ensure that women's activities, occupations,
well-being and rights are fully taken into account. The active
participation of women is the desired aim,
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Co> Ability of women to enhance self-hetp and communal joint-ventures
and the need to encourage th1s
-Women's cooperation in self-help and communal joint-ventures can
greatly enhance the value of these, and their cooperation must be
encouraged,
(p) A1d

geared

to production

- Support for women's activities must also be geared to production
because an improvement in the economic status of women would
improve markedly their social position, as w~Ll as that of the
Community as a whole,
(q) Women's ability to generate income
- Projects designed to raise the qualifications of women for
employment should be encouraged at rural and urban levels in order
to provide greater choice of employment for them and capacity to
earn,
Cr) Women in urban industry
- The planning and implementation of urban industrial projects where
women are employed must be based on advice and participation with
the women concerned,
<s> Recognition of unpaid work by women
- Women who run households and also those who play a vital part in
agricultural and other production activities should be entitled to
benefit from a fair share of the family income. Men and women
should be encouraged to recognise the right of women to the
benefit of a fair share of the family resources,

... I .
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(t)

L~gal

advice and citizens' aid

- Priority should be given in development plans for the
encouragement of legal aid and citizens' advice bureaux within
practical reach of villages with special emphasis being given to
the needs of women's welfare and rights. Legal aid for women in
their pursuit of their welfare and rights should be encouraged,
(u) Media for women
- Encouragement should be given to the dissem.ination of bulletins
and newsletters informing women and women's organizations of
matters relevant to their activities, occupations, and rights, not
only in their own locality but in neighbouring countries and
regions,
Aid should be given for exhibitions and demonstrations of the role
of women in development and economic and social Life at fairs and
other suitable events,
ACP/EEC projects should be launched by seminars and demonstrations
to explain the role of women in development and economic and
social life,
- The media should be encouraged to portray women as active
participants in development and not as sex symbols,
(v) Women's organizations
-Women's organizations should be encouraged and their activities
encouraged especially with the help of NGOs within the framework
of ACP/EEC cooperation, nut only with regard to the rote of women
in development and economic and social affairs but also with
regard to women's political and legal status,
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The projects of women's organizations must be such as to allow
integration in national plans if they are to be successful,
- The Commission should provide the women's organizations in the ACP
countr1es with the necessary financing to enable them to carry out
projects and facilitate meetings between European and ACP women's
associations,
(w)

Population policy - fam1ly planning
-Measures are needed to facilitate a responsible and
population policy and family planning with emphasis
on the training of women and their full integration
development process as presented at the 1984 Mexico
population issues,

effective
being placed
into the
Conference on

Appeals to the ACP States to recognize their responsibility in
this field and calls on the European Community to take positive
measures in helping those ACP States who ask for support,
(x) Measures for the most

disa~ya~~g~~.]..':_~P_s__?! __w_o~_e_n_:_!:.~!ugees

- The infrastructures in the refugee reception camps must be
improved without delay, decent l1ving condition3 created, and
measures undertaken to ensure a definitive solution to the problem
of refugee families,
(y)-Measure for women suffering from the effe:cs of the apartheid regime
-

Spe~ial

aid measures must be provided for the women victims of
who suffer a double discrimination,

~partheid,

(z) M1grant women workers
-

Community and its Member States are urged to take measures
1mmediately to improve the situation of migrant woMen from ACP

T~e

... I ...
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States res1dent in the Community and to br1ng to an end all forms
of inequal1ty against these people,ano enablP farn1l1es to be un1ted,
- Greater f~nancial support should be g1ven to non-governmental
organ1zat1ons and the ap~ropr1ate associations which provide
social and cultura~ assistance to migrant women from ACP countries
dur1ng the1r per1od of res;dence in the Member States;
8.

that pro]ects to i~prove the situation of women can only be
carried out if s1~n1f1c2ntly more ~;nanc1ng ;s made available from t~e
EDF of the new Lo~e Convention and the EIB; urges in this context the
formulation of cr·:eria recognised by both sides for assessing projects
to receive financial aid from EDF, EIB and CID;

9.

that joint ev~luation teams to evaluate EDF - financed
the framework of financia~ ano technicai cooperation
snould ,~elude women and that the assessment criteria should take account
or the 1mpact of the projects on the sit~ation of we ·en;

E~ohasizes

Reco~mends

~rejects

~th1n

~0.

CaLls on the Commission when i~c~e~tnt1ng th~ i~1rd Lome Convention to
carry out at regular ~ntervals carefu~ evaiuat~on, scrLtiny and benefit
analys1s of the effects of develo~rr.ero~ mP.~sures on women; takes the view
that the s~ua1es sr.ou.d shou ~hethe~ tr.e ~easures and programmes carried
out in the Member Stat~s of the Corn~unitJ and ACP States have contributed
to achieving equali:y vf opportunity for women. 7he Commission shall
report back regularl~ to ~he Jo~nt Asse~bly,and t~e Working Group on the
Roie of Women in the Development Process shall monitor the application of
the specific c~ject1ves of paragraph 7;

11.

!~s~ructs :.s co-pre~idents to forward this resolution and the
accompanying reocrt to the ACP-EtC Counc;l of Ministers, the Council and
Comm1ss1on of the European Com~unities, the Governments of the Member
States and th~ ~C? State:, the United \~ticns and the non-governmental
orga~;zat~ons oarticularly active in this fieLd.

. .. I.
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on human rights

The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly,
- meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 September 1985
A.

having regard to the report of the ACP-EEC ad hoc Working Group on Human
Rights presented by Madame Colette FLESCH, rapporteur <CA/CP/528>, in which
the members of the ad hoc Working Group were able to discuss on the basis of
parity between representatives from the African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries and members of the European Parliament such a delicate yet
fundamental political issue;

B.

considers that fundamental human rights, whether they be political, social,
economic or other, constitute a Legitimate subject of concern for all
ACP-EEC countries;

C.

1

considers that mankind, male and female, must be the essential beneficiary
of development policy, and must be able to find satisfaction and well-being
in his everyday life without fear of aggression, unwarranted arrest or
detention or any other politica1 menace or coercion and maintains that
man cannot Live with dignity under the current world economic system;

adopted on 26 September 1985 by the Joint Assembly
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0.

content~

notes the

International
Covenant on

of the Universal Declardtion of Human R1ghts, the

Cove~ant

Econom~:,

of Human and Peoples'

on Civi•

an~

0 ol1tic~l

Qight~

t~e

!~t~rnation~l

Social and Cultural Rights, the African Charter
Righ~s.

th~

European Convention for the Protection

of Human Rights and Fundame.nal Freedoms;
E.

con~1ders
:h~ir

that all signatories of the Third Lom• • ·~vPntion have confirmed
ln~err.ancnal obl igat;~n to ensure the prese:-~.·~· :,,_, ao~d improvement

of human r;ghrs, and have therefore underlined the positive link between
the prom•)t,cr. of human rights and efforts towards developr
F.

considers

tha~

opportur.i~y h~

human

r~~hts,

each

1nd1vidw~l

~is count~y

in

arcorda~ce

1~;

citizen should be granted the right and

to take action against any infringement of his
with the Joint Declaration ad Article 4 of the

C.Jnvent~on;

G.

~xpress1ng

the hope that the signatories of the Third Lome Convention will

plat an act,ve part in eliminating the oostacles
oeoal~s

fro~

preventi"~

individuals and

actually enjoying to the full their economic, social and

cul:ur?t rights, as stated in paragraph 2 of the Joint Declaration ad
Article 4 on Human Rights annexed to the Third LomiConvention;
H.

cons1ders that the worsening econom1c plight of many
m3y well

!.

cond~~n

~eveloping

countries

more people to starvation, malnutrition and underdevelopment;

cons1ders that cont1nued diatogye 1s essential between European and ACP
States in order tc assure constructive and humane development within all of
societies so tLat our governments may work in the interests of all our
peoples 1rrpspective of their

~otitical

opinion, ethnic grouo, cultural or

religious belief or their 'lass;
J.

con~1ders

that wherever people are ruled oy unrepresentative and elitist

minorit1es us1ng coercion and repression,human rights are grossly violated;
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considers that the apartheid regime in South Africa, which constitutes
a

~iolation

of human rights, is an affront to human dignity as the

overwhelming majority of the populativr is governed by a repressive,
unrepresentative and racist minority and is denied its basic freedom and
fundamental rights;
L.

aware that 1t is not yet possible to mention structural and individual
violat1ons of human rights in this resolution or to investigate them;

M.

concerned by the dramatic plight of many refugees who often face the
problems of insecurity, hunger and sickness;

N.

notes with approval that the Third Lome Convention provi~ej 7)r a1d to
projects and programmes aimed at self-sufficiency and the integration
or reintegration of refugees;

0.

considering the serious difficulties facing migrant workers and students
1n their countries of residence;

P.

stresses that every person when arrested is entitled to a democratic and
publ1c trial, Legal assistance and humane treatment during detention;

G.

draws attention to the fact that all peoples in a country are entitled to
their own cultural and social development;

1.

Welcomes the fact that the contracting parties to the Third Lome Convention
agreed upon the need to include references to human rights in the preamble
to the Convention and in a Joint Declaration annexed to Article 4 of the
Convention;

2.

'Hopes that the ACP Member States of the OAU ratify the African Charter
on Human and Peoples' Rights in order that it may be put into effect at
the earliest opportunity and that all the Member States of the European
Community ratify the European Convention on Human Rights;

3.

Proposes, therefore,
(i)

that the Member States undertake, in accordance with the resolution
adopted by the Consultative Assembly in Rome, to break off all
economic, f1nancial and military relations with South Africa and to
do all in their power to bring to an end a situation which brings
d1sgrace on mankind;
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<ii)

that more adequate economic
problems whir.h

und~rmine

be 1evoted to

resourc~s

the possibility for the

r~solv1ng

Deopl~~

the

of Africa,

the Caribbean and the Pacific :o enjoy the1r funoamental human rights
as

defined by ArticLe

:5

and that more positive

cf tn~ Uni~e~sal ~eclaration :f

effcrt be

pol1t1~1l

~Jde

Human Rights,

in this SDme direction;

<iii> that more be done finan'dally, logisl:~cally or. ..."lctit;cally to support
all or~anisations wo~king 1n favour of refugeP~. including ~art~cularly
the United Nat1ons H1gh Comm1ssion tor Refugees, ::.·:::, ·.:'iere poss~ble
in co~peration ~1th NGOs, tc ensure that the sta~us o[ c5fugees is
assured and that their ne~ds are catered for, includ1ng t~eir f~ndamental
human rights;
(lv)

that

im~1grant

w~rkers,

and

st~dents

th~ir

families should receive

adequate and proper treatment in their host

~ountry

and that more should

be d~ne !hrough ctoser c~ltrual c~op~ration tc ensure th~ir proper

(v)

assimiluticn into the societies

wit~in

full regara to their rights and

~~lt-~ei~g;

that,

~av~ng

regard to the

fi~dings

of the repo<t cf the ad hoc Working

Party, the Bureau of the Joint Ass~"-b!y
developments bath i" Europe and :h~ ~~P
rec~m~cndations

which they choose to live, having

mon1tor human rights
St~t~~, ~ake acpropriate
~hould

and, when necessary, :alt ior :he

:cn~e~ing

of a

work ·,ng oarty;
<v1)

exoresses tr.e hooe that the new provis;or.s
speedier

rescl~tion

of human rights

1~

pro~le~s

paragraph 3\v) will lead to
1n

ACP and EcC States

tha~

in the p.Jst;
<vii) that this motion for a

resol~tion

and the

accompa~ying

report

~e

forwarded to the Council of Ministers a"d to the Commission of the
European Community, to the Committee of Ameassadors and the ACP Council,
and to the

~ationat

Assemblies and Parliaments of all the "ember States

signatory t~ the Third Lome Conv~ntion and to the Secretary-General of
the United Nation~ Organi~ation.
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RESOLUTION1
on the Third ACP-EEC Convention- Prospects and Constraints
Jhe

ACP~EEC

Joint Assembly,

meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom> from 23 to 27 September 1985,
A.

having regard to the report on the Third ACP-EE~ Convention- Prospects
and Constraints (Doc. ACP-EECI ••••• /85>, drawn up by Mr Raymond CHASLE on
behalf of the Joint Committee, and to the motion for a resolution
incorporated in that report,

B.

having regard to the text of the Third Convention of

C.

having regard to the conclusions and decisions of the ACP-EEC Council of

Lom~,

Ministers of 21 June 1985,
D.

having regard to the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers for
1984,

E.

taking account of the outcome of the Conference of the Heads of State or
Government held in Addis Ababa in July 1985,

1 adopted on 26 September 1985 by the Joint Assembly

... I ...
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F.

having regard to the Annual Reports of the Court of Auditors of the
European Communities, especially its statements concerning the EDF, and to
the Annual Report of the European Investment Bank for 1984,

G.

having regard to the work currently being undertaken by its working
parties, especially the report by Mrs FLESCH on human rights, the report
"

'

by Mrs WARUHIU on the role of women in the development process and the
report by Mr MOUELE on the creation of biogenetic reserves and the
rational management of stocks of animal and vegetable living matter, both
terrestrial and marine,
H.

taking account of the Final Declaration adopted by the Joint Committee on
1
31 January 1985 in Bujumbura (Burundi> ,

I.

taking account of the most significant resolutions adopted by the ACP-EEC
Consultative Assembly w1th regard to the renewal of the ACP-EEC Convention
and, in particular, those
- taking account of the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers
for 1982 ard looking towards the imminent negotiations for a successor

Conv~ntion to Lom~
taking

i~to_account

~inisters

2
11 ,

the Eighth Annual Report of the ACP-EEC Council of

on the state of implementation of the
.

Lo~~

Convention and

3

prospects for the subseQuent new Convent1on ,
- on the three reports on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and
the EEC 4,
- on tne fight against hunger6,

'

- on ACP-EEC cooperation in the field of energy ,
- on AC?-EEC industrial

coo~eration ~

; Communication to members CA/CP/562, p. 1-7
cavalevu report, OJ No. C 300, 7.11.1983, p. 14
~ Trivett; report, OJ No. C 282, 22.10.1984, p. 15
Ch~sle report, OJ No. C ,5, 20.1.1982, p. 22
OJ No. C 39, 10.2.1983, p. 40
S
OJ No. C 300, 7.11.1983, p. 25
Ferrero report, OJ No. C 39, 10.2.1983, p. 34
OJ No. C 300, 7.11.1983. p. 22 and p. 40
6 Sidd;g r~port, CJ No. C 39, 10.2.1983, p. 28
1 Fuch! r~port, OJ No. C 3GO, 7.11.1983, p. 16
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-on the parliamentary institutional system to be established under the
. 1
new ACP-EEC Convent1on ,
1

- on the environment and development ,
J.

o~

. . J
the preparations for the forthcoming ACP-EEC negot1at1ons ,

naving regard to the following resolutions adopted by the European
Parl lament
- on the European Community's policy towards developing countries (the
memorandum of the Commission of the European Communities on the European

4

Commun1ty's development policy- COM(82) 640 final> ,
- on the context of the future ACP-EEC Convention to follow Lome Ilr,
- on the conclusion of the Third Lome

Convention~,

- the proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the
Council for a dec1sion on the adoption of a programme of assistance
the development of indigenous scientific and technical research

to~

7

caoacit1es in the developing countries 1984-1987 ,
K.

hav,ng regard to the serious lack of food, to the malnutrition and famine
in many ACP States, and referring to the urgent need to improve
self-sufficlency in food ana security of food supplies in the ACP States
35

rapidly as possible,

OJ Ho. C 30G, 7.11.1983, p. 31
2 Ossebi Ol ···>iam .~eport ~ 0' "o. C 282 Z? 10 1984
~ p. 18
••
•
n
,
-·
•
,
P• 26 an d CAI CP IS 6~,

3 OJ ~c. c ~ao, 7.11.1983, p. 41
4 Jac~~;son report, OJ No. c 242, 12.9.19831 p. 104
S lrmer report, OJ No. C 277, 17.i0.1983, p. 146
6 Cohen report, OJ No. c 94, 15.4.1985, p. 20
7 Rabbethge report, Doc. 1-1141/83
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L.

having regard to the communication from the Commission to the Council
concarning the European Community and Africa <COM<84) 320 final),

M.

having regard to the worsening economic and financial situation of a
number of ACP States, principally in Africa, in an internationally
unfa~ourable

N.

larg~

climate,

noting that cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic
Community under Lom~ II did not succeed in bringing about significant
improvements in the economic and social conditions obtaining in most ACP
States,

o.

referring to the Lagos action programme for the tcona.ic d l
Africa and to the objectives Laid do wn bY tAe ACP States tnevetheop•ent
of
Caribbean
and the Pacific,

P.

heartily welcoming the a ccess i on to the new Convention of Moza•bique and
Angola,

Q.

·whereas the right t o culture is an inalienable right of all peoples, and
whereas
t~ ai• of develo paen t eust be the full develop•ent of the
. .
1nd1vidual and of the various coemunities in the world,

.... I ....
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1. welcomes the conclusion of the Third Convention of Lome and, in
particular, the fact that when the text was drafted, account was taken of
'important suggestions put forwaro by the parliamentary bodies of the
Second Convention of

Lom~

and of the European Parliament;

Notes with satisfaction that compared with Lom~ II, the new ACP-EEC
Convention boasts specific structural improvements and defines new areas

2.

of cooperation, in particular:
- general provisions, which specify and redefine the basis for ACP-EEC
relations and the aims of cooperation and lay down the major guidelines
thereof,
- the inclusion of ~he basic principle of autonomous development designed
-

to meet basic human requirements,
respect for human dignity,
the status and the role of women in the development process,
attention to the cultural and social dimension of development,
the 1mprovement of aevelopment cooperation on the basis of the human and

natural resources of the ACP States themselves,
- greater participation by grass-roots communities in development
programmes,
support for food strategies, with a view to attaining self-sufficiency
and security of food supplies,
- intensive cooperation in the fisheries sector,
- campaign against desertification and deforestat1on,
-

investment,
transport and communications,
respect for human rights,
strengthening of the institutions and improvements in the working
methods of the bodies set up by the Convention;

3e

Takes the view that the new Convention is equipped with the necessary
instruments for development policy required to improve the economic and
social situation of the inhabitants of the ACP States; acknowledges at the
same time that Lom~ III offers an exemplary •odel of North-South relations
with its coaprehensive •echanisms and the number of countries involved;

... I .
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4.

Takes the view that Community support for the endeavours of the ACP States
to develc. independently and management their own affairs, the major
objective of

Lam~

Ill, •ust focus on the fight against hunger, poverty,

disease and social injustice so that the inhabitants of the ACP States may
satisfy their basic needs and lead decent lives;
B. FOOD AND THE FIGHT AGAINST HUNGER

s.

urges the ACP States to devote the bulk of their efforts and a substantial
share of EDF resources to developing agriculture and rural areas;

6.

Calls on the European Community, when embarking on the process for reforming
the CAP, also to consult the ACP countries and to introduce in the new common
agricultural policy criteria and measures that will help the developing
countries to achieve agricultural and food selfsufficiency;

7.

Takes the view that food strategies will be neither functional nor
efficient unless they are part of an overall development strategy at
regional, national and international level designed to eliminate poverty
and economic and social disparities by a substantial increase in and
better distribution of incomes;

8.

Recommends to the ACP States, accordingly, that they implement a
coordinated series of measures in the agricultural, rural and industrial
sectors designed to maximize human resources, the environment, water
resourcs, health, and improve the situation of women, and recommends to
the Community that it actively pursues and extends its policy of
support1ng food strategies in the ACP States affected by famine,
especially in the Sahel;

9.

Welcomes the role played by the European Parliament, the European
Community and 1ts Member States and the international community in general
in tackllng the fam1ne currently affecting Africa;

o
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10.

Believes that a lasting solution to this problem Lies in the development of
national food production and, since that is the priority aim and objective
of the IFAD, calls on the Council and Commission of the EEC to provide for a
Community contribution to enable the IFAD to survive, and on the Member
States to increase their national contributions to the !FAD in the framework
of the OECD or to make an additional voluntary contribution to its special
action programme for Sahel;

f1.

Calls for aid granted by the Community, the Member States and other donors
to be better cooroinated so that it will be more effective and more
eff1ciently distr1buted;

1<.

Calls, in addition to food aid, for a series of

~easures

covering health,

technical and structural aid designed to improve the Lives of the people
and to help towards the complete restoration of communities and the
reorganization of production systems.

13. Notes the vital importance of transport infrastructure in distributing food,
and calls for urgent attention to this in the
14.

co~~ex1_of Lom'-~~~ progra.-~;

Calls for ways to be sought of ,mproving the effectiveness of rural development
programmes in the best interests of the rural population by encouraging the
implementation of small-scale projects;

15. Calls for the immediate implementation of the Joint Declaration (Annex 3>
which provides for the convening of a group of experts instructed to carry
out a detailed study into the access of the ACP States to available
agricultural products;
l6. considers it necessary and urgent to introduce or consolidate an early
warning s,stem to trigger emergency aid measures in the case of food
crises in the ACP States, especially in the Sahel;
~·

Calls for the elaboration, as part of ACP-EEC cooperation, of practical
proposals for the creation of a decentralized system of stockpiling in
order to ensure that in emergencies, foodstuffs are available i.e. a
balanced supply is guaranteed between harvests;

~-. Calls on the ACP States to make full use of the provisions on regional
cooperation with a view to consolidating their self-sufficiency in food;

... / ...
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19.

Considers that it is essential to provide the peasant farm· d sector with
improved production techniques, advisory services and other incentives in
order to increase agricultural production;

20. Welcomes the decision taken at the OAU Conference held in July 1985 in
Addis Ababa to increase public investment in the agri~ultural sector and
to take specific measures to improve the food situation in Africa; in this
connection, explicitly invites the European Community and the Me~ber
Sta~es to support those measures;
21.

Wel~omes

the

Co~~wnity•s

initiative to include in the action progra••e in

the field of biotechnology research 1985/1986, designed to attain some of
its own objectives in fields such as agriculture and health care, •easures
designed to promote the development of self-sufficiency in food in the
Third world, but calls for specific measures to promote priority in research
and development of biotechnology in tropical crops and livestock;
22.

Calls for common standards for safety in biological processes and products
in developed and d~veloping countries;

23.

Notes with satisfaction that the Technical Centre for Agriculture has
finally got off the ground; hopes that it will becoee fully operational at
the earliest opportunity; calls on the ACP States, the European Community
and its Member States to do their utmost to institute a scientific and
technical infor~ation network and urges the ACP States to benefit from the
assistance offered by the Centre with regard to planning agricultural and
rural developeent, preparing and assessing projects and drawing up
policies for training technical •anagers;

24.

Proposes that the Community's member states should finance the education and
training of up to 500 agricultural scientists in existing European and African
centres of exellence, in order to attract able African youngsters into the
agricultural sector to provide the necessary personnel to set up and staff
indigenous research and development and training facilities in Africa;

C. CULTURAL AND SOCIAL COOPERTION
25. Notes with satisfaction that the new Convention embodies for the first
time precise commitments in the field of cultural and social cooperation
on three levels:

(ANNEX II)
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- in the preambles and the articles of the Convention whereby cooperation,
which hitherto was solely of an economic nature, is extended to cover
the cultural sector,
- in a separate chapter on cultural and social cooperation, in which the
guidelines for and the instruments of that cooperation are set out,
- in the various titles and chapters of the Convention and in various
annexes to the Final Act of the Convention;
26. Welcomes the fact that the negotiators took broad account of the
recommendations made by the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly and that for the
first time in the history of cooperation between industrialized nations
and developing countries, genuine importance is attached to the cultural
and social dimension;
27.

Welcomes in particular the recognition of the important role of women in
the development process; and calls for the effective implementation of the
important provisions set out in Article 123;

28.

Considers that the development of local and regional craft industries may
play an essential role in safeguarding the value and expression of
ind1genous cultures, in maintaining pluralism and cultural autonomy, in
the campaign to preserve cultures from being overwhelmed by foreign
cultures and in the consolidation of the potential of cultural production
which is indispensable to the development of individuals and communities
and to the image projected abroad of the countries concerned;

29.

Draws the attention of the ACP States in particular to the interest for
them of drawing up and implementing integrated and coordinated programmes
in the various fields referred to and to the positive economic spin offs
of developing their cultural products, in particular cinema, television,
publishing and banks;

3J.

~ecommenas

that tne appropriate mutl1disc1plinary stud1es be undertaken to
ensure that proper account is taKen of specific soclo-cultural
cnaracteristics, elements and 1mplicat1ons wnen strategies, programmes and
development proJects are planneo, orawn uo and implemented;

31. -Emphasizes- that the prod~-c-ti~e -development and the devel_opment of the

ind 1vidual in the ACP State will only be possible if sustained attent10n
is paid to education, training and research and to those elements being
geared to socio-econom1c requirements and cultural realities;

... I ...
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Considers it ibsolutely essential, with a view to satisfying fundamental
neP.ds, that structural reforms of educational institutions and systems
undertaken by the ACP States and supported by tWe Community should aim
primarily at making Literacy programmes more efficient and the non-formal
education of individuals,

33.

espe~ially

in rural areas, more effective;

Hopes that the Communitt will take an early and positive decision on the
aio

~rogramme

to develop indigenous

sci~ntific

research potential in the

developing countries, especially in the ACP States, and hopes that the
possibilities of co-financing with the new budget line created accordingly
will be fully
3~.

~xploited;

se rejouit des dispositions

migrants et les e:udiants

origi~aires

de La Communaute, et demande
ces disposit~ons d'amll1or~r
ceL~e

-~·

3~.

stipul~es

dans l'dnnexe IX sur les travailleurs

des pays ACP dans les Etats Membres

a ces derniers, dans le strict respect de
fondamentale~ent

des membres de leur famiLLP. ains1 que

L~ur

le~rs

situation sociale et
concitipns d 1 etudes ;

ia~es

the view that it is the duty of ACP anc E~C ~e~Uer States to bring their
national Legislation into L1ne with acknowledged international obligations
re~ating to the t~ndamental rights of ~igrants and equality of treatment
witn nat~ona~s;

Calls for the provis1on of f1noncial aid also from the ESF for the socioeconomic reint~grat1on of migrant workers returning to their countries
of origin;

37.

calls for specific intervention and action by the EEC and the Member States ~i re~~tste~ oy the ~uropean Par~1ame~t 1~ its resol~tion of 9 May 1985 on

new g~ioelln~s concern1ng m1grant ~ork~rs- to ccmbat the resurgence of racism
and xenophobia in the
38.

~ommunity countrie~;

ur:;es the Eu,.cc;:. 3 n ;,:'1',;-'J""~ty to grant aid to ~·.e ACP States for the conserv2tion
ana maintenano:e of tr:eH own cultural hNHage.· The return of cultural cl:Ssests
may form part of an aid programme of this nature;

39.

Supports, in this connection increased cooperation between the Museums and
Archive Services of the Member States and corresponding Institutions in
the ACP States, with a v1ew to facilitating access to ACP cultures in Europe
and European cultures in the ACP States;

... I . ..
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40.

41.

D.

Calls for close consultation between the ACP States 1nd the EEC in order
to proeote the application of new technologies .-erging in genetic and
biotechnology which a~y h1ve 1 substantial positive impact on the
.develop•ent of the ACP States;
Reco..ends that within the fra•ework of ,;!chnolo~ical
cooperation oetween
,,
the Coa.unity 1nd the ACP States, pertinent infor.,ation be supplied to the
ACP States on the i•plications of the new technologies, in particular
their i~act on Living and working conditions, eaploy•ent, health and the
prospects for the deveLopment of new 1ssets 1nd services based on .
essentill requirements 1nd hu.. n problems;
FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION

42. Hopes triat the provisions governing financial and technical cooperation,
in particular those in the field of planning will now enable the two sides
to exchange views on objectives, wilL have a' positive influence on the
dec1sion-making process, tim~lify aoministration, enable financial
resources to be rapidly released and Lead to a •ore efficient utilization
of EOF funds;
4~.

welcomes with satisfactio~ the new provisions providing for the
co-financing of microprojects by the EOF and Local communities without the
ACP States concerned being obliged to contribute either in cash or in kind;

44. Recommends that when the Convention is implemented, a genuine connection
is established between the provisions of Article 122 concerning the close
and continuous involvement of grass-roots co•munities and those of
Articles 101 and 102 so that a significant end r1pid contribution will be
made to raising the standard of living in grass-roots com•unities and,
'ri~cipally, to restori~g dignit~ to the most unde~rivile;ed classes;
~5.

Assembly have again come down in favour
of grant1n; an amount of financill aid which corresponds to the increased
nwmber of ACP Stat~' si~natory to Loaf III and emphasizes, ;n this
connection, tnat the appropriations allocated ~il~ be insufficient to
attain alL t~e ~jecti•es set out in the ~•w Convintion;
~~t~~~S t~~ ~~P·=~t C~~Swltativ~

... I ...
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46. Calts, therefore, on the community and its Member States to 'ons1aer tne
possibility of increasing the appropriations altocated to the EOF dyring
the life of the Convent1on;

47. Invites the Community and the ACP States to cons1der without further delay
the assessments made in the fields of education and training, rural
development, ~ater resources, health and financia~ and technical
cooperation so as to benefit from experience acquired;
48. Calts for a joint study to be undertaken to assess the impact of the EIB's
contribut.on, in part~cular venture capital, to the development of the ACP
States and, similarly, for an in-depth study to be carried out into the
reasons why the appropriations allocated to the ACP States under tne first
two Convent ions of Lome were not fully ut.il ized;
49.

sc.

Calls for a joint study to be undertaken to assess why the funds provided
under Lome I and II have not had a greater positive impact on the quality
of life of the people of ACP countries;
Calls on the Commis~ion to investigate the possibility of making better
utilization in the future of the opportunities for co-finarr'~g with other
providers of capital;

E. LEAST-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES, LANDLOCKED COUNTRIES ANO ISLANDS
51.

Deplores the fact that the cow:ntments undertaken by the industr'ialized countries
Jt the

Pa~is

Conference in September 1981 on the least-developed countries,

namely the target of 0,15 r. of their GNP as the development aid to the least
developed countries, has not been achieved by most c. the industrialized
countries, including most members ~f the European Economic Community;
52.

Calls upon the ... embers of the European Economic Community, who have not
achieved the target of 0,15 X to do so without further delay in accordance
with the substantial n~w programme of action for the least developed countries;

53.

Acknowledges that the provis\ons and specific

~easures

designed to

eliminat~ or alleviate the problems and obstacles adversely affecting the
development of the least cevelopec, lancilockec and islanci countries have
been improveo ano oeciGes to set up working party to ensure t~at action

is taken to implement those provisions;

... / ...
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54 • Calls for pr1'or1'ty to be g1'ven, as soon as th e convent1on
· enters into
force, to the joint study designed to improve the capacity of the ACP
States of this category to attract investment, which has never been
undertaken despite the commitments enter~o into under Anne- Xl to the
Second Convention ot Lam~, and which is now the subject of a specific
commitment under Article 246 of the new ConventiQn ;

F. INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION ANO PRIVATE INVESTMENT
55. Attaches particular importance to the establishment of an efficient
industrial sector, with specific account being taken of s•all and
medium-sized industries and the craft trades, individual industrial
-projects as well as the creation of industrial structures in certain
countries or regions;
56. Welcomes the provisions not only for new construction projects b•Jl dlso
for industrial reorgdnization projects in the ACP States which aim to give
new life to

ex~~ting

industr)al plants that are no longer competitive by

restructuring, renovation and modernization;
~7~

Emphasizes, nevertheless, that the implementation of restructuring
projects requires indepth studies into the causes of unsatisfactory
development and existing anomalies;

)8. ~xpresses its hope that the follo~ing guidelines will be respected when

inaustr1al development is unaertaken:
-

~eet

the basic requirements of the population,

- tie 1n with rural development projects,
- lead to more raw

mat~rials

being processed locally,

- take account of the impact on the environment,
- meet requirements in connection with development in the technology
energy sectors,

an~

- lead to greater coordination between the Commission, the EIB and the
~entre for Industrial Development;

... I ...
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59.

Welcomes the fdct that Lome III recogn1zes the 1mportance of private
investment and calls on the Contract1ng Parties, to th1s end, to

revie~,

pursuant to Article 241 C2> the economic, technical, legal or institut1onal
obstacles which currently hamper an increase in the

flo~

of pr1vate

capital to the ACP States;
60.

Is aware of the difficulties faced by small and meoium-sized undertak1ngs
in the European Community because of the Lack of easily ava1lable financ1al
9uarantees ana ventur~ cap1tal an~ calls, therefore, for the esto~lishment
of a- s~ecial guarantee fund of 50 m ECU
~.;ith

the

W~d.C:

and welco~es the rene~eo ~regress

:,<:nx's 'trult1lateral Investr.1ent Guc..rantee Agency', but should

agreement not oe reached on this, calls for a joint ACP-EEC fund to be set up;
G. ENERGY SECTOR
61.

Recommends in the context of mutual interests ana interdependence and w1th a
v1ew to

p~bl1c1Z1ng

and employment in

the a1rect lln&

~ember

~et~~en

development of the ACP States

States, the setting up by the Community in consul-

tation with the ACP States of a clearing house where equipment requirements
unavailable within the ACP States

COliLrl

he matched w1th supply capacity

~f

the Member StatPs;
62.

Considers .that the followwg measures should be taken 1n the energy sector
as a matter of extreme urgency:
- identification ana development at regional and nationaL level of
cost-Sa\ ng energy resources 1na1genous to the ACP States, with specific
account being taken of the naturaL env1ronment,
- civers1fication of energy sources, witn
renewaole

ener~y

sources being

t~e

appropr1ate new and

exploit~o,

establishment of training and research structures,
research 1nto new

e~ergy-saving

measures;

- llnks bet•een energy policy and measures to set up efficient industrial
and agricultural structures;

. I.
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H.

63.

FISHERIES
Hopes that the ne~ oro~isions on fisheries cooperation will be fully
utililed in order to improve the 1ood situation in those countries where
sea or lake fishing 1s possible so as to ensure that small-scale fishing
Lomplement~ industridL t1shing a•~ to facilitate assistance from

socio-professional c1rcles, particularly by the creation of joint
enterprises;
64.

Considers that the great exper1ence and technical abil1ty which an enlarged
Commun1ty has in tne f1eld of fisheries can be used to advantage to help the
Acp States to co~bat unauthorized explo1tation and overexploitation of the

f1shery resources in waters under the1r Jurisdiction;
0 5.

Calls on the EEC to assist the ACP States concerned to administer their
exclusive economic zones more efficiently, under and beyond the fisheries
agreements signed, to control access thereto and to ensure that they are
administered in l1ne with the need to conser~e fish stocks;

66.

Calls on the EEC to conduct intensive research into sea and freshwater
f1shing and acquaculture and to make the findings available to the ACP countr 1es;

67.

6~

Calls on the EEC to use this research as a means of training f1sher1es
spec1alt1sts in tne ACP countr1es;

Recommends that train1ng of ACP nationals in the fisheries sector be
lntensified, notably through multiannual training programmes integrat1ng
reser.~rch

69.

find111!JS;

Cons1ders that the EEC should, 1n order to 1ncrease cooperation with the
ACP States in the fisheries sector, take over and extend existing bilateral
agreements con:luded by Spain and Portugal;

70.

Encourages f1shing organizations and companies to propose programme of
cooperation througn JOint ventures;

I.
7L

TqA~E

Notes

AND SERVICES
~lth re~ret

that there nas been L1ttle change in the prov1s1ons

govern1ng tne trade sector, apart from the consultation procedures
conc~rn1ng

the safeguard clause, and that in particular, no new measures
are 1ncludeo to 1ncrease trade;

. I . ..
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72 ••

Re~rets

fully to

tnat even once again, the Community has not opened its markets
process~d

and -unprocessed

agricultu~al

products which compete

with Community products;

'3.

cons1cers i: particularlY.

~portant

that tne

A~~ ~tates snou~a re~e1v~

remunerative prices for exports of their raw materials, and calls on the
Contracting Parties, therefore,' to take immedi~te measures for the
conclusion of new world commodity agreements;
74. Takes the view that everything must be done to increase the
finished products in the foreign trade of the ACP States;

oercentag~

of

75. Notes the concern expressed by the ACP ~tates ~lth ~espect to t~e
Commission proposal aimed at ,reducing the amount of aflatox1n i~ products
imported into the Community and cal~s ~or the metic•Jlous .implementation of
the decision taken by the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers on 21 June 1985
that consultations should take place within the Subcommittee on rrade
Cooperation before the Council of Ministers of the EEC takes a decision o~
the Commiss•~n propos~l;
7~.

Urges the Community

t~

_adopt a common agricultural policy 'compatible with

the development objectives and principles embodied in tne' Third Convent ion
of Lorn~; recommends, further, that on third country markets, the Commun;ty
should pursue-· ai'l agrn~.Jltural export pol icy which takes account of :he
( eg l t imate int e res tX (;If the ACP states;
77 • Recommends that in view of the. increased i11portance of services in
international trade and of the provisions governing the development of
trade and services in the Third Convention of Lorn~, the ACP States and the
EEC adopt adequate and efficient me-asures designed to strengt en the
capac1ty of the ACP States to· develop their St!rvice industries and ensure
their effective participation in trade in services in general;

... I ...
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7B.

7 ~,

.

Reaffirms, bearing in mind the conc•rn of the ACP States at the 1mpact on
the econom .• s of the ACP States involved. of the utilization of animal and
vegetabl~ oiLs and fats in chocolate products the neef for an in-depth .
joint study to be undertaken before tne coa:m•-'f'litv takes , final dedsion;
CaLls
tne

~cr

the

Com~unity

ci~~P.

and regular consultation

bet~een

the ACP States ana

in Geneva as part of the negotiations for the

ccnclusi~n

of

a new International Cocoa Agreement to be continued so that the interests
of the ACP producer countries are fuLly safeguarded;
the Community ana its Member States to do their utmost to
adopt, together with the ACP States, a joint strategy so that the
negotl~t1ons for the renewal of the International Cocoa Agreement, bas~d
on a defens;ve ;nt~rvention mechanism and price support with buffer stocks
and quota arrangements, may resume on the scheduled date;
Appe~Ls to

J.

81.

SUG~R

Re-afftrms tne past resolutions on Sugar adopted by the ACP-EEC Joint
Consultative Assembly, which inter alia highlighted

t~e

importance cf

Sugar in the economies of the ACP States and called for genuine negotiations of the ACP guaranteed price which should take account of all economic
factors rel.evant to the ACP;
de.

C3ll~

on tne Community to re-aff;rm ;ts co•m;tments to the ~etter an1 ~pirlt o1 :·
Sugar Protocol as an ef1ective trade instrument in ACP-EEC cooperation;

~

33.

Calls on the Commission to maintain a dialogue with the ACP on potent~al new mark~t~
of benefit to cane sugar in biotechnological deveLopments and on the demand of n~w
markets for biotechnology feedstocks based on cane sugar products;

... I ....
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84.

Takes the view that the restoration of balance on the world sugar market ,s only
utta1nable if the European CoMmunity and other sugar-producing 1ndustr1alized nat1ons
reducP the volume of their production; calls on the European Commun1ty, tnereforE, to
reduse the quota substant1ally when it shortly renews its sugar market organizat10n;

85.

Jakes the view, further, that the Community must grant aid to those countries

wh1~h

are targely dependent on sugar production for their export revenue so that the,

w~,

d1vers1fy the1r product1on;
66.

V1ews with concern the hardship caused to the ACP by the non-settlement of the
g~aranteed

the

of

pr1cefor the campaign year 1985/1986 and, to enable an early

negotioat1o~s,

resu~pt1o~

calls upcn the Community to revise its pr1ce offer,

tak~ng

accovn• the ACP concerns part1cularly those pertaining to the un]ust1f1able
~a:,on

b7.

in the price

!ns1ts on
_,:,r;f:'

t~e

need

incre~ses

f~rclose

AC~

1ntr

d1~Lri~'

between raw dnd white sugar;

and

effe~tive

consultations between the ACP and the

.ss1or on rr.atters concerning the joint implementation of the protocol in orl1er

r0

> •c'd dec1sior-·s .,.,, ch could :;.:JverseLy affect ACP interests;
~~-

Cons1oers that the accession of Portugal provides an ideal ooportunity to accomoda:e
~he

teg1t1mate demands of the ACP traditional suppliers and to rejress the

,: those ACP

-)

~urpLus

situat1o~

suppliers which have been adversely affected,

.:lc0mes tne improvements in the operation of the STA9EX system,
~Sp!cially

the 1ncrease 1n resources, the ex:ension

~

albeit limlted - of

c,-;.: '1"t of products r:overed by the system, the Lowering of the ceper.der.ce

-:1 •tsr.o,c: for

fllJCtuation~,

an improved information system on the

~·

1L1zat1on of transfers and corrective measures for the method

~d

.-.ul.H 1 Ol'l;

of

.. I.
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~C.

D~~lores, ~owever,

the fact that the requests made by

sever~l

ACP States

fo; the system to be appl1ed to exports of products •hatever their
·k,tln3tlon .. ~re re;ected, all the more so since those States belong to

category of Least-developed countries, landlocked countries and
1slands;

tJ1e

91. Recalls, while acknowledging the usefulness of STABEX 1n thP current
economic climate, that the system is only designed to alleviate
fluctuations in the price of raw materials and in exchange rates on the
money markets which characterize the d1sorder in the world economy and
that the true solution to these problems is the establishment of
1nternational commodity agreements;
92. Notes, in the light of

e~perience

acqu1red, that the appropriations

allocated <925 m ECU) may Pet cover

effecti~ely

all the

lo~ses

in real

terms suffered by the ACP States during the l; fc ·:f the Convention;
93. Hopes

t~at

:.

~:v~r·

reso~r~~s

~nd

tt:e new provisions of SYSMIN will lead to

ACP States exploiting and managing their mining

appropriations available under SYSMIN being fully

~

number of
to the

utiliz~c;

L. REGIONAL COOPEQATION
'7'~.

Welcomes
-

t~e

st~engtnened

collective capac1ty of the ACP States 1n the social,

c:.:ltur.:l aPd econom1c fields,
- enlar9ernent
:~~

~f

the scope of regional cooperation,

for cooperation subject to certain conditions w1th
~ouring and non-neighbouring ACP aevelop1ng countries,

~cope

~e1g,

- !he Improved cr1ter1a for
-the

~roce~~.es

defi~1ng

regional

prOJ~C!s,

for submitting financing applications,

- the enhanced role of reg1onal cooperation bod1es;
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95.

Calls on the ACP States, with the assistance of international and regional
~rganization~ and regional cooperation bodies, to take the appropriate
steps as a matt~r of urg~ncy towards regional integration and the
reinforcement of a network of relations betwetn individual ~ountries or
groups of countries with similar characteristics a~d common problems with
a viJw to resolving them;

~6.

Strongly recommends that the ACP States make fulL and dlligent use of the
new possibilities for integrating the ACP markets by liberaliz;ng
intra-ACP trade and eliminating tariff, monetary and administrative
barriers;

97.

welcomes tne recent decision of OAU Heads ot State and Government to
1nclude the cultural dimension in the Lagos Plan; believes that the
proposed implementation of appropriate measures in the fields of
scientific research, education, cult~ral industries, craft industries,
cultural exchanges, tourism and cultural cooperation in general will
provide a dynamic impetus to intra-African and intra-ACP cooperation;

9~.

Hopes that the resources provided for regional cooperation will now make
it possible to implement the intrd-ACP cultural cooperation projects it
was_not po~sible to implement under Lome 11;

99.

As part of implementation of the Joint Declaration ·on coop~ration between
the ACP States on the one hand and the Overseas Countries a~j :•·r-itories
and French Overseas Oepartments on the other, calls for priority to be
given to eliminating all obstacles to such extended cooperation and to all
init1at1ves capable of strengthening cooperation between the countries
concerned;

... I ...
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M.
100.

ENVI~ONMENT

Confirms the need to devote increased attention to the interaction between
the environment and development and consequently calls for all development
aid to be based on rational use of the environment by the ACP States and
compliance with environmental guidelines adopted;

101.

Urges the ACP States ana the Community to take account of the
environmental factor when devising, implementing and evatuat1ng programmes
and projects;

102.

Also urges that priority oe given to preserving and restor1ng the
environment and to this end calls for the release of adequate financial
resources, in aadition to ERDF resources, in order effectively and
dil1gently to combat deforestation, soil erosion and desertification,
giving priority to ACP countries already affected by these problems;

103.

Advocates regular exchanges between the ACP States and between them and
the Community of information and findings on environmental protection and
preservation ;

~.

104.

AID TO REFUGEES
Welcomes the fact that Lam~ III provides for aid to facilitate the
settlement or resettlement of refugees and returnees but deplores the fact
that, given the scale of the problem, the 80 m ECU allocated under the
~~? for the duration of the agreement is totally inadequate;

105. Calls on the Comm1ssion, in consultation with the countr 1es concerned, to

assess immediately the requirements of the refugees and returnees and, in
conJunction w1th UN speclalized agencies and non-government~l
organizations, to develop appropriate measures and oroarammP.s:

... I ...
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0.
106.

WORK OF NGOs IN ACP COUNTRIES
Urges that particuLar attention be paid to the flex1bil1ty of project selection
criteria and improvement

·~administrative

procedures so as to make Commun1ty

co-finance more accessible to NGOs, particularly the smaller ones;
107.

Calls fvr greater access for NGOs from ACP countries to the Community's a1d
funds and suggests that this might be encouraged b( r ·~~~r co-operation
between Community and ACP NGOs;

108.

Calls on ACP

gover~ments

~o

encourage greater participation by NGOs in mlcro-

projects and agr1cultural projects, particularly those relevant to the fight
against hunger;
?.
1C~.

INSTITUTIONS
welcomes tne fact that under Lome III the parliamentary
comb1ned in a JOint institution, the 'ACP-EEC Joint Asse

110.

b~dies

are

y';

Unaerllnes the role of the working parties which carry out valuable work
1n preparation for meet1ngs of the Assembly and considers 1t a matter of
par:1cular urgency to draw up specific rules to ensure that those working
partie

1i1.

operate in an orderly and rational manner;

Acknowledges the 1mportant
1n bo•n

tn~

encourages

contr~~ution ~ade

EEC and the ACP States to de·
t~-~

by s;c1o-profess1onal c1rcles

~lopment

in the ACP States, and

to pursue the1r varied efforts and contacts to this ena;

regards the annual meeting of the social and economic partners as
extremely lmportant and Galls for their close ana regular involvement 1n
the work of the var1ous 1nstitut1ons (Joint Assembly and Council), bod1es
and mechanisms provided for in the Convent1on in order to guarantee
attainment of its objectives;
112.

Calls for the annual report of the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers not only
to be subm1tted in good time in the future but also to contain pollticdl
declarations on matters relating to ACP-EEC relations;

1

~~.

Hopes that the improved procedures relating to the funct1oning of the
Council of Ministers and the Committee of Ambassadors will permit genuine
and effective dialogue that will make it easier to find satisfactory
solutions to problems of ACP-EEC cooperation;

... I.
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Q.

114.

INTERNATIONAL CONTEXT OF THE NEW AGREEMENI
Bel1eves that the success or failure of Lome III depends largely on
cont1nuation of the Nvrth/Soutn dialogue and on the 1nternational economic
s1tuot1on, and calls on the Community, with the support of the ACP States,
to take all appropriate measures to relaunch the North/South dialogue;

115.

Stresses that it is imperat1ve to support Africa in energetlcally
combating the series ot scourges which have afflicted it and which, in an
already unfavourable international ~c~no~;c situation, increasingly
prevent it·from making use of its major trumps and humen d~rl material
potentlal to trigger off an integral development proces3;

116.

To this end calls on tne :ontracting parties to take account r.f
follow1ng key p0ints; development financing as a whole,

~0e

reconst•tutio~

internativnal funds such as the IDA and the IFAD, implementation of

of

t~e

commodity agreement and the creation of a joint fund, liberalization of
internat1onal
117.

traa~

and solutions to the problem of indebtedness;

Stresses the need to safeguard the interests of the ACP countries in the
new round of GATT multllateral negotiations and to this end

call~

for

close and regular consultation between the ACP and tho Commun1ty with a
v1ew to harmonizirg the1r positions;
118.

Re1terates its concern at the need for authentic and rapid progress
towards

disar~a~ent

aevelopment
sa~e cf the

so that additional resources can be released tor

~ooperation
~ost

in general and, as a matter of prior1ty, for the
endangered populations;
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119.

Stresses tne ,~~ortance of reviving the process of d6tente to guarantee the
world a oPr1oc of peace; hopes that the next USA-USS~ ~eeting will have a
favourable outcome and lead not only to improved East-West relations out also
usher in a new phase in international relations in wh1ch all countries and
the different cont1nents can play an effective and constructive role;

120.

Recalls that peace i3 essential to the success of aevelopment efforts and
well-being of the

121.

~opulat1ons

afflicted by

fa~ine;

Catls on the Member States to step up their efforts to combat hunger and
the1r development a1d so that the objective of 0.7 X of the GNP can rapidly
attaineo in accorcance with Resolution ?626 of the UN General Assembly
of October 1970;
be

122.

Deplores thP low level of involvment of certain economically powerful
countr1es such as tne USA, Japan and the Soviet Union which devote only
0.27 Z, 0.3

R.
1~3.

~

ans 0.19 X of their GNP respectively;

HUMAN DIGNITY AND THE FIGHT AGA!NST APARTHEID
W1th reference to the Joint Declaration on Article 4 of the new
Convention, calls on all the contracting parties to
eliminating all forms of discrimination baseo on

str1~e

~·nn1c

towards

group, origin,

race, nationality, colour, sex, language or religion;
124.

Reaffirms that every ind1vidual has the r1ght, in his own country or a
host country, to respect for his dignity and to p;otect1on by the law;

125.

Believes that the development effort, man's role there1~ pn~ the promotion
ot all aspects of human oignity constitute a whole, tne c0m~~nents of
which cJnnot be d1ssociated from each other;

... I ...
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12~.

Emphasizes that all polic1es, practices or relat1ons that have the effect
~f

d1rectly or 1nd1rectly tolerating, support1ng or encourag1ng the

?r~toria

rac1st reg1me a;e 1ncompatiole witn the undertakings g1ven in the

Declarat1on on Art1cle 4 of

Lorn~

Ill and thus violate Lome 11!;

1(7. ·rn v1ew of the trag1c s1tuation in South Africa wh1ch has led to loss of

l1fe, arrest and detention on a vast scale, human suffering
oppress1v~

aused by tne

apartheld regime and the risk of destab1L1zation throughout the

reg1on, calls on the contracting parties to comply strictly with the
Declarat1on and to take the most specific pol1tical and economic measures,
1ncLud1ng the
apartheld
as
1!8.

~ell

impos~tion

of sanctions, to erad1cate the system of

nd fac1l1tate respect for human dign1ty witnout

d1s~rim1nation,

as democratlc development;

To thlS end caLLs on the Foreign Min1sters of tne European Community to
~eet

w1th

w1t~

the wlshes expressed and undertakings given at the meet1ng of the

th~1r ~outhern

African colleagues without delay 1n accordance

ACP-EEC Counc1l of M1nisters on 21 June 1985;
129.

Pays tribute to the hero1c action of the black South Afr1can people and 1n
part1cular to the admirable courage of Nelson Mandela and his family who
are willing to sacrifice everything for the sake of the ideals of equality
and social Justice;

130.

Comm1ts tne contract1ng parties to stre~g:hen regional cooperat1on w1th
ACP countries boraering on South Afr1ca in order to increase their
econom1c lndependence and guarantee numanitarian and soc1al a1d to c1rcles
involved in the struggle against the apartheid regime;

S. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
131.

Welcomes the transitiondl measures adopted by the contracting parties
which 1nciude extens1on of tne provisions of

Lorn~

II and advance

1mplementat1on of the provis1ons '=·t Lome III on the

~nstitut1ons,

the

consultation procedure on the accession negotiations, the negotiations on
the Protocol of Access ion of the new Member States, tt'le 1 ,r~H:edure for

... / ...
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requesting derogdtions from the rules of origin, the creat•~~ of ~n
agricuLtural commod1ties committee, the new method for calc::..' ~ ••;: Stabex
transfers, the J•)int

~eclaration

on Article 4 and the Joint

Ce~l.:i•

Jtion on

m1grant workers ar'ld ACP students in the Community;
132.

Welcomes the enlar~~r;.;;en: vf the Community to include Spain and Portugal
but points out that th~ ~cquirea rights of the ACP countries should not
be compromised; tnerefore ~alls for the planned negotiations to inctwde
thorough examination and solution of the problems created by e~largement;

133.

Recommends that meet1ngs and seminars be organized in the ACP States and
in the Memoer States ot the EEC to publicize the provisions of the new
Convention, inform the public in greater detail of the new objectives and
prospects in the variuus fields of cooperation, espec1ally new fields
such as cultural and social cooperation, measures to r.ombat
desertificat1cn, the promotion of investments, fisheries and shipping in
order to promgt ~nitlatives that could encourage greater use of :he
possibilit1es atforoe~ by the Convention;

134. Stresses the 1mportance of the speedy entry into force of the new

Convention ar.d therefore caLLs on the Member States of the Commun1ty and
the ACP States to conclude the ratification procedures as soon as
pOSS1ble;
135.

lnstructs its

co-Pre~1oents

to forward this resolution and the

correspondin9 report to the ACP-EEC Council of Ministers, the ACP-EEC
Comm1ttee of Amcassadors and the Council and Commission of the European
Commun1ties.
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RESOLUTION 1
on
southern Africa
The ACP-EEC Joint Assembly
- meeting in Inverness (United Kingdom) from 23 to 27 Se,

~moer

1985

A.

indignant at the increasing repression in South Africa where, as the
authorities themselves admit, confrontations between the public and the
police have led to the death of more than 700 civilians since the last
Consul.ative Assembly meeting in Luxembourg,

B.

aware that black South Africans hAve renewec their fight against all
forms of apartheid and expressing its s~~port for the ANC and the UOF for
their courag~vusopposition to the apartheid system in South Africa,

C.

aware also that this deterioration has now spilled in many forms over
into the neighbouring SAOCC States through acts of aggression as a result
of economic measures now being exerted on the South African regime by the
international commmunity,

1

Adopted on 26 September 1985 with one abstention

... I ...
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D.

pol1t1cal rights to all the people of South Africa,

E.

welcoming the initiative taken by leading business men to meet representatlves of the black opposition,

Again condemns the S0uth African apartheid regime for its cr1mes and

1.

for the repeated v1otat1ons of human r1ghts of wh1ch it is gu1lty;
2.

Stresses the need to f1nd a peaceful solution to South Africa's
proolems through negotiations involving all major political leaders;
Calls upon the South African government to create the conditions for

3.

such negotiations by end1ng the state of emergency, with its associated
special powers and restrictions;
In the c1rcumstances, considers the sole aim of the "reforms" announced

4.
by

5.

Peter Botha to be to uphold the underlying principles of apartheid;
Notes that South Afr1ca has not ceased its attempts to destabilize its

ne1ghbours and refuses to comply with the non-agression pacts concluded
~onth them;
6.

Calls on the Community to insist more firmly on the appl.,ation of
Un1ted Nations Resolut1on 435 calling tor the independence of Namibia;

7

'.

Condemns in the strongest terms the installation of a puppet government in Windhoek by the Botha regime and calls upon the international
community to give it no recognit1on;

B.

Calls upon the South African government:
a) to end the state of e_mergency,

b) to open as a matter of urgency a dialogue with representatives of
all

th~

people of South Africa, without distinction of race or

colour, with a view of providing them with South African citizens~lp

and their share in the government of the country,

c> to abolish the discriminatory legislation,
d) to end detention without trial;

... I.
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· Urges the South African government to listen tu the views of the
business community Con which the economic development of all South Africans
ultimately depends> and welcomes the recent meeting of prominent South
African businessmen with representatives of the opposition as a step towards
a fruitful

oi~logue;

Notes the first measures taken against South Africa by certain countries;

10.

considers, however, that the measures finally adopted by the Council of
Min1sters of the Ten on 10 September are very inadequate as a response either
to the aggravation of the situation in South Africa or to the legitimate
demands of the black South African people and organizations representing
them;
11.

Demands that the Member States of the European Community and the
institutions of the EEC urgently consider, unless the South A ·ican
government, no later than the next meet1ng of this Assembly;
a> introduces a programme of measures to dismantle apartheid,
b) enters into negotiation with black leaders, leading to black
participation in government,
i> an end to all new foreign
ii) bringing an

~

investm~nt

i~ ~~~th

Africa,

,d to state-guaranteed bank loans for exports to South

Afr1ca,
iii) step-by-step reduction of commercial contacts;
12.

Further demands from the European Community and its institutions;
1)

adherence to the UN arms embargo and an

end to all forms of

military and nuclear cooperation with South Africa, and also an end
to che supply of oil products,
ii) suspension of sports and cultural links with South Africa,
11i) the strengthening of the Code of Conduct adopted in September 1977
for European companies with subsidiaries, branches of representatives in South Africa, while the application of the Code should
be the object of a thorough report both to the European Parliament
and to the Joint Assembly;
1v) the granting of means to the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SAOCC> which would enable it to fulfil its
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communicat1ons infrastructures, energy, etc., in such a way as to
reduce rap1dly the involuntary dependence of the states of the
region on South Africa;
13.

congratulates those racing drivers and teams that have already
announced their refusal to participate in the Kyalami Grand Prix;
calls on the Council of Ministers of the Ten to come out against
oart1cipation by drivers and teams from t~e -Member States in the South
African Grand Prix scheduled for 19 October;

14.

Recognises that the Member States of the European Community have now
taken their first joint measures against the government of South Africa
and hopes that such a significant political step will convey to the
government and people of South Africa that. the international community is
no longer prepared to stand apart from their situation and that external
pressures will steadily increase;

15.

Further calls on the Council of Foreign Ministers to:
a) bring to an end all cooperation involving advanced technology;
b) impose more restrictive export controls than hitherto on products
purporting to be for non-military ~ses, but capable of military use;

16.

Supports all opponents of apartheid, both inside and outside of the
country, especially those detained in the past and those now detained under
the present state of emergency.;

17.

Urges the Presidency of the EEC Foreign Ministers meeting in
political cooperation and the Commission of the European Communities to
prepare the way for further measures to be taken, ;f possible jointly with
the United States and other leading nations, so that they can be introduced
speedily if there is no appropriate response from the Government of South
Africa;

18.

CallS. un the Member ~H-~~.:. ;,-, particular to make stronger representations for the immediate and unconditional release of Nelson Mandela, as
requested expressly and unanimously by the last Consultative Assembly, and
of all political prisoners;
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Requests the Commission to provide an annual report on trade flows

19.

between the Community and South Afr1ca and to fac1Litate the gathering of
the necessary information to introduce a system of statistical supervision
by customs authorities;
20.

Commends the actions of SADCC States in their effort
selves from

~o

liberate

the~-

economic ties with South Africa and the1r determination to

forge greater cooperation among themselves;
21.

Co~rnends

members of the EEC who have categoric?tly supported some

measures of sanctions against South Africa;
Welcomes the invitation from

22.

there, thanks

t~~l

country

warml~

Swaz1lar~

and

t~kes

tv

the Joint Assembly to meet

this opportunity to invite all

those involved in the problems of southern Africa to come and speak to it
at the next meeting;
Welcomes the fact that the Nobel Peace Prize has been awarded to the

23.

South African Bishop Oesmond Tutu for his fight against apartheid and
decides to renew its invitation to him to address the next meeting of the
ACP-EEC Joint Assembly;
Calls on the Commission and the EEC Social and Economic Committee to

24.

start consultations with representatives of all South African social and
economic organizations, in order to accurately assess needs and require-

-

mehts;

Condemns the policy and practice of state terrorism being perpetrated

25.

by the racist regime of Pretoria against the neighbouring states in the
region through acts of sabotage and the training and financing of armed
groups and mercenaries in the territories of these states in a bid to overthrow their governments;
Condemns South Africa's recent invasion of Angola which was aimed at

26.

Lending support to the armed group of Unita, and considers this invasion
an
act of flagrant violation of international norms;
27.

Condemns further South Africa for its continued violation of the
Nkomat1 Accord;

20.

Asks its Co-Presidents to forward this resolution to the ACP-EEC
Council of M1nisters, the Commission, the EEC Economic and Social Committee and the governments of all the signatories of the Lome Convention.
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ANNEX III

FINAL DECLARATION
Adopted unanimously at Brussels, on 20 September 1985, at the
end of the meeting between a delegation of the Joint Assembly
and the Representatives of ACP and EEC socio-economic interest
Groups

Meeting on the initiative of the Joint ACP/EEC Assembly
at the Economic and Social Committee's headquarters in Brussels
on 19 and 20 September 1985, representatives of the economic and
social sectors in the ACP countr1es and the European Communities
held a wide-ranging debate on the role and contribution of
ACP/EEC
socio-economic
forces
in
implementing the various
chapters of the Lome III Convention,
particularly with the
planning of aid for rural_, industrial and social development in
mind. The ACP and EEC representatives:
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1.

Welcome the
more

receptive

social
need

fact

and

to

that

to

the

cultural

involve

the 3rd

dimension of

aspects

the

operations affecting

human

of

peoples
them;

ACP/EEC Convention has become
development,

cooperation,
concerned

underline

in

and
the

the role

the

the
vital

development
which can

be

capable

of

played in this connection by soc i o-e c ononli c organizations as
well

as

by

an

extremeLy· wide

range

of

groups

making a contribution towards this end; emphasize the need to
support and strengthen such groups;
2.

particular the objectives laid down by Lome III in
Part
in
its
on
One,
chapter
rural
development
and
self-sufficiency in food,
and in its Title devoted to

note

in

particularly the cultural
cultural and social ,r"~~eration,
dimension
development
and
social
of
programmes,
and
.•
.
,)

operations to enhance the value of human
health,

re s.e arch,

r~sources

<traini~g,

' grass-roots communities,
participation of

employment etc.>;
3.

welcome Lome Ill's support for efforts aimed at enhancing the
work of women,
t he i r

improving their living conditions,

r o l e and p rom o t; n g 't he i r s t at us

i n t he

expanding

prod u c t i on and

development process;

4.

concrete applications be found for the above
urge that
objectives when cooperation is planned and during the phases
of precise identification,

examination and execution of the

programmes and projects;
5.

consider that

this implies

that

initiatives

will

have

to be

the ACP groups concerned and that such groups are
able to gain a hearing with the,r nat i on.a l .authorities and
can exchange information with the ACP and EEC departments
responsible for implementation of the Convention;
taken by

... I . ..
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6.

consider
should

that

be

the

drawn

3 -

skills

upon

of

in

economic

the

and

drawing-up

social

and

sectors

executing

of

projects, whenever their expertize and availability perm1t;

7.

believe that

all development work should be synchronized and

coordinated

so

as

to

achieJe

greater

consistency

in

the

drawing-up of programmes and the execution of projects;
8.

welcome
the

the

new

importance

Lome

III

of the

Convention's

role which

clear

can and

recognition of

must

be

played

by

socio-economic groups in the field of cooperation between the
ACP countries and the Community, so that this can make a full
contribution towards .the common objective of development;
9.

note

with

that

the

satisfaction
Joint

the

Assembly

organize

regular

economic

and

Lome
and

Council

consultations

social

sectors

Convention's

III

of

with
in

provision

Ministers

will

representatives

the

ACP/EEC

of

countries;

congratulate the Assembly·on having understood the importance
of such
OT

consultations and on having

taken the initiative of

g ani zing them;

10. expect

the

Council

to

act

similarly

trom

1986 onwards,

in

accordance with Article 23 of the Lome III Convention;

11. urge

work

that
of

Industrial

socio-economic
the

nrganizat•ons

Administrative

Development

boards
and

<CID)

the

be

involved

of

the

Technical

in

the
for

Centre
Centre

for

Agricultural Cooperation (TCAC);
12.

request that the appropriate ACP institutions on the one hand
and the appropriate EEC institutions on the other be provided
with

the

organize

administrative
and

f

0

l

LOW

up

and

financial

relations

means

wi.t h

needed

to

socio-economic

interests;
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13. strongly urge that sufficient funds be set aside in the Fund
to be created under Annex

XXXI

to

of

enable

representatives

to the

Final

Act of Lome

socio-economic

sectors

III

in

the

ACP countries to take part in consultation sessions organized
by the Assembly;
14. would l1ke to see the Joint Assembly organize a debate on the

conclusions
economic

drawn

and

at

social

the

meetings

sectors

a

of

representatives

debate

to

be

held

of

in

the

presence of a delegation of socio-economic representatives;

15. suggest that a joint group composed of an equal number of ACP
and

EEC socio-economlc

liaison

body

representatives be set up to act

coverins. tne

period

until

the

to

those

next

as a

meeting

in

1986;
16. urge

that

Lome III

full

weight

which

be

given

underline

development

effort

fundamental

rights,

and

the
the

including

provisions

of

between

the

interaction

promotion
his

man

of

economic,

and

his

social

and

cultural rights; emphasize that any form of discrimination is
t ·h e

ve r y

most

ne ga t i on of

t he s e o b j e c t i ve s ;
and

inst1tutionalized

most

unde r l i ne

intolerable

t ha t

t he

form

of

discrimination is the system of apartheid; urgently appeal to
the parties to the Convention to condemn

this system

and to

take all concrete measures likely to put pressure on the
South African Government with a view to eradicating apartheid
and

establishing

South

in

Africa

genuinely

a

democratic

regime based on equal rights for all;
17. contragulate the signatory States which have already ratified

the

Convention

order

to

allow

and
the

call

on

Third

the

other

ACP/EEC

States

to

Convention

to

do

so,

in

come

1nto

submit

this

force in January 1986;
18. ask

the

Co-chairmen

declaration to

of

the Joint

the

Joint

Assembly,

Committee
the

to

ACP/EEC Council

and

the Commission of the European Communities.
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